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Executive summary
The proposal
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is proposing to upgrade the Burley Griffin Way,
Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way intersection at Yoogali. The proposal involves
widening and upgrading all intersection legs, installing new traffic signals and upgrading the existing
Irrigation Way bridge with a new culvert structure. In an effort to complete the intersection upgrade and
associated work with the Federal Government, the project has been partially funded under the Federal
Heavy Vehicle Safety and Productivity Program (HVSPP).
The proposal area is the meeting point of four major roads – Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Irrigation
Way and Kurrajong Avenue. The existing intersection is a priority intersection with a ‘Give Way’ control for
the side roads - Burley Griffin Way and Kurrajong Avenue. The Narrandera to Griffith rail line is immediately
north of the intersection and runs parallel to Irrigation Way and Mackay Avenue.
Key features of the proposal would include:
•

widening and upgrading about 140 metres of Mackay Avenue with a dedicated left turn lane for
northbound access onto Burley Griffin Way

•

widening and upgrading about 180 metres of Irrigation Way, 120 metres of Kurrajong Avenue and
140 metres of Burley Griffin Way

•

installing raised medians

•

upgrading existing Griffith City Council managed stormwater drainage pipes and installing new
drainage structures including headwalls, pits and grassed channels

•

replacing the existing Irrigation Way road bridge with a new box culvert

•

a new pedestrian footway on the Irrigation Way road bridge

•

upgrading the existing rail level crossing to booms, lights and pedestrian controls

•

installing new utilities, including Traffic Control Signals (TCS), rail signals and services related to the
integration of rail signals and TCS

•

relocating and/or adjustments to utility services that are in conflict with the proposal

•

installing safety barriers and pedestrian safety fences

•

changing existing road signs and pavement markings.

Need for the proposal
In a joint effort to complete the intersection upgrade and associated work, the proposal has been partially
funded under the Federal HSVPP, an Australian Government initiative to fund infrastructure projects that
improve heavy vehicle productivity and safety outcomes across Australia.
The specific HVSPP objectives include:
•

increasing heavy vehicle productivity by enhancing the capacity of existing roads and improving
connection to freight networks

•

improving the safety environment for heavy vehicle drivers.

The specific goals outlined in the Griffith Heavy Vehicle Strategy (Griffith City Council, 2013) are to
develop:
•

a transport system that supports the economic development of Griffith

•

an equitable and accessible transport network that allows for consistent and reliable travel

•

a safe transport network where the severity and risk of accidents are minimised
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•

a transport network that minimises the impacts on the environment and communities.

The objectives and goals identified above have been considered in the design development and options
assessment for the intersection upgrade.

Proposal objectives and development criteria
The proposal objectives include:
•

allowing for freight efficiency by enhancing the intersection and level railway crossing’s capacity for
heavy vehicles

•

improving road user safety at both the intersection and level railway crossing.

The proposal aims to meet the following key consideration criteria:
•

minimise environmental impacts

•

minimise community issues and land acquisition impacts

•

minimise impacts on utility services

•

deliver a solution that complements potential future upgrades

•

deliver a value-for-money customer solution.

Options considered
Four options were identified and considered for the proposal, including a ‘do-nothing’ option (Option A), a
roundabout option (Option B), a staggered T-intersection (Option C) and a signalised intersection (Option
D).
Each option was considered against the proposal objectives and development criteria. A signalised
intersection (Option D) was selected as the preferred option as it improves road user safety by introducing
traffic control signals. This configuration mitigates the issue of short stacking and can accommodate all long
vehicle turning movements.

Statutory and planning framework
The proposed intersection upgrade at Yoogali is subject to assessment under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. This
REF has been prepared to assess the environmental impact of the proposal during construction and
operation. The REF has been prepared in accordance with clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation 2000 (the EP&A Regulation). Roads and Maritime is the proponent and the
determining authority under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A
Act) and must examine and take into account to the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting or likely to
affect the environment by reason of the proposed activity.
As Roads and Maritime is a public authority and the proposed activity falls within the definition of a road or
road infrastructure facilities under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (the
Infrastructure SEPP), the proposal is permissible without consent. Consequently, the environmental
impacts of the proposal are being addressed by Road and Maritime under Part 5 of the EP&A Act.
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Community and stakeholder consultation
Roads and Maritime has consulted with potentially affected property owners, stakeholders and government
agencies when investigating the preferred option design. Government agencies and stakeholders consulted
have included:
•

Transport for New South Wales

•

Griffith City Council

•

Essential Energy

•

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

•

John Holland Rail.

If the proposal is determined to proceed, Roads and Maritime would continue to consult with community
stakeholders and utility providers.

Environmental impacts
This REF identified the potential environmental benefits and impacts of the proposal and outlines the
management measures to mitigate the identified impacts. The main environmental impacts of the proposal
are summarised below. Further information is provided in Chapter 6 (Environmental Assessment) of this
REF.
Noise and vibration
The proposal would involve temporary noise and vibration impacts to surrounding residential and
commercial receivers as a result of the work. A noise and vibration impact assessment was carried out,
which calculated a worst case scenario (with all equipment operating simultaneously) to model noise
impacts during standard hours and out of hours day and evening work.
The assessment found that there would be a number of highly noise affected receivers during standard
hours, evening and out of hours work. Should construction activities be carried out outside of standard
construction hours, noise impacts that would exceed the sleep disturbance criteria are predicted at a
number of receivers.
It is recommended that construction would be managed to ensure high noise activities are carried out in
line with Roads and Maritime Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines (Roads and Maritime, 2016),
and mitigation measures would be implemented to minimise these impacts. Measures would include
restrictions on the use of noise-intensive equipment and the use of hoarding where practical.
For operational noise levels, it was determined that the proposal was unlikely to result in road noise levels
increasing by more than 2 dB(A) relative to existing road operations at surrounding receivers, and that no
specific operational mitigation measures would be necessary. Vibration impacts would be avoided through
identifying safe working distances. An assessment of vibration impacts on nearby heritage items found
vibration levels would be below the 3 mm/s vibration criterion for heritage items, and no additional vibration
mitigation would be required.
Biodiversity
The proposal would result in the removal of about 10 native planted trees along Mackay Avenue and
shrubs. Construction is likely to remove areas of exotic grassland and native chenopod understory. The
proposal is unlikely to impact existing remnant vegetation adjacent to the study area south of Kurrajong
Avenue.
As fauna habitat is limited in the study area there will be no impact or disturbance to important habitat,
including threatened species habitat.
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There are unlikely to be any significant impacts to threatened biodiversity from the work. While some
threatened fauna individual may use the study area as foraging and refuge habitat on occasion, the work is
considered unlikely to significantly impact populations of these species if they are present.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species or ecological communities or their
habitats, within the meaning of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 or Fisheries Management Act 1994
and therefore a Species Impact Statement or Biodiversity Development Assessment Report is not required.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, ecological communities or migratory
species, within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
Landscape and visual
A landscape and visual impact assessment was carried out to assess the impacts of the proposal. The
proposal would alter the extent of road pavement and result in the reconfiguration of the intersection and
the loss of some street trees, including about 10 planted street trees on Mackay Avenue for the new left
turn lane. This overall relatively low rating reflects the minor nature of the work, with the majority of the
scope of work being limited to refinements to the intersection to road user and pedestrian safety.
Visual impacts could be mitigated through the inclusion of urban design principles into the detailed design
and the development of an Urban Design Plan, which would include consideration of screening
opportunities and the reinstatement of the affected areas to their original condition (or equivalent) on
completion of the work.
Socio-economic
The socio-economic assessment concluded that while there would be negative impacts associated with the
proposal these would be largely restricted to the construction phase. The majority of the proposal would be
carried out within or immediately adjacent to the road corridor. During construction potential impacts on
local roads are anticipated with increased construction traffic and temporary changes to road conditions on
Mackay Avenue, Burley Griffin Way, Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way, such as reduced speed limits,
temporary lane closures and diversions and temporary access changes.
During construction temporary impacts on local amenity may result for residents and businesses closest to
construction activities due to increased construction noise and dust. Further land uses surrounding the
proposal area mainly comprise of residential uses. Impacts on night-time amenity may be experienced
should out-of-hours work be required.

Justification and conclusion
The proposal is considered to be justified as it would allow for freight efficiency by enhancing the
intersection and level railway crossing’s capacity for heavy vehicles and improve road user safety at both
the intersection and level railway crossing.
The assessment of the proposal’s impact has concluded:
•

the proposal would be unlikely to cause a significant impact on the environment. Therefore, it is not
necessary for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from
the Minister for Planning under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. A Species Impact Statement is not
required. The proposal is subject to assessment under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. Consent from
Council is not required.

•

the proposal is not likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental
significance or the environment of Commonwealth land within the meaning of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). A referral to the Australian
Department of the Environment is not required.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Proposal identification
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) propose to upgrade the intersection of the Burley
Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way at Yoogali.
The proposal is located at Yoogali, which is within the Griffith local government area (LGA). Griffith is within
the Riverina region of south-western New South Wales, located in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area (MIA).
Currently, the majority of the land in the LGA is rural land used for farming and other agricultural industries.
Key features of the proposal would include:
•

widening and upgrading about 140 metres of Mackay Avenue with a dedicated left turn lane for
northbound access onto Burley Griffin Way

•

widening and upgrading about 180 metres of Irrigation Way, 120 metres of Kurrajong Avenue and
140 metres of Burley Griffin Way

•

installing raised medians

•

upgrading existing Griffith City Council managed stormwater drainage pipes and installing of new
drainage structures including headwalls, pits and grassed channels

•

replacing the existing Irrigation Way road bridge with a new box culvert

•

new pedestrian footway on the Irrigation Way road bridge

•

upgrading the existing rail level crossing

•

installing new utilities including Traffic Control Signals (TCS), rail signals and services related to the
integration of rail signals and TCS

•

installing safety barriers and pedestrian safety fences

•

changing to existing road signs and pavement markings.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the proposal is located within the township of Yoogali, which is within the Griffith
LGA, about 568 km southwest of Sydney. The location of the proposal is shown in Figure 1-1 and an
overview of the proposal is provided in Figure 1-2. Chapter 3 describes the proposal in more detail.
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Figure 1-1: Location of the proposal
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Figure 1-2: The proposal
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1.2 Purpose of the report
This review of environmental factors (REF) has been prepared by Jacobs on behalf of Roads and Maritime
South West Region. For the purposes of these works, Roads and Maritime is the proponent and the
determining authority under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A
Act).
The purpose of the REF is to describe the proposal, to document the likely impacts of the proposal on the
environment, and to detail mitigation and management measures to be implemented.
The description of the proposed work and assessment of associated environmental impacts has been
undertaken in the context of clause 228 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000,
the factors in Is an EIS Required? Best Practice Guidelines for Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (Is an EIS required? guidelines) (DUAP, 1995/1996), Roads and Related Facilities
EIS Guideline (DUAP 1996), the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act), the Fisheries Management
Act 1994 (FM Act), and the Australian Government’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
In doing so, the REF helps to fulfil the requirements of:
•

section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including that Roads and Maritime examine and take into account to
the fullest extent possible, all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the
activity.

The findings of the REF would be considered when assessing:
•

whether the proposal is likely to have a significant impact on the environment and therefore the
necessity for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from the
Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act

•

the significance of any impact on threatened species as defined by the BC Act and/or FM Act, in
section 1.7 of the EP&A Act and therefore the requirement for a Species Impact Statement or a
Biodiversity Development Assessment Report

•

the significance of any impact on nationally listed biodiversity matters under the EPBC Act, including
whether there is a real possibility that the activity may threaten long-term survival of these matters,
and whether offsets are required and able to be secured

•

the potential for the proposal to significantly impact any other matters of national environmental
significance or Commonwealth land and the need, subject to the EPBC Act strategic assessment
approval, to make a referral to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and
Energy for a decision by the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment on whether assessment
and approval is required under the EPBC Act.
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2. Need and options considered
2.1 Strategic need for the proposal
In a joint effort to complete the intersection upgrade and associated work, the proposal has been partially
funded under the Federal Heavy Vehicle Safety and Productivity Program (HSVPP).
The HSVPP is an Australian Government initiative to fund infrastructure projects that improve productivity
and safety outcomes of heavy vehicle operations across Australia.
The specific HVSPP objectives include:
•

increasing heavy vehicle productivity by enhancing the capacity of existing roads and improving
connection to freight networks

•

improving the safety environment for heavy vehicle drivers.

The specific goals outlined in the Griffith Heavy Vehicle Strategy (Griffith City Council 2013) are to develop:
•

a transport system that supports the economic development of Griffith

•

an equitable and accessible transport network that allows for consistent and reliable travel

•

a safe transport network where the severity and risk of accidents are minimised

•

a transport network that minimises the impacts on the environment and communities.

The objectives and goals identified above have been considered in the design development and options
assessment for the intersection upgrade.

2.2 Existing infrastructure
2.2.1 Burley Griffin Way/Mackay Avenue/Irrigation Way/Kurrajong
Avenue intersection
The Yoogali intersection is the meeting point of four major roads – Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue,
Irrigation Way and Kurrajong Avenue. Each road provides a single carriageway with the exception of
Mackay Avenue which has an additional dedicated left-turn lane. All legs of the intersection are designated
B-Double routes for vehicles up to 26m. B-Triples, road trains and other long vehicles greater than 26m are
not permitted to use such routes based on the Roads and Maritime NSW Road Train Network diagram.

2.2.2 State Route B94 (Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue)
The Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue (MR84) are classified as part of NSW State Route (route
number B94), which runs from Canberra and Griffith via Yass on the Barton Highway and is about 289km in
length. State Route B94 passes through one of the richest agricultural areas in Australia and hence heavy
vehicles make up a significant proportion of traffic using the road. Within the proposal area, Burley Griffin
Way has a posted speed limit of 50 kilometres per hour and Mackay Avenue has a posted speed limit of 60
kilometres per hour.
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2.2.3 Irrigation Way
The Irrigation Way (MR80) is classified as a NSW State Road that runs about 81km through the
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, linking Narrandera, Leeton and Griffith. Irrigation Way provides a direct route
between Griffith and Leeton, and links to other regions of the state. Within the proposal area the Irrigation
Way has a posted speed limit of 60km per hour.

2.2.4 Kurrajong Avenue
Kurrajong Avenue is a local road with a posted speed limit of 50km per hour within the proposal area.
Kurrajong Avenue is a two lane undivided road which is about 2.6km long, extending from the Yoogali
intersection to the north east travelling in a south west direction to Old Willbriggie Road.

2.2.5 Southern NSW railway line
The Narrandera to Griffith section of the Southern NSW railway line passes through the proposal area,
crossing the Burley Griffin Way, immediately north of the Yoogali Intersection and running parallel to
Irrigation Way and Mackay Avenue. Twice weekly passenger services on this line are operated by NSW
TrainLink, all other train movements are freight related. There is a signalised level crossing across the
Burley Griffin Way. The proximity of the crossing to the intersection results in the issue of ‘short stacking’
whereby the railway crossing is prone to vehicles queueing on the railway tracks whilst waiting at the
intersection.

2.2.6 Utilities
A number of services and utilities exist within the proposal area, including electrical, water,
telecommunications and gas services. The location of existing utilities within the proposal footprint was
informed by survey information provided by Griffith City Council and Roads and Maritime, a ‘Dial Before
You Dig’ (DBYD) enquiry and utility field investigations carried out during concept design. The following
utility authorities own and maintain services within the proposal area:
•

Griffith City Council – 100mm, 150mm, 225mm, 300mm, 375mm and 450mm water services and
mains

•

Griffith City Council – 100mm and 225mm sewer services and mains

•

Jemena – high and medium pressure gas mains

•

Telstra – underground telephone line and optic fibre communications

•

Pipe Networks and Soul – underground optic fibre communications

•

Essential Energy – underground and aboveground low and high voltage services.

Further details are provided in Section 3.5.
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2.3 Proposal objectives and development criteria
2.3.1 Proposal objectives
The objectives of the proposal include:
•

allowing for freight efficiency by enhancing the intersection and level railway crossing’s capacity for
heavy vehicles

•

improving road user safety at both the intersection and level railway crossing.

2.3.2 Development criteria
The development criteria for the proposal include:
•

minimise environmental impacts

•

minimise community issues and land acquisition impacts

•

minimise impacts on utility services

•

deliver a solution that complements potential future upgrades

•

deliver a value-for-money customer solution.
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2.4 Alternatives and options considered
2.4.1 Methodology for selection of preferred option
This section presents the key considerations which form the basis of the options assessment.
Considerations used to compare the options for the proposal include:
•

road user safety

•

traffic performance

•

heavy vehicle accessibility

•

property impacts

•

utility impacts

•

environmental impacts

•

constructability

•

cost

•

community outcome.

2.4.2 Identified options
The Options Assessment Report for Yoogali Intersection Upgrade, assessed the following options:
Option A – Do nothing
The ‘do nothing’ option involves not carrying out the proposal, retaining the existing intersection
configuration between Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Irrigation Way and Kurrajong Avenue with a
‘Give Way’ control for the side roads Burley Griffin Way and Kurrajong Avenue.
Option B – Roundabout
Option B is detailed in Figure 2-1 and proposes a roundabout configuration, with the following features:
•

a roundabout with a large diameter mountable concrete kerb that can be trafficked by larger
vehicles, and a smaller raised annulus within

•

additional pavement widening would be required on all legs of the intersection

•

replacement and widening of the existing bridge on Irrigation Way over the Main Drain J drainage
channel.
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Figure 2-1: Option B – Roundabout
Option C – Staggered ‘T’ intersection
Option C is detailed in Figure 2-2 and proposes an unsignalised staggered ‘T’ intersection, with the
following features:
•

realignment of the Burley Griffin Way so a ‘T’ intersection is formed 200m south-east of the existing
intersection location, shifting the railway crossing

•

conversion of the existing Burley Griffin Way to a cul-de-sac

•

raised splitter islands with sufficient lengths to define approach lanes and stop inappropriate
movements for both ‘T’ intersections

•

pavement widening to provide sufficient roadway for long vehicles during a left-turn movement from
Kurrajong Avenue to Mackay Avenue

•

replacement and widening of the existing bridge on Irrigation Way over the Main Drain J drainage
channel

•

construction of a new bridge structure on Burley Griffin Way further to the east over the Main Drain J
drainage channel.
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Figure 2-2: Option C – Staggered ‘T’ intersection
Option D – Intersection with traffic signals
Option D (refer Figure 3-1 to Figure 3-5) proposes an intersection with traffic signals, with the following
features:
•

installation of signals at the intersection; developed to accommodate long vehicles including BTriples and Road Trains for all turning movements

•

control of southbound traffic on Burley Griffin Way immediately before the railway crossing,
eliminating the risk of vehicles queuing on the railway tracks

•

integration of road and rail traffic control systems to clear all traffic before the arrival of a train

•

pavement widening would be required on all legs to accommodate long vehicle braking and turn
movements

•

replacement and widening of the existing road bridge along Irrigation Way over the Main Drain J
drainage channel.
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2.4.3 Analysis of options
The four options were considered against the proposal objectives. In order to identify the best performing
option a multi-criteria analysis was carried out. A summary of the analysis is provided in Table 2-1 below:
Table 2-1: Multi-criteria assessment outcomes

Key Considerations

Weighting

Road user safety

20%

4

3

2

1

Traffic performance

10%

3

2

4

1

Heavy vehicle accessibility

20%

3

4

2

1

Property impacts

10%

1

3

4

2

Utility impacts

5%

1

4

3

2

Environmental impacts

5%

1

3

4

2

Constructability

10%

1

4

2

3

Cost

10%

1

2

4

3

Community impacts

10%

4

2

3

1

2

4

3

1

Weighted Average Ranking

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option A (do nothing) would not meet the objectives of the proposal. The intersection would continue to
present significant safety issues. The potential risk (short stacking) of vehicles being struck by a train as a
result of queuing across the level crossing still remains, due to the short distance between the intersection
and the level crossing. Heavy vehicle accessibility would continue to be restricted as the current
intersection is not sufficient for B-Triple and Road Train movements.
Option B would provide the benefit of improved road user safety when compared to the ‘do-nothing’ option.
However, the issue of vehicles ‘short stacking’ remains. The extensive footprint required for the roundabout
would also require a much wider bridge over the drainage channel, resulting in greater property, utilities
and environmental impacts. Therefore, this option was not selected.
Option C offers the benefit of improved road user safety when compared to the ‘do nothing’ option.
However, significant costs would be faced due to the need for additional bridges, extensive property
impacts and measures to relieve drainage issues and flooding impacts. With this option, the issue of ‘short
stacking’ remains. Option C was evaluated as the worst for traffic performance and does not meet all of the
project objectives.
Option D has been evaluated as the best performing option, meeting all of the proposal objectives;
achieving road user safety and enhancing the capacity of the intersection and level railway crossing for
heavy vehicles. This option mitigates the issue of vehicles queueing on the railway crossing and can
accommodate all movements required by long vehicles.
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2.5 Preferred option
Option D was identified as the preferred option as it met all proposal objectives. This option could be
developed to accommodate long vehicles including B-Triples and Road Trains for all turning movements.
This option presents an opportunity to eliminate the risk of vehicles queueing on the railway crossing, by
controlling southbound traffic on Burley Griffin Way immediately before the railway. This option reduces the
use of land beyond the existing road corridor and would therefore have a comparatively lower impact on
properties, the environment and utility services.
Further information on the preferred option is provided in Chapter 3.
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3. Description of the proposal
This chapter describes the proposal and provides descriptions of existing conditions, the design parameters
including major design features, the construction method and associated infrastructure and activities.

3.1 The proposal
Roads and Maritime proposes to upgrade the intersection of Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong
Avenue and Irrigation Way, Yoogali. The proposal involves the widening and upgrade of about 140 metres
of Mackay Avenue and the inclusion of a dedicated left-turn slip lane, the widening and upgrading of 180
metres of Irrigation Way, 120 metres of Kurrajong Avenue and 140 metres of Burley Griffin Way. Pavement
widening, utility relocations, installation of new and replacement of existing drainage infrastructure and line
marking would also be carried out. The proposal would also require the demolition of the existing bridge
structure over Main Drain J and construction of a new twin-cell culvert.
The proposal is shown in Figure 1-2 and Figure 3-1 to Figure 3-5.
Key features of the proposal would include:
•

widening and upgrading about 140 metres of Mackay Avenue with a dedicated left turn lane for
northbound access onto Burley Griffin Way

•

widening and upgrading about 180 metres of Irrigation Way, 120 metres of Kurrajong Avenue and
140 metres of Burley Griffin Way

•

widening the intersection to accommodate longer vehicles and improve heavy vehicle accessibility

•

installing raised medians

•

resurfacing the intersection and carriageways within the proposal area

•

upgrading existing Griffith City Council managed stormwater drainage pipes and installing new
drainage structures including headwalls, pits and grassed channels

•

replacing the existing Irrigation Way road bridge with a new box culvert

•

a new pedestrian footway on the Irrigation Way road bridge

•

upgrading existing rail level crossing to booms, lights and pedestrian controls

•

relocating and/or adjustments to utility services that are in conflict with the proposal

•

installing new utilities including Traffic Control Signals (TCS), rail signals and services related to the
integration of rail signals and TCS

•

installing safety barriers and pedestrian safety fences

•

adjustments to property boundaries on the western side of the intersection, to be compatible with
the proposed road widening and revised boundary levels

•

changing existing road signs and pavement markings

•

trimming and/or removal of about ten street trees to allow for the widening of Mackay Avenue and
Burley Griffin Way.
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Figure 3-1: Key features of the proposal
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Figure 3-2: Key features of the proposal
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Figure 3-3: Key features of the proposal
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Figure 3-4: Key features of the proposal
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Figure 3-5: Key features of the proposal
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3.2 Design
3.2.1 Design criteria
Standards
The concept design was prepared in accordance with the following standards:
•

Roads and Maritime documents

•

Austroad – Guide to Road Design

•

published Roads and Maritime Supplements to the Austroad – Guide to Road Design

•

Roads and Maritime Bridgeworks Specifications

•

Roads and Maritime Bridge Technical Directions

•

relevant Australian Standards

•

Soils and Construction Guidelines (2004 and 2006)

•

NSW Floodplain Development Manual.

Design criteria
The design criteria used for the development of the concept design is detailed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Design criteria

Design element

Design value

Design speed (vertical)

60 km/h

Design speed (horizontal)

60 km/h

Posted speed

60 km/h

Design vehicle

36-metre-long B-Triple

Reaction time

1.5sec

Approach sight distance

64 metres

Stopping sight distance

64 metres

Safe intersection sight distance

114 metres

Travel lane width

3.5 metres

Nearside shoulder width

1.5 metres

Offside shoulder width

0.0 metres

Nearside verge width

1 metres

Raised median width

2 metres

Minimum grade

0.2 %

Maximum grade

1.7 %
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Design element

Design value

Desirable cross fall

3.0 %

Batter slopes

Variable from 4:1 to 2:1

3.2.2 Engineering constraints
A series of engineering constraints were identified during the development of the concept design. The main
constraints associated with the proposal include:
•

existing road corridor

•

providing a tie in with the existing road network and railway crossing

•

minimising property acquisition requirements to existing residential and commercial properties on
each side of the intersection

•

existing above and below ground elements including storm water drainage and utilities

•

maintaining and upgrading existing drainage systems to minimise flooding

•

minimising impacts to the Main Drain J drainage channel and maintaining flows during construction

•

maintaining traffic flow during construction

•

maintaining access to existing residential and commercial properties.

3.2.3 Major design features
Horizontal and vertical alignment
The pavement has been designed to tie in with existing levels as much as feasibly possible. The horizontal
alignment through the intersection generally follows the existing alignments on all the approach roads.
Road configuration
Burley Griffin Way, Irrigation Way and Kurrajong Avenue
The proposal would provide a two lane carriageway. Generally, the lanes would be 3.5m in width. A 2m
wide raised median would be provided for the approaches to the intersection.
Mackay Avenue
The proposal would provide a two lane carriageway and an additional left-turn lane into Burley Griffin Way.
Generally, the lanes would be 3.5m in width. A 2m wide raised median would be provided for the
approaches to the intersection.
Intersection
Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue, Irrigation Way intersection
Modification of the existing prioritised intersection would include:
•

widening of lanes and shoulders

•

installation of traffic control signals

•

inclusion of designated pedestrian crossings

•

upgrade of pavement.
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New Irrigation Way bridge structure
The proposed intersection upgrade will require changes to the existing bridge structure over Main Drain J to
maintain connectivity of Irrigation Way whilst providing heavy vehicle accessibility to and from the
intersection.
A two cell box culvert has been proposed to replace the existing bridge as part of the concept design. The
proposed structure consists of precast concrete crown units supported on a cast in-situ 450 mm thick base
slab. Each crown unit would have an internal dimension of at least 3.66 metres wide by 1.98 metres high.
The culvert will feature an apron slab at the inlet and outlet of the culvert to prevent scouring, and wing
walls for batter containment on the approaches.
Walking and cycling facilities
A 3.5 m wide footway is proposed along the western side of Burley Griffin Way, which ties into the existing
footway along Edon Street. The existing crossing of the rail line would also be upgraded with the provision
of an active pedestrian control. An additional footway is proposed on the southern side of Irrigation Way
linking the existing residential developments via the proposed signalised pedestrian crossings at the
intersection.
Drainage
Within the proposal area, stormwater ultimately discharges directly into the Main Drain J drainage channel,
running parallel to Burley Griffin Way and Kurrajong Avenue. Two piped drainage networks exist in the
proposal area. One network collects stormwater runoff generated by catchments located on the north
western side of the intersection, the Southern Railway Line, Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong Avenue. The
other piped network collects stormwater runoff generated by catchments associated with Edon Street, Lee
Lane and East Street.
The following drainage work is proposed:
•
•
•
•
•

installing independent subsurface drainage in the locality of the level crossing to drain the ballast
upgrading stormwater drainage beneath Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong Avenue carriageways
replacing existing drainage beneath Burley Griffin Way carriageway
constructing new grassed channels along Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue and Irrigation Way
scour protection treatments for any new outlets, as required.

Signposting, lighting and traffic signals
It is anticipated that all signposting within the area of the proposal would be removed and replaced.
Signalised intersections and pedestrian crossings would be provided.
All lighting for the proposal would be in accordance with Australian Standard 1158: Lighting for roads and
public spaces. The street lighting design would be carried out during the detailed design phase.
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3.3 Construction activities
3.3.1 Work methodology
Subject to approval, it is anticipated that the proposal would start late-2018, with the commencement of
early utility relocations work. Road and culvert construction is anticipated to commence around the firstquarter 2019 and would take about 12 months to complete (weather permitting). The rail crossing upgrade
will be carried out by John Holland during the 12 month road construction period. Construction activities
would be guided by a construction environmental management plan (CEMP) to ensure work is carried out
to Roads and Maritime specifications within the specified work area. Detailed work methodologies would be
determined during detailed design and the construction planning stage. The proposed work methodologies
are described below.
The proposed construction work and methodology provided is indicative and based on the current concept
design and would be further developed during detailed design. Detailed construction staging plans and
methodologies would be developed by the construction contractor(s) after completion of the detailed design
in consultation with Roads and Maritime. Anticipated construction activities for the proposal are shown in
Table 3-2. In the event that construction activities result in environmental impacts above those assessed in
this REF, further environmental assessment would be required and approval sought by Roads and
Maritime prior to work commencing.
Construction work would be expected to involve the following methodology:
•

pre-construction identification and marking of sensitive areas as identified in this REF and the
CEMP

•

site establishment (including establishment of site compound, stockpile site and temporary fencing)

•

installing traffic management measures such as placing safety barriers and installing temporary
traffic control signs in accordance with the traffic control plans

•

vegetation removal and installation of erosion and sedimentation controls

•

utility adjustments

•

drainage work (including new drainage system and upgrade of existing easements)

•

property adjustment work

•

bulk excavation

•

earthworks

•

rail crossing upgrades

•

demolition of the existing bridge structure at Main Drain J

•

construction of the proposed twin-cell culvert over Main Drain J

•

pavement work

•

kerb and gutter construction

•

concrete footpath

•

installing permanent traffic control signals

•

installing line marking and signposting

•

landscaping work

•

signposting

•

site clean-up and rehabilitation of temporary work areas.
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Table 3-2: Construction activities

Construction activity and
location

Construction methodology

Compound and ancillary
site establishment

•

Lot 273 DP751709 (5373
Irrigation Way, Yoogali).

•
•
•
•
•

Relocation / adjustment of
existing underground
utilities.
Stormwater and drainage
modifications and
upgrades
Burley Griffin Way
Mackay Avenue
Kurrajong Avenue
Irrigation Way

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition of existing Main
Drain J bridge and
construction of new
culvert structure
Irrigation Way
Main Drain J drainage
channel

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Obtain required working approvals from network authorities
(including Roads and Maritime and the Griffith City Council), land
owners and Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Notify adjacent businesses and residents of proposed work
Establish temporary fencing to secure site compound and ancillary
facilities (ATF fencing)
Establish environmental controls
Establish hardstand and stockpile areas
Deliver and install temporary site sheds and facilities.
Obtain required working approvals from network authorities
(including Roads and Maritime and the Griffith City Council)
Notify adjacent businesses and residents of proposed work
Establish temporary fencing to secure work site (ATF fencing
and/or traffic barriers to re-direct pedestrians and traffic using
appropriate directional signage)
Establish traffic control at worksite including the supply of Variable
Message Signs (VMS)
Establish environmental controls
Identification of underground services, e.g. through potholing (if
required)
Saw cutting and excavation of road and corridor where necessary
Relocate public utilities (if impacted)
Bury / reinstate ground surrounding adjusted/upgraded utilities.
Obtain required working approvals from network authorities
(including Roads and Maritime and the Griffith City Council) and
Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Notify adjacent businesses and residents of proposed work
Establish temporary fencing to secure work site (ATF fencing
and/or traffic barriers to re-direct pedestrians and traffic using
appropriate directional signage)
Establish traffic control at worksite including the supply of Variable
Message Signs (VMS)
Establish environmental controls
Install coffer dam structures within Main Drain J, upstream and
downstream of work area
Establish water pumps and pump out culvert work area
Route polypipe over channel banks around the dry channel bed
and within a trench beneath Irrigation Way
Cover trench and pipe with road plates if necessary
Demolish and dispose of existing bridge structure
Shape drain batters if required
Pour culvert base slab, apron and wing walls

32

Construction activity and
location

Road and pavement
adjustments, including:
• road widening /
realignment of lanes
• install drainage
infrastructure
• establishment of
footpaths
• median
construction
• installation of traffic
signals and
services
Burley Griffin Way
Mackay Avenue
Kurrajong Avenue
Irrigation Way

Construction methodology
•
•

Install precast culvert elements
Install guard rails and associated infrastructure

•
•

Reinstate carriageway
Remove coffer dam and reinstate to existing channel condition.

•

Obtain required working approvals from network authorities
(including Roads and Maritime and the Griffith City Council) and
John Holland for rail activities.

•
•

Notify adjacent businesses and residents of proposed work
Establish temporary fencing to secure work site (ATF fencing
and/or traffic barriers to re-direct pedestrians and traffic using
appropriate directional signage)
Establish traffic control at worksite including the supply of Variable
Message Signs (VMS)
Establish environmental controls
Install/remove or cover signposting (if needed)
Remove or trim vegetation where required to accommodate new
road alignment
Saw-cut road pavement
Box-out new median, kerb and gutter to required alignment and
depth
Remove spoil from site to authorised and approved site
Adjust or rebuild drainage pits (if impacted)
Remove existing drainage infrastructure (where required)
Install new drainage infrastructure (outlets, pits and pipes)
Construct new base for road, new median and footpath
Install new median, kerb, gutter and footpath
Pavement widening or heavy patching to fill holes following
realignment
Install traffic signal posts and mast arms (if required) to meet
standard clearances to new kerb alignment. Provide temporary
signals if required
Reinstate signposts
Remove temporary fencing/barrier
Disenable traffic control at worksite and notify Roads and Maritime
and Griffith City Council

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Open footpath to pedestrians and re-open road to traffic
The requirement for mill and re-sheet for line marking and lane
realignment would be determined at the detailed design phase.

3.3.2 Construction hours and duration
Subject to approval, it is anticipated that the proposal would start around late-2018, with the
commencement of early utility work. Road and culvert construction is anticipated to commence during the
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first-quarter of 2019 and would take about 12 months to complete (weather permitting). The rail crossing
upgrade will be carried out by John Holland during the 12 month road construction period
It is anticipated that construction would generally be carried out during standard construction working hours
in accordance with the Interim Construction Noise Guideline (DECC, 2009).
•

Monday to Friday: 7am to 6pm

•

Saturday: 8am to 1pm

•

Sundays and public holidays: no work

To minimise disruption to daily traffic and disturbance to surrounding land owners, business and sensitive
receivers, it will be necessary to carry out some work outside of these hours.
Out of hours work would be subject to permitted road occupancy licences (ROLs) and construction staging.
Out of hours works would be carried out in line with the procedures contained within the EPA Interim
Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC 2009) and the Roads and Maritime Construction Noise and
Vibration Guidelines (CNVG) (Roads and Maritime, 2016).

3.3.3 Plant and equipment
A range of plan and equipment would be used during construction. The final equipment and plant
requirements would be determined by the construction contractor. An indicative list of plant and equipment
is provided in Table 3-3 below:
Table 3-3: Indicative plant and equipment for construction of the proposal

Construction plant and equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front end loaders
Graders
Hand tools
Road trucks
Light vehicles
Excavators
Dump trucks
Backhoes
Franna crane
Road trucks
Road sweepers
Water trucks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cherry pickers
Concrete saws
Two tonne road roller
Asphalt/concrete pavers
Plate compactors
Asphalt miller
Concrete trucks and pumps
Generators
Vacuum truck
Pneumatic and electrical hand tools
Air compressors
Survey equipment.

3.3.4 Earthworks
The majority of the earthworks would be associated with excavation of road pavements, medians and road
verges, utility relocations and upgrades, and pavement installation as part of the road widening work and
stormwater drainage upgrades. No large scale earthworks are required as part of this proposal.
The volumes of materials associated with earthworks would be small due to the localised nature of the
roadworks. Earthwork requirements would be confirmed during detailed design and with analysis of existing
material quality on-site.
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3.3.5 Channel bypass for bridgeworks
Consultation with Murrumbidgee Irrigation, the asset owner of Main Drain J, has established that flows
through Main Drain J must be maintained. Therefore, demolition and construction activities within the
channel for the purpose of installing a new culvert structure will require a channel bypass system to reroute
and maintain flows.
Murrumbidgee Irrigation has carried out channel closures in the past for similar activities and have
proposed the following bypass methodology:
•

temporary coffer dams will be installed in the canal; upstream and downstream of the proposal

•

flexible polypipe will be routed over channel banks around the dry channel bed and through a trench
dug beneath the roadway

•

the trench and pipe will be covered by road plates to maintain traffic flow

•

pumps will run in parallel and will maintain the required flow rate within the channel.

Where possible, timing of in-channel work would be scheduled to coincide with period of minimum flow in
the channel. Methodology and programming of work will be developed further during detailed design.

3.3.6 Source of materials
Based on the concept design, the materials associated with the construction of the proposal include:
•

topsoil (removal and storage)

•

earthworks cut for road pavement for off-site disposal

•

imported materials from beyond the proposal area

•

precast concrete and fibre reinforced drainage pipes

•

drainage pits and outlets

•

precast concrete culverts

•

steel reinforcing bar for culvert slab construction

•

concrete for culvert slab and wingwalls

•

pavement (subbase and base)

•

heavy duty asphalt

•

concrete paving (median and footpaths).

Quantities of materials listed above will be confirmed during detailed design. Materials would be sourced
from appropriately licenced facilities (e.g. quarries). The demand for resources would be separated into the
various stages of construction work.
Surplus or unsuitable material that cannot be used on-site would be classified in accordance with the
Waste Classification Guidelines (NSW EPA, 2014) and disposed of at an approved materials recycling or
waste disposal facility.
The amount of water that would be required during construction is unknown at this stage. The amount
would depend on material sources and methodologies applied by the contractor. It is proposed that water
would be obtained from the local water supply network.
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3.3.7 Traffic management and access
Construction of the proposal would generate heavy vehicle movements. These heavy vehicle movements
would mainly be associated with:
•

delivery of construction materials

•

delivery and removal of construction plant and equipment

•

spoil removal and disposal

•

removal and disposal of structural elements.

Light vehicle movements would be required for the movement of construction personnel, including
contractors, site labour force and specialist supervisory personnel. Construction vehicles would access the
site via arterial roads wherever possible.
About 10 heavy vehicles would be required on-site per day resulting in around 40 heavy vehicle
movements in and out of the site per day. In addition, small vehicles would be required to transport staff,
resulting in up to 60 small vehicle movements in and out of the site per day. Small vehicles used to
transport staff to and from the site would park at the site compound or site office (see Section 3.4).
A detailed Traffic Management Plan (TMP) would be prepared in accordance with the Traffic Control at
Work Sites Manual Version 4 (RTA, 2010) and approved by Roads and Maritime before implementation.
The TMP would provide details of the traffic management measures to be implemented during construction
to ensure traffic management measures are being implemented during construction to ensure traffic flow on
the surrounding network is maintained where possible.
There may be some short term disruptions to property access during construction. Affected
residences/businesses would be notified prior to work and impacts managed through the TMP. There
would be no change to bus services during construction, including temporary relocation of bus stops where
required. Further details and assessment of traffic and transport impacts are provided in Section 6.4.

3.4 Ancillary facilities
The following proposed site office compound and storage location option may be used for the proposal:
•

Lot 273 DP751709 (5373 Irrigation Way, Yoogali).

This site was selected based on proximity to the work area, distance from sensitive receivers and minimal
disturbance to native vegetation.
The site office and compound facility would include portable buildings with amenities (such as lunch
facilities and toilets), secure and bunded storage areas for site materials (where required), including fuel
and chemicals, office space for on-site personnel, and associated parking. The site would be securely
fenced with temporary fencing. Signage would be erected advising the general public of access restrictions.
Two ancillary compound sites within the road reserve have also been proposed; these will be used for the
storage of concrete, steel and structural elements, drainage and utility components and for the park up of
vehicles. These locations would be secured with temporary fencing and a lockable gate. Due to the
proximity of these locations to the Main Drain J drainage channel, these locations will not be used for the
storage of spoil, aggregate, road base or any other erodible material, nor will they be used for vehicle
refuelling.
Figure 3-6 shows the location of the proposed site compound and ancillary facilities.
Upon completion of construction, the temporary site office, compound, work areas and stockpiles would be
removed, the sites cleared of all rubbish and materials and rehabilitated to existing use.
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Figure 3-6: Site compound and ancillary facility locations
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3.5 Public utility adjustment
Within the proposal area, services and utilities are located within the road verge and shoulder, beneath the
carriageway and within private properties. There is also gas and communications utilities that are mounted
to the culvert structure that crosses Main Drain J. ‘Dial Before You Dig’ (DBYD), service location and
utilities investigations were carried out during concept design. The utility authorities that own and maintain
services within the proposal area are identified in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Utilities within proposal area

Type

Location/comment

Jemena
High pressure Gas
(200 mm polyethylene)

•
•
•
•
•

Along the western side of Kurrajong Avenue
Crosses Kurrajong Avenue at the leg of the intersection
Crosses Irrigation Way at the leg of the intersection
Crosses the rail corridor
Along the eastern side of Burley Griffin Way.

High pressure gas
(160 mm polyethylene)

•
•

Along the northern side of Irrigation Way
Attached to the northern side of the road bridge.

High pressure gas
(150 mm steel)

•

Gas main has been directionally drilled within the vicinity of the rail
corridor
Crosses the railway at the eastern side of the level rail crossing
Crosses Irrigation Way at the leg of the intersection.

•
•
Medium pressure gas
(160 mm polyethylene)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Along the northern side of Mackay Avenue between the carriageway
and the rail corridor
Crosses Burley Griffin Way at the leg of the intersection
Along the northern side of Irrigation Way
Attached to the northern side of the road bridge
Crosses the rail corridor at the western side of the level rail crossing
Along the western side of Burley Griffin Way

•

Crosses Burley Griffin Way near Edon Street.

•

Crosses Edon Street at the intersection with Burley Griffin Way.

Water main
(450 mm PVC)

•
•
•
•

Crosses the railway at the western side of the level rail crossing
Crosses Burley Griffin Way, about 25 m north of the level rail crossing
Along the western side of Burley Griffin Way
Along the eastern side of Burley Griffin Way.

Water main
(375 mm DICL)

•

Along the northern side of Mackay Avenue.

Water main

•

Crosses Edon Street at its intersection with Burley Griffin Way.

Medium Pressure Gas
(32 mm nylon)
Griffith City Council
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Type

Location/comment

(300 mm CICL)
Water main
(225 mm PVC)

•

Along the southern side of Mackay Avenue.

Water main
(225 mm CICL)

•
•
•

Crosses Mackay Avenue
Crosses rail corridor at the western side of the level rail crossing
Along the western side of Burley Griffin Way.

Water main
(150 mm CICL)

•
•
•

Crosses Kurrajong Avenue at the leg of the intersection
Along the southern side of Irrigation Way
Attached to the southern side of the road bridge.

Water main
(100 mm PVC)

•

Along the western side of Kurrajong Avenue.

Sewer main
(225 mm concrete)

•

Over 150 m west of the subject intersection.

Sewer main
(100 mm PVC)

•

Over 150 m west of the subject intersection.

Optic fibre
(1x100 mm PVC)

•
•
•
•

Along the northern side of Mackay Avenue
Crosses Burley Griffin Way at the leg of the intersection
Crosses the rail corridor at the eastern side of the level rail crossing
Along the eastern side of Burley Griffin Way.

Telephone line
(Direct buried)

•

Along the southern side of Mackay Avenue.

Telephone line
(1x100 mm PVC)

•
•

Along the northern side of Irrigation Way
Attached to the southern side of the rail bridge.

Telephone line
(1x35 mm GI)

•
•

Along the northern side of Irrigation Way
Attached to the northern side of the road bridge.

Telstra (communications)

Pipe Networks and Soul (communications)
Optic fibre
(1x50 mm)

•
•
•

Along the northern side of Mackay Avenue
Crosses the rail corridor at the western side of the level rail crossing
Crosses Burley Griffin Way, about 30 m north of the level rail
crossing.

Optic fibre
(Direct buried)

•

Along the eastern side of Burley Griffin Way.

Essential Energy (underground electrical)
Low voltage
(Direct buried)
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Type

Location/comment

Low voltage
(2x50 mm PVC)

•
•

Corner of Burley Griffin Way and Irrigation Way
Between rail sheds and street light.

Essential Energy (aboveground electrical)
Low voltage
(Direct buried)

•
•

Corner of Burley Griffin Way and Irrigation Way
Between rail sheds and railway signals.

Low voltage
(2x50 mm PVC)

•
•

Corner of Burley Griffin Way and Irrigation Way
Between rail sheds and street light.

Initial consultation with utility owners has been carried out, and ongoing consultation would be carried out
throughout the detailed design phase. The final location of any relocated utilities is still subject to this
consultation and has not been defined to date, however it is anticipated that all utility relocation work would
occur within the proposal boundary.
The utilities that would be impacted by the proposal, either requiring relocation or protection include:
•

high pressure and medium pressure gas services

•

water services

•

sewer services

•

telecommunication services

•

underground low voltage electrical services

•

aboveground high and low voltage electrical services.

The following new utilities have been excluded from the current concept design and documentation:
•

traffic control systems (TCS) – TCS will be incorporated during detailed design

•

intelligent transportation systems (ITS) – the addition of ITS is not anticipated at this stage

•

rail signals – rail signals will be incorporated during detailed design

•

integration services – to be considered during detailed design.

3.6 Property acquisition
Lot 5 / DP226372 – 126 Mackay Avenue, Yoogali (Griffith City Volkswagen)
The western corner of the proposed design encroaches into the Griffith City Volkswagen forecourt
comprising raised kerb planting areas. Such areas, however are within the road reserve and not private
property. Volkswagen currently has a lease arrangement with Roads and Maritime to occupy this area of
road reserve. Some improvement works (such as a concrete garden) has occurred as part of the
development within the road reserve, with details to be finalised as part of the detailed design.
Leasing of proposed site compound locations
As outlined in Section 3.4, Roads and Maritime intend to use the following private property for the
establishment of a construction site office compound and storage during the delivery of the proposal:
•

Lot 273 DP751709 (5373 Irrigation Way, Yoogali).
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Prior to site compound establishment, Road and Maritime would seek a lease agreement with the above
private property owner.
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4. Statutory and planning framework
This chapter provides the statutory and planning framework for the proposal and considers the provisions
of relevant state environmental planning policies, local environmental plans and other legislation.

4.1 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
4.1.1 State Environmental Planning Policies
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective delivery of
infrastructure across the State.
Clause 94 of ISEPP permits development on any land for the purpose of a road or road infrastructure
facilities to be carried out by or on behalf of a public authority without consent.
As the proposal is for road infrastructure facilities and is to be carried out by Roads and Maritime, it can be
assessed under Division 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. Development
consent from council is not required.
The proposal is not located on land reserved under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 and does not
affect land or development regulated by State Environmental Planning Policy No. 14 - Coastal Wetlands,
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 26 - Littoral Rainforests, State Environmental Planning Policy
(State and Regional Development) 2011 or State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Development)
2005.
Part 2 of the ISEPP contains provisions for public authorities to consult with local councils and other public
authorities prior to the commencement of certain types of development. Consultation, including consultation
as required by ISEPP (where applicable), is discussed in chapter 5 of this REF.
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4.1.2 Local Environmental Plans
The Griffith Local Environment Plan 2014
The Griffith Local Environmental Plan 2014 (the LEP) applies to land within The Griffith City LGA. The
proposal area is located within or in the immediate vicinity of land with a number of different zonings, which
are listed in Table 4-1. Table 4-1 also lists the objectives that apply to each zone, and summarises the
consistency of the proposal with these objectives.
Table 4-1: LEP zone objectives

Zone

Objectives

Consistency with objectives

RU1 Primary
Production

To encourage sustainable primary
industry production by maintaining and
enhancing the natural resource base

The proposal involves the upgrade of an
existing land use, which meets the access
and transport needs of industry. The
proposal is consistent with these objectives
of this zone.

To encourage diversity in primary industry
enterprises and systems appropriate for
the area
To minimise the fragmentation and
alienation of resource lands
To minimise conflict between land uses
within this zone and lane uses within
adjoining zones
To permit a range of activities that support
the agricultural industries being conducted
on the land and limit development that
may reduce the agricultural production
potential of the land
To permit tourist facilities that promote an
appreciation of the rural environment and
associated agricultural and horticultural
activities, while ensuring the continued
economic viability of the land
RU4 Primary
Production
Small Lots

To enable sustainability primary industry
and other compatible land uses
To encourage and promote diversity and
employment opportunities in relation to
primary industry enterprises, particularly
those that require smaller lots or that are
more intensive in nature

The proposal involves the upgrade of an
existing land use, which meets the access
and transport needs of industry. The
proposal is consistent with these objectives
of this zone.

To minimise conflict between land uses
within this zone and land uses within
adjoining zones
To enable function centres, restaurants
and appropriate forms of tourist and visitor
accommodation to be developed in
conjunction with agricultural uses
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Zone

Objectives

Consistency with objectives

To protect and retain land for sustainable
and viable intensive plant agriculture,
particularly horticulture, viticulture and
irrigation farms for specialised agriculture,
that can take advantage of high land
quality and the availability of a reliable
water supply.
RU5 Village

To provide for a range of land uses,
services and facilities that are associated
with a rural village

The proposal involves the upgrade of an
existing land use, which meets the access
and transport needs of residents.
The proposal would provide new related
To enable development that will not hinder infrastructure to improve safety to all road
the future expansion of the village
users within the area. The proposal is
consistent with these objectives of this zone.
To provide for a range of land uses,
services and facilities that are associated
with a rural village

B6 Enterprise To promote business along main roads
corridor
and to encourage a mix of compatible
uses
To provide a range of employment uses
(including business, office, retail and light
industrial uses)

The proposal involves the upgrade of an
existing land use, which meets the access
and transport needs of residents.
The proposal would provide new related
infrastructure to improve safety to all road
users within the area. The proposal is
consistent with these objectives of this zone.

To maintain the economic strength of
centres by limiting retailing activity
To provide for residential uses, but only as
part of a mixed use development
To ensure residential development is
associated with and ancillary to a primary
business
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4.2 Other relevant NSW legislation
Other NSW environmental legislation that is relevant to the approval and assessment of the proposal is
considered below.

4.2.1 Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) establishes, amongst other things, the
procedures for issuing licences for environmental protection in relation to aspects such as waste, air, water
and noise pollution control. The owner or occupier of premises engaged in scheduled activities is required
to hold an environment protection licence and comply with the conditions of that licence.
Under Part 3.2 of the POEO Act, the carrying out of scheduled development work as defined in Schedule 1
requires an environmental protection licence. Schedule 1, Clause 35 (road construction) is potentially
relevant to the proposal. Road construction is defined by Clause 35(1) as ‘the construction, widening or rerouting of roads, but does not apply to the maintenance or operation of any such road’.
Clause 35(2) specifies that the proposal
‘(2) ….is declared a scheduled activity if it results in four or more traffic lanes (other than bicycle lanes or
lanes used for entry or exit) for at least:
(b) where the road is classified, or proposed to be classified, as a main road (but not a freeway
or tollway) under the Roads Act 1993:
(ii) 5 kilometres of their length in any other area’.
As outlined in Section 4.2.2, Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue (State Route 84) and Irrigation Way
(State Route 80) are classified as State Roads. As the proposal involves the widening of less than five
kilometres of Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue and Irrigation Way, it would not fall under Schedule 1
and an environmental protection licence would not be required.

4.2.2 Road Act 1993
Section 138 of the Road Act 1993 (Roads Act) requires consent from the relevant road authority for the
carrying out of work in, on or over a public road. Clause 5(1) in Schedule 2 of the Roads Act states that
public authorities do not require consent for works on unclassified roads.
Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue (State Route 84) and Irrigation Way (State Route 80) are classified
as State Roads. Roads and Maritime is the proponent and relevant roads authority for the proposal.

4.2.3 Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016
The Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act) commenced on 25 August 2017 and repeals the
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, the Nature Conservation Trust Act 2001 and parts of the
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974. The BC Act introduces a Biodiversity Assessment Method (BAM) and
Biodiversity Offsets Scheme (BOS). The BC Act lists a number of threatened species, populations or
ecological communities to be considered in deciding whether a development or activity “likely to
significantly affect threatened species”. A development or an activity is likely to significantly affect
threatened species if:
a) it is likely to significantly affect threatened species or ecological communities, or their habitats,
according to the test in section 7.3 (of the BC Act), or
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b) the development exceeds the BOS threshold if the biodiversity offsets scheme applies to the
impacts of the development on biodiversity values, or
c) it is carried out in a declared area of outstanding biodiversity value.
The BOS does not apply to development that is an activity subject to environmental impact assessment
under Part 5 of the EP&A Act unless the proponent chooses to opt into the BOS. Roads and Maritime have
not opted in to the BOS for this proposal. As such, the test of significance detailed in section 7.3 of the BC
Act must be used to determine whether the proposal is likely to significantly affect threatened species.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, populations or ecological communities
or their habitats, within the meaning of the BC Act and therefore a Species Impact Statement (SIS) is not
required.

4.2.4 National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
Sections 86, 87 and 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act) require consent from Office
of Environment and Heritage (OEH) for the destruction or damage of Aboriginal objects.
A search was carried out of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) on 20 March
2018 in accordance with the Due Diligence Code (DECCW 2010:11). This search revealed that there are
no previously recorded Aboriginal sites within the proposal area or in proximity to the proposed site
compound, stockpile or office.
The proposal is unlikely to disturb and Aboriginal items. Refer to Section 6.7 for further information.

4.2.5 Biosecurity Act 2015
The Biodiversity Act 2015 and its subordinate legislation commenced on 1 July 2017. The Biodiversity Act
2015 replaces wholly or in part 14 separate pieces of biosecurity related legislation including the Noxious
Weeds Act 1993. Under the Biosecurity Act 2015, all plants, including weeds are regulated with a general
biosecurity duty to prevent, eliminate or minimise any biosecurity risk they may pose. Any person who
deals with any plant, who knows (or ought to know) of any biosecurity risk, has a duty to ensure the risk is
prevented, eliminated or minimised, so far as is reasonably practicable.
The Biosecurity Act 2015 and Regulations provide specific legal requirements for high risk activities and
State level priority weeds. The State level priority weeds and associated legal requirements relevant to the
region are outlined in the Riverina Regional Strategic Weed Management Plan 2017 – 2022 (Riverina Local
Land Services, 2017) together with the high risk priority weeds from the regional prioritisation process. As
such if present, priority weeds on the site should be assessed and controlled to fulfil the General
Biosecurity Duty and minimise biosecurity risks.
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4.3 Commonwealth legislation
4.3.1 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) a referral is required
to the Australian Government for proposed actions that have the potential to significantly impact on matters
of national environmental significance or the environment of Commonwealth land. These are considered in
Appendix A and Chapter 6 of the REF.
A referral is not required for proposed road activities that may affect nationally listed threatened species,
endangered ecological communities and migratory species. This is because requirements for considering
impacts to these biodiversity matters are the subject of a strategic assessment approval granted under the
EPBC Act by the Australian Government in September 2015.
Potential impacts to these biodiversity matters are also considered as part of Section 6.1 of the REF.
Findings – matters of national environmental significance
The assessment of the proposal’s impact on matters of national environmental significance and the
environment of Commonwealth land found that there is unlikely to be a significant impact on relevant
matters of national environmental significance or on Commonwealth land. Accordingly, the proposal has
not been referred to the Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy under the
EPBC Act.
Findings – nationally listed biodiversity matters (where the strategic assessment applies)
The assessment of the proposal’s impact on nationally listed threatened species, endangered ecological
communities and migratory species found that there is unlikely to be a significant impact on relevant
matters of national environmental significance. Chapter 6 of the REF describes the safeguards and
management measures to be applied.
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4.4 Confirmation of statutory position
The proposal is categorised as development for the purpose of a road and/or road infrastructure facilities
and is being carried out by or on behalf of a public authority. Under clause 94 of the ISEPP the proposal is
permissible without consent. The proposal is not State significant infrastructure or State significant
development. The proposal can be assessed under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act.
Roads and Maritime is the determining authority for the proposal. This REF fulfils Roads and Maritime’s
obligation under section 5.5 of the EP&A Act including to examine and take into account to the fullest extent
possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment by reason of the activity.
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5. Consultation
This chapter discusses the consultation carried out to date for the proposal and the consultation proposed
for the future.

5.1 Consultation strategy
Consultation with community and key stakeholders was carried out to:
•

build community awareness about the project and keep them regularly informed on project progress

•

build cooperation and support for the project and facilitate property access approval for site
investigations

•

use a variety of communication and engagement methods that are best suited to the audience,
including a combination of online, face to face and written materials

•

provide clear information about what we are seeking feedback on, when, why and how feedback will
be used

•

ensure community and stakeholder feedback is continuously fed into communication, engagement
and project development

•

leave a positive legacy for this project within the community to enhance Roads and Maritime’s
reputation and relationship

•

proactively evaluate the communications and engagement method so that communication and
engagement is effective.

A summary of consultation carried out to date is provided in Section 5.2 to Section 5.5. Roads and Maritime
will continue to consult with the community and relevant stakeholders during the detailed design and
construction of the proposal.

5.2 Community involvement
Table 5-1 outlines the communication tools and methodology used for the proposal.
Table 5-1: Communication tools and methodology

Tools

Method

Website

•

Details of the proposal uploaded on the
Roads and Maritime website.

Council presentation

•

Roads and Maritime held a presentation to
senior Griffith Council staff on 25 September
2017

Monthly Council briefing

•

Monthly briefing held with senior Council
staff and Road and Maritime Asset
Maintenance Manager; Paul Moriarty

Local newspaper

•

Story about the proposed intersection
upgrade in The Area News and the Daily
Advertiser in October 2016
Story about the proposed intersection
upgrade in The Area News in January 2018

•
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Tools

Method
•
•
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Story about the proposed intersection
upgrade in The Area News in February 2018
Story about the proposed intersection
upgrade in Infrastructure Magazine in
February 2018
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5.3 Aboriginal community involvement
The proposal has been considered against the requirements of the Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI) (Roads and Maritime Services, 2011). This procedure is
generally consistent with the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010
(Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water, 2010). An outline of the procedure is presented
in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2: Summary of Roads and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation

Stage

Description

Stage 1

Initial Roads and Maritime assessment
Desktop assessment to determine whether a Roads and Maritime proposal is likely to
harm Aboriginal cultural heritage, and whether further assessment or investigation is
required

Stage 2

Site survey and further assessment
Further assessment and a survey with specific Aboriginal stakeholders and an
archaeologist to assess whether a project would impact Aboriginal cultural heritage.

Stage 3

Formal consultation and preparation of a cultural heritage assessment report
Aboriginal parties must be involved in the preparation of these reports in line with
legislative requirements and the Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation requirements for
proponents 2010 (Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water, 2010).

Stage 4

Implement environmental impact assessment recommendations
Carry out salvage and/or project implementation in line with an
Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) and/or a Part 5.1/Part 4 approval
or Part 5 determination obtained under the EP&A Act.

A basic search of the OEH AHIMS was carried out on 20 March 2018, which indicated no known Aboriginal
objects or places within one kilometre of the proposal area. A Stage 1 PACHCI clearance was issued for
the proposal on 8 May 2018 (refer Appendix H). The proposal was assessed as being unlikely to have an
impact on Aboriginal heritage due to the absence of known Aboriginal objects or items and the level of
disturbance associated with the road infrastructure within the proposal area.
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5.4 ISEPP consultation
Griffith City Council has been consulted about the proposal as per the requirements of clauses 13(1) a, e, f
of the ISEPP. Appendix B contains an ISEPP consultation checklist that documents how ISEPP
consultation requirements have been considered. Ongoing meetings have been held with Griffith City
Council to discuss the project

5.5 Government agency and stakeholder involvement
Roads and Maritime has consulted with potentially affected property owners, stakeholders and government
agencies when investigating the preferred option design. Government agencies and stakeholders consulted
have included:
•

Transport for New South Wales

•

Griffith City Council

•

Essential Energy

•

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

•

John Holland Rail.

5.6 Ongoing or future consultation
Nearby residents and businesses will be notified before the start of any construction. This notification would
reference working hours and expected impacts. Contact details of the works supervisor would be made
available to residences via a letterbox drop to allow construction phase issues to be raised and addressed.
Ongoing consultation will continue to be carried out with the following stakeholders during detailed design
and construction (as applicable):
•

Griffith City Council

•

John Holland Rail

•

Murrumbidgee Irrigation

•

utility providers

•

adjacent schools

•

local freight industry

•

local bus operators.
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6. Environmental assessment
This section of the REF provides a detailed description of the potential environmental impacts associated
with the construction and operation of the proposal. All aspects of the environment potentially impacted
upon by the proposal are considered. This includes consideration of:
•

potential impacts on matters of national environmental significance under the EPBC Act

•

the factors specified in the guidelines Is an EIS required? (DUAP 1995/1996) as required under
clause 228(1) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 and the Roads and
Related Facilities EIS Guideline (DUAP 1996). The factors specified in clause 228(2) of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 are also considered in Appendix A.

Site-specific safeguards and management measures are provided to mitigate the identified potential
impacts.
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6.1 Biodiversity
6.1.1 Methodology
Background research
A background review of existing information was carried out to identify the existing environment of the
proposal within a search area of 10 kilometres. The review focused on database searches, relevant
ecological reports pertaining to the study area, property boundaries, and relevant GIS layers. The review
was used to prepare a list of threatened species, populations and communities as well as important habitat
for migratory species with a likelihood of occurrence in the study area and locality.
The following database searches were performed:
•

BioNet - the website for the Atlas of NSW Wildlife and OEH Threatened Species Profile Database

•

NSW Department of Primary Industries (DPI) Fish communities and threatened species distributions
of NSW maps

•

the federal Department of Environment and Energy Protected Matters Search Tool

•

OEH BioNet Vegetation Classification System database

•

the federal Bureau of Meteorology’s Atlas of Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems (GDE)

•

Department of Environment and Energy directory of important wetlands

•

Department of Planning and Environment SEPP 14 wetlands spatial data

•

Atlas of Living Australia

•

Register of Declared areas of Outstanding Biodiversity Value.

Regional vegetation mapping projects including the State Vegetation Type Map: Riverina Region (Version
v1.2 - VIS_ID 4469) (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, 2016) were examined to guide the
assessment of vegetation types and habitats.
Preliminary habitat assessment
A habitat assessment was carried out within the study area with consideration of the identified list of
threatened flora and fauna species known or predicted to occur in the South West Slopes IBRA bioregion
that have been recorded within a 10 kilometre radius of the proposal (see Appendix C for the habitat
assessment results). This list was identified from databases and literature as well as past surveys. The
habitat assessment compared the preferred habitat features for these species with the type and quality of
the habitats identified in the study area. This habitat assessment was completed to make an assessment of
the likelihood of the species being present in the study area (i.e. subject species). The habitat assessment
formed the basis for targeted surveys within the study area.
Table 6-1: Likelihood of occurrence classification and criteria

Likelihood

Criteria

Recorded

The species was observed in the study area during the current survey

High

It is highly likely that a species inhabits the study area and is dependent on
identified suitable habitat (i.e. for breeding or important life cycle periods such as
winter flowering resources), has been recorded recently in the locality (10km) and
is known or likely to maintain resident populations in the study area. Also includes
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Likelihood

Criteria
species known or likely to visit the study area during regular seasonal movements
or migration.

Moderate

Potential habitat is present in the study area. Species unlikely to maintain
sedentary populations, however may seasonally use resources within the study
area opportunistically or during migration. The species is unlikely to be dependent
(i.e. for breeding or important life cycle periods such as winter flowering
resources) on habitat within the study area, or habitat is in a modified or degraded
state. Includes cryptic flowering flora species that were not seasonally targeted by
surveys and that have not been recorded.

Low

It is unlikely that the species inhabits the study area and has not been recorded
recently in the locality (10km). It may be an occasional visitor, but habitat similar
to the study area is widely distributed in the local area, meaning that the species
is not dependent (i.e. for breeding or important life cycle periods such as winter
flowering resources) on available habitat. Specific habitat is not present in the
study area or the species are non-cryptic perennial flora species that were
specifically targeted by surveys and not recorded.

Field survey
A field survey was carried out within the study area over one day in early April to ground-truth the results of
the background research and habitat assessment.
Broad scale vegetation mapping and aerial photography was used to initially identify the extent of native
vegetation. The initial vegetation mapping was then ground-truthed in the field and where possible
assigned to Plant Community Types (PCTs) according to the OEH BioNet Vegetation Classification System
(Office of Environment and Heritage, 2017b). The identified PCTs and their extent were mapped across the
study area.
Areas of landscape plantings and grassland dominated by exotic species (mapped as ‘not native’) were
mapped. These areas were not assigned vegetation zones as they are not naturally occurring and cannot
be matched to a PCT.
Targeted surveys
Fauna surveys included opportunistic observations supplemented by fauna habitat assessments. Indirect
evidence of faunal activity, such as scats, scratches, and other signs was observed. The focus of the
habitat assessment was to identify the suitability and condition of the habitat for threatened fauna species
previously recorded in the locality.
Targeted searches for the threatened Growling Grass Frog (Litoria raniformis) and Sloane’s Froglet (Crinia
sloanei) were carried out in areas of suitable habitat along drainage channels. Call playback and a 30minute search during the night with a spotlight along the edge of channel were carried out. However,
habitat conditions were deemed unsuitable for frog species, as well as for other threatened fauna such as
microchiropteran bats (microbat) and no further surveys were carried out.
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Figure 6-1: Biodiversity mapping
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Limitations
Weather conditions during the survey were sunny and dry with warm temperatures. Rainfall in the three
months preceding the survey was 22.4 mm. The very dry conditions inhibited successful targeted surveys
for threatened frog species such as Growling Grass Frog and Sloane’s Froglet. The drainage channel
present in the study area was also very steep with little grass and sedges for providing shelter and food.
Full access to the possible site office compound was not available at time of survey, however these
properties are cleared and comprise bare ground and/or mixed native and exotic grassland with recent
agricultural activity observed (i.e. ploughing and slashing).
The diversity of flora and fauna species recorded from this study should not be seen to be comprehensive,
but rather a snap shot of the species present at the time of the survey. A period of several seasons or years
is often needed to identify all the species present in an area, especially as some species are only apparent
at certain times of the year (e.g. orchids or migratory birds) and require specific weather conditions for
optimum detection (e.g. breeding and flowering periods). The conclusions of this assessment are therefore
based upon available data and limited field survey and are indicative of the environmental condition of the
subject sites at the time of the survey. It should be recognised that site conditions, including the presence
of threatened species, can change with time. To address this limitation, the assessment has aimed to
identify the presence and suitability of the habitat for threatened species as discussed in the following
section.

6.1.2 Existing environment
Landscape context
The study area is located in the far west of the South West Slopes IBRA bioregion within the Lower Slopes
subregion (Thackway and Creswell, 1995; National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2003). The study area is
wholly within the Cocoparra Ranges and Footslopes landscape characterised by steep crested ranges,
ridges and hills. However, the study area is better represented as being on alluvial plains with grey to
brown clays and clay loams associated with Murrumbidgee Depression Plains landscape (Mitchell, 2002).
The study area occurs on a low flat floodplain with deep man-made drainage channels and has been
historically cleared for agricultural purposes. The site has been highly modified and disturbed by the
installation and maintenance of multiple utility services within a power easement. Small cleared rural
properties are adjacent to site.
Vegetation and fauna habitat
Vegetation within the proposed intersection is regularly slashed and has suffered severe dieback, due to
the prevalent dry conditions particularly for grasses. Native chenopods and a mix of native and exotic
grasses dominate the understory in vegetated areas of the study area (refer Figure 6-1). Many chenopod
species colonise easily in disturbed environments and can survive drought. Dominant species include Black
Cotton Bush (Maireana decalvans), Creeping Saltbush (Atriplex semibaccata), Prickly Saltwort (Salsola
australis), Ruby Saltbush (Enchylaena tomentosa) and Narrow-leaf Berry Saltbush (Einadia nutans subsp.
linifolia). Dominant grasses include exotic species Witchgrass (Panicum capillare) and Feathertop Rhodes
Grass (Chloris virgatus) and native species Windmill Grass (Chloris truncata) and Common Couch
(Cynodon dactylon).
Native tree plantings occur along the northern side of Mackay Avenue are dominated by Myrtaceous
species such as River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora), Red Box
(Eucalyptus polyanthemos) and Mugga Ironbark (Eucalyptus sideroxylon) and Black Tea Tree (Melaleuca
lanceolata).
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All proposed site office compound and ancillary facility locations are cleared and comprise bare ground
and/or mixed native and exotic grassland with recent agricultural activity observed (i.e. ploughing and
slashing).
A narrow patch of Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) woodland occurs immediately to the south west of
study area along Kurrajong Avenue. Although disturbed in the understorey, it is characterised as Plant
Community Type (PCT) Western Grey Box - Poplar Box - White Cypress Pine tall woodland on red loams
mainly of the eastern Cobar Peneplain Bioregion (ID 82). This PCT is consistent with the Endangered
Ecological Community Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina NSW South Western Slopes, Cobar
Peneplain, Nandewar and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions listed under BC Act. It is unlikely to meet listing
under the EPBC Act where there is less than 50% native perennial plant cover or less than 10% native
grass cover. Due to the disturbed nature of the site and lack of native species, vegetation within the study
area cannot be classified into a PCT according to the vegetation information systems classification
database (OEH 2018).
No threatened flora and fauna listed under the BC Act and EPBC Act were observed during survey and
habitats provide a low likelihood of occurrence.
Some foraging habitat for fauna is present in planted native trees and shrubs which provide shelter and
food resources for common native birds such as the White-plumed Honeyeater (Lichenostomus
penicillatus). Potential nesting habitat for Grey Crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis)
(vulnerable BC Act) is present in dense foliage of Black Tea Tree. However, given the isolation of planted
trees to intact woodland habitats these birds generally don’t cross large open areas and the study area is
unlikely to support this species. The drainage channel provides marginal habitat for some fauna species
such as birds, reptiles and frogs. The steep banks (2-3 metres) and lack of riparian and grassy vegetation
are unlikely to provide habitat for threatened frogs such as Growling Grass Frog and Sloane’s Froglet. No
evidence of micro-bat habitat was observed and the underside of the bridge is considered unlikely to
support local roosting bats due to high levels of light penetration and constant presence of water.

6.1.3 Potential impacts
Construction
The proposed intersection upgrade and ancillary sites include potential removal of about ten native planted
trees along Mackay Avenue and shrubs. Construction work is likely to remove areas of exotic grassland
and native chenopod understorey. There is unlikely to be impacts to existing remnant native vegetation
adjacent to the study area south of Kurrajong Avenue. Edge effects would also be avoided as the patch
Inland Grey Box Woodland is already highly fragmented and exposed to cleared land.
Noise, dust, light and contaminant pollution is predicted to be minimal. The mitigation measures outlined
below will ensure that no indirect impacts occur as a result of the work.
As fauna habitat is limited in the study area there will be no impact or disturbance to important habitat,
including threatened species habitat.
Proliferation of weed species is likely to be the main potential impact of the work. Construction activities
have the potential to disperse weeds. Construction activities also have the potential to import new weed
species in and out of the study area. The most likely causes of weed dispersal and importation associated
with the work include earthworks, movement of soil, and attachment of seed (and other propagules) to
vehicles and machinery. However, the study area already is abundant with weeds. The mitigation
measures outlined below will ensure that weed and pathogen importation and spread is minimised.
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Conclusion on significance of impacts
There are unlikely to be any significant impacts to threatened biodiversity from the work. While some
threatened fauna individuals may utilise the study area as foraging and refuge habitat on occasion, the
work is considered unlikely to significantly impact populations of these species if they are present. The
Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina NSW South Western Slops, Cobar Peneplain, Nandewar and
Brigalow Belt Southern Bioregions (endangered BC Act) would be avoided.
Where street tree removal is required, Roads and Maritime would provide replacement trees either to be
planted within the proposal area or an alternative area.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species or ecological communities or their
habitats, within the meaning of the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 or Fisheries Management Act 1994
and therefore a Species Impact Statement or Biodiversity Development Assessment Report is not required.
The proposal is not likely to significantly impact threatened species, ecological communities or migratory
species, within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

6.1.4 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential biodiversity impacts are discussed below in
Table 6-2.
Table 6-2: Safeguards and management measures for biodiversity

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Biodiversity

A Flora and Fauna Management
Contractor
Plan will be prepared in accordance
with Roads and Maritime's
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and Managing Biodiversity on RTA
Projects (RTA, 2011) and
implemented as part of the CEMP. It
will include, but not be limited to:
• plans showing areas to be
cleared and areas to be
protected, including
exclusion zones, protected
habitat features and
revegetation areas
• requirements set out in the
Landscape Guideline (RTA,
2008)
• pre-clearing survey
requirements
• procedures for unexpected
threatened species finds and
fauna handling
• procedures addressing
relevant matters specified in
the Policy and guidelines for
fish habitat conservation and
management (DPI Fisheries,
2013)
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Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 4.8 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection
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Impact

Environmental safeguards
•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

protocols to manage weeds
and pathogens.

Biodiversity

Measures to further avoid and
minimise the construction footprint
and native vegetation or habitat
removal will be investigated during
detailed design and implemented
where practicable and feasible.

Contactor

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

Biodiversity

Pre-clearing surveys would be
undertaken in accordance with
Guide 1: Pre-clearing process of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

Biodiversity

Exclusion zones would be set up at
the limit of clearing (i.e. the edge of
the impact area) in accordance with
Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

Biodiversity

Vegetation removal would be
undertaken in accordance with
Guide 4: Clearing of vegetation and
removal of bushrock of the
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Biodiversity

The unexpected species find
procedure is to be followed under
Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011) if threatened
ecological communities, not
assessed in the biodiversity
assessment, are identified in the
proposal site.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Aquatic impacts

Aquatic habitat would be protected
in accordance with Guide 10:
Aquatic habitats and riparian zones
of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011) and Section 3.3.2 Standard
precautions and mitigation
measures of the Policy and
guidelines for fish habitat
conservation and management
Update 2013 (DPI (Fisheries NSW)
2013).

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Injury and
mortality of
fauna

Fauna would be managed in
accordance with Guide 9: Fauna
handling of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Invasion and
spread of
weeds

Weed species would be managed in Contractor
accordance with Guide 6: Weed
management of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Invasion and
spread of
pathogens and
disease

Pathogens would be managed in
Contractor
accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion
zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011).

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Noise, light and
vibration

Shading and artificial light impacts
would be minimised through
detailed design.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Biodiversity

Native vegetation would be reestablished in accordance with
Guide 3: Re-establishment of native
vegetation of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Post
construction

Standard
safeguard

6.1.5 Biodiversity offsets
No biodiversity offsets would be required for the project.
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6.2 Flooding and hydrology
The purpose of the hydrology and flooding assessment is to provide an understanding of the existing flood
conditions to inform the concept design, to determine the potential impacts of the concept design on
hydrology and flood behaviour, and to identify environmental safeguards to manage the potential flooding
impacts.
The results of this assessment are summarised below, with complete assessment included in Appendix D.

6.2.1 Methodology
The methodology for assessing potential hydrology and flooding impacts involved:
•

compilation and review of background information on flooding relevant to the project, including
previous studies, flood model data and results, GIS data, survey data, and the draft concept design

•

review of existing flood model data and results provided by Griffith City Council to establish existing
flood conditions

•

identification and a qualitative assessment of potential flood impacts on the project and adjacent
areas

•

identification of potential mitigation options to manage the impacts on flooding.

6.2.2 Existing environment
Drainage features and catchments
The principal drainage feature in the study area is Main Drain J. It flows in a south westerly direction at
Yoogali and is very flat with a longitudinal grade of less than 0.1%. The drain extends from Yenda, through
Bilbul and Yoogali, before discharging to Mirrool Creek some 14 kilometres west of Griffith.
The contributing catchment area to Main Drain J at Irrigation Way extends about 30 kilometres north of the
intersection and is about 420 square kilometres in size (refer Figure 6-2). The upper catchment is steep
and forms the western slopes of the Cocoparra Range. The lower section of the catchment is relatively flat
and heavily influenced by regional irrigation infrastructure. The catchment has been largely cleared for
farming purposes and irrigation supply and drainage infrastructure has significantly modified the natural
drainage of the catchment.
At Yoogali, local catchment runoff is captured by the existing street drainage pit and pipe system that
discharges into Main Drain J. There are existing drainage outlets opposite East Street, Edon Street, just
south of the intersection, and opposite Oakes Road. The drainage outlets are fitted with flap gates to
prevent backwater flooding when there are elevated water levels in Main Drain J. A stormwater pump has
also been installed by Griffith City Council at East Street to help manage more frequent nuisance flooding.
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Figure 6-2: Catchment area
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Historical flooding
Major floods have occurred in 1931, 1939, 1956, 1974, 1989, 2012, and most recently in 2016. The March
2012 flood was the largest in recorded history with rainfall recorded at Griffith Airport indicating it was in
excess of a 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) magnitude design event when compared to design
rainfall data (BMT WBM, 2015a). Flooding in Yoogali resulted from the local catchment runoff exceeding
the capacity of the drainage system which was effected by elevated water levels in Main Drain J. Key
observations at Yoogali during the 2012 flood included:
•

the intersection of Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong Avenue was dry and only the bottom end of
Oakes Road was flooded

•

there was no spilling from Main Drain J, just backing up of waters in Yoogali due to the high
tailwater conditions.

Floodplain risk management
Griffith City Council has investigated flood behavior in the Main Drain J catchment in accordance with the
NSW Flood Prone Land Policy and Floodplain Development Manual (NSW Government, 2005). The most
recent investigations available are the Griffith Main Drain J and Mirrool Creek Flood Study (BMT WBM,
2015a) and the Griffith Main Drain J and Mirrool Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan (BMT
WBM, 2015b).
The Flood Study (BMT WBM, 2015a) defines flood behaviour within the Main Drain J catchment through
the establishment of appropriate numerical models. The study produced information on flood flows,
velocities, levels and extents for a range of design flood event magnitudes under existing catchment and
floodplain conditions (BMT WBM, 2015a).
The Griffith Main Drain J and Mirrool Creek Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan (BMT WBM,
2015b) identified and assessed a range of floodplain management measures and strategies to effectively
manage flood risk.
The study investigated the potential upgrade of the existing rail bridge and Irrigation Way culverts at
Yoogali, as they have been identified by the community as potential constraints on the capacity of Main
Drain J. Flood modelling of a potential upgrade to provide a clear span bridge was carried out and the
results showed that, whilst head loss through the structures was reduced, there is little benefit more broadly
along Main Drain J in terms of flood level reductions.
There would be ongoing consultation with Griffith City Council to review consistency of the project with any
floodplain risk management plan recommendations to be developed for the Main Drain J catchment.
Existing flood behaviour
Flood modelling results from the 2015 flood study were provided by Griffith City Council. Existing flood
depths in the vicinity of the project for the 2% and 1% annual exceedance probability (AEP) events, and the
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) are shown in Figure 6-3, Figure 6-4, and Figure 6-5 respectively.
In the 2% AEP event the intersection remains flood free. Some of the local roads in Yoogali are affected by
local catchment flooding to a depth less than 100mm, including Edon Street near the intersection with
Burley Griffin Way.
In the 1% AEP event the intersection still remains relatively flood free and Irrigation Way and Mackay
Avenue remain free from flooding. Kurrajong Avenue is flooded near Oakes Road to a depth of 0.1-0.2m.
There is more widespread flooding in Yoogali which occurs due to floodwaters spilling from an open drain
(DC 605 J) about 1 kilometre north of the project, near the intersection of McCormack Road and Bosanquet
Road.
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In the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) there is extensive flooding around the intersection and Yoogali,
however Irrigation Way remains flood free. Burley Griffin Way is flooded between McCormack Road and
Mackay Avenue by 0.2-0.5m depth. Kurrajong Avenue, near Oakes Road, is flooded by just over 0.5m, and
Mackay Avenue is inundated up to 0.2-0.5m by floodwaters overtopping the rail line.
Main Drain J modelled peak flows, flood levels, and culvert velocities for the 2% and 1% AEP events and
PMF are provided in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3: Existing flood behaviour in Main Drain J (Griffith City Council)

Design event

Peak channel
flow, m3/s

Flood level, m AHD
Upstream of rail
bridge

Downstream of
culvert

2% AEP

24.7

124.56

124.48

1.7

1% AEP

27.7

124.70

124.59

2.0

PMF

37.6

125.15

124.85

2.7
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Figure 6-3: Existing flood depth - 2% AEP
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Figure 6-4: Existing flood depth – 1% AEP
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Figure 6-5: Existing flood depth – PMF
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6.2.3 Potential impacts
Construction
There is potential for a flood event to occur during construction of the project. The impact of a flood would
depend on the stage of construction at the time of the event, and the intensity of the rainfall event. Flooding
during construction could potentially impact areas within and near the construction area and/or cause
damage to construction plant and equipment.
Work within Main Drain J will be required to remove the existing culvert and construct the new culvert
structure, resulting in temporary partial obstruction of the channel and culverts. This would lead to reduced
conveyance of the channel and, if a large flood were to occur, an increased risk of floodwaters spilling from
Main Drain J and flooding nearby roads and properties.
The construction compound and any materials stockpiles could impede and cause diversion of overland
flows. Potential impacts would be localised and most likely to occur as a result of poorly located stockpiles
or compound sites, for example, locating compounds or stockpiles in drainage paths or on low-lying land.
During construction there is also potential for existing drainage infrastructure to be partially blocked or
temporarily diverted. Blocking or diverting local drainage lines may result in localised flooding upstream of
the construction areas. Diverting drainage lines may also create local areas of flooding and scour.
The construction site could increase potential runoff during heavy rainfall due to an increase of
impermeable surface. However, this increase would be relatively small in terms of the overall catchment
area, and unlikely to significantly increase the severity of any flood events.
These temporary impacts are expected to be minor and would be managed through the implementation of
standard construction techniques and effective protection measures.
Operation
The project will result in road widening at the intersection to accommodate heavy vehicle movements and
widening on the western side of Burley Griffin Way to provide a footpath which ties in to the existing
footpath along Edon Street. There would also be minor changes to the existing road and kerb levels to
meet current design standards, and construction of a raised median about 50 metres long on each road
approaching the intersection.
The majority of the roadworks are located outside the existing 1% AEP flood extent and would therefore
have no impact to existing 1% AEP flood behavior. Proposed work located within the 1% AEP flood extent
which have the potential to affect flood behavior include the road and culvert work over Main Drain J, the
widening of Burley Griffin Way to provide the new footpath, and the work on Kurrajong Avenue.
The project will result in a widened road formation over Main Drain J and the existing 8-metre-wide culvert
will be replaced with a new culvert structure, about 25 metres wide, of at least the same dimensions and
waterway area. This would maintain conveyance in the Main Drain J floodway, resulting in negligible
change to peak flood levels and duration of flooding in the Main Drain J, and no discernible increased risk
of floodwaters spilling from the channel on to adjacent roads or properties.
The widening of the road formation on the western side of Burley Griffin Way, as well as the minor raising
of the northbound kerb level Kurrajong Avenue, would cause only a minor reduction in available flood
storage within low hazard flood fringe areas. This would not cause any significant changes to existing
flooding characteristics that could adversely affect adjacent properties.
The project would also cause a minor increase in the impervious area of the road and a potential increase
in runoff discharged to Main Drain J during heavy rainfall events. However, this increase would be relatively
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small in terms of the overall catchment area to Main Drain J, and would not increase the severity of any
flood events.
In a PMF, the majority of floodplain conveyance is to the west of the proposed work where floodwaters
overtop the rail line and flow over Mackay Avenue. Therefore, the minor widening and changes in road
levels at the intersection are not expected to cause any significant change to existing PMF behaviour.
Given there would be minimal change to the existing flood behavior, the project would be compatible with
the existing flood hazard and hydraulic function of the site and would have minimal impact to the
community and emergency management response requirements.

6.2.4 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigation potential flooding and hydrology impacts are
discussed below in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4: Safeguards and management measures for hydrology and flooding.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Hydrology and
flooding

Staging of construction activities
within Main Drain J would minimise
obstruction of the channel and
culverts, and limit the extent of flow
diversion required.

Contractor

Detailed
design / pre
construction

Standard
safeguard

Hydrology and
flooding

Detailed design would ensure there
is no reduction in the existing
waterway area of the Main Drain J
culvert structure.

Contractor

Detailed
design / pre
construction

Standard
safeguard

Hydrology and
flooding

Consultation would be carried with
Griffith City Council to ensure
consistency with the floodplain risk
management study and plan
developed for the Main Drain J
catchment.

RMS

Detailed
design / pre
construction

Standard
safeguard
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6.3 Soils, water and contamination
6.3.1 Existing environment
Soils
A review of the available background information relevant to the proposal area was carried out using the
Narrandera 1:250,000 Geological Series Sheet (SI/55-10 2nd Edition).
Yoogali is located in the Darling Sedimentary Basin, which contains Late Silurian to Early Carboniferous
bedrock commonly overlain by extensive deposits of Cainozoic alluvium. The proposal area is shown within
the available mapping as being underlain by quaternary age floodplain alluvium comprising clayey silt, sand
and gravel. These sediments are likely to be stiff/dense in nature and their thickness is likely to be
extensive and hence bedrock would not be anticipated to be encountered during the construction of the
proposal.
Groundwater and geology
A review of Office and Water data for groundwater boreholes in the surrounding area identified eight
boreholes within one kilometre of the proposal. The available data is summarised in Table 6-5.
Table 6-5: Groundwater and geological borehole logs

Groundwater
bore number

Location

Distance to
proposal

GW405706

10 Gorton Street,
Yoogali

About 250 m
north

Geology (mbgl)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Groundwater

Loam: 0.9 m
Clay: from 0.9 m to
1.2 m
Loam: from 1.2 m to
5.2 m
Clay: from 5.2 m to
12.2 m
Loam: from 12.2 m to
13.7 m
Clay: from 13.7 m to
23.5 m
Sand: from 23.5 m to
28.7 m
Clay: 28.7 m to 41.8 m
Quartzite: from 41.8 m
to 42.1 m.

None available

GW403601

Pilloni Road, Yoogali About 600 m
west

•
•

Topsoil: 1 m
Clay: from 1 m to 18 m

11.1 m below
ground level

GW408516

230 Pavese Road,
Yoogali

•
•

Clay: 5.2 m
Loam: 5.2 m to 5.5 m

None available

•

Clay: 5.5 m to 26.8 m
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Groundwater
bore number

Location

Distance to
proposal

Geology (mbgl)
•
•

Loam: 26.8 m to
28.4 m
Sand: 28.4 m to 30.8 m

•

Clay: 30.8 m to 31.7 m.

Groundwater

GW406909

230 Pavese Road,
Yoogali

About 780 m
east

•

Clay: 18.3 m

None available

GW406924

230 Pavese Road,
Yoogali

About 780 m
east

•

Clay: 6.1 m

None available

GW408508

230 Pavese Road,
Yoogali

About 780 m
east

•
•

•

None available
Clay: 26.8 m
Loam: from 26.8 m to
27.5 m
Sand: from 27.5 m to
28.1 m
Gravel: from 28.1 m to
31.4 m
Sand: from 31.4 m to
31.7 m
Gravel: from 31.7 m to
32.3 m
Sand: from 32.3 m to
32.9 m
Clay: 32.9 m to 34.2 m.

•
•
•
•
•

GW407900

230 Pavese Road,
Yoogali

About 780 m
east

•

Clay: 25 m

None available

GW403599

27B McCormack
Road, Yoogali

About 820 m
northeast

•
•

Topsoil: 1 m
Clay: from 1 m to 15 m

6.2 m below
ground level

Groundwater levels were recorded at 6.2 metres and 11.1 metres below ground level, and so would not be
affected by construction work.
Surface water
The proposal is located within the Main Drain J catchment, which is about 420 km 2 in size and discharges
to Mirrool Creek in the Mirrool Creek Catchment to Barren Box Swamp. The Main Drain J catchment
drainage has been modified by irrigation infrastructure and Main Drain J serves as the principal drainage
channel within the catchment. Within the proposal area, Main Drain J runs in a south-westerly direction
paralleling Kurrajong Avenue and Burley Griffin Way and passing beneath Irrigation Way. Existing
stormwater runoff in the proposal area is collected by two piped drainage networks which ultimately
discharge into the channel of Main Drain J.
As part of the proposal the removal, relocation or replacement of existing drainage would be required at the
following locations:
•

stormwater drainage upgrades (Mackay Avenue carriageways)

•

stormwater drainage upgrades (Kurrajong Avenue carriageways)
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•

new drainage installation (Burley Griffin Way carriageways).

Contamination
A search of the contaminated land record of notices maintained by the NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage (EPA) did not identify any records of contaminated sites within the suburb of Yoogali, and there
are no current records of contamination within the Griffith Council LGA.
Information from site inspections indicated that the site of the current Volkswagen car dealership located on
the corner at 126 Mackay Avenue, Yoogali (Lot 5 DP226372) was a former service station site. Areas
adjoining this site will be excavated to facilitate the construction of the proposal. Potential contamination
risk associated with service station sites could include migration of fuel related contamination in
groundwater and vapour from leaks and spills from underground petroleum storage tanks and associated
refueling infrastructure (feed lines).
No existing information was available with respect to the contamination status of the former service station,
nor whether residual contamination from the operation of the station remains within the footprint of the site.
As such preliminary contamination investigation was carried out to support the proposal. This is included in
Appendix E.
The preliminary contamination investigation included the excavation of four boreholes at locations adjacent
to a former service station site. Observations made during the field investigations were logged and soil and
fill samples taken from the boreholes were submitted for laboratory analysis. No potential asbestos
containing materials, odorous or discoloured materials or erroneous wastes were identified in the material
recovered from the boreholes.
The results of the contamination investigation did not identify significant contamination which would
constrain the proposal.
Acid sulphate soils
Review of the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage eSPADE v2.0 database shows that there are no
known occurrences of acid sulphate soils within the proposal area. As a result, no further acid sulphate
soils investigations were carried out.

6.3.2 Potential impacts
Construction
Topography
The proposal would not result in any significant changes to local topography beyond a small modification of
pavement levels and some modifications to driveway access for properties on the western side of the
intersection. Batter slopes within the drainage channel Main Drain J may be modified to suit the wing walls
of the proposed culvert structure.
Soil disturbance
Most of the proposal would be constructed within the existing road corridor, with minor earthworks required
for the construction of road widening.
Construction work that is likely to disturb soil would include:
•

removal of vegetation for the construction of dedicated left-hand slip lane from Mackay Avenue to
Burley Griffin Way
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•

removal of the existing road bridge within Main Drain J

•

excavation and installation of a new culvert structure within Main Drain J

•

stripping, stockpiling and managing topsoil for pavement work

•

earthwork, including:
–

excavation for road widening and construction of the road

–

excavation for the 3.5 metre wide concrete footpath

–

excavation within the road corridor for stormwater drainage upgrades

–

excavation for the installation of drainage pits, pipes and utility adjustments

•

road sub-grade preparation and road pavement work

•

transport and handling of soil and materials to and from the proposal site.

If not adequately managed, excavation, stockpiling and transportation of spoil could potentially have the
following impacts:
•

erosion of exposed soil and stockpiled materials, or dispersal of stockpiled materials

•

an increase in sediment loads entering the receiving stormwater system and/or the Main Drain J
drainage channel.

The preliminary contamination investigation did not identify significant contamination. However, should
discoloured, odorous or erroneous waste materials be encountered in soils during construction, this
material should be managed in accordance with an unexpected finds protocol.
Surface water
Construction activities also have the potential to affect local surface water as a result of:
•

construction work adjacent to the Main Drain J drainage channel

•

irrigation Way culvert structure removal and culvert work within the Main Drain J drainage channel

•

sediment run off from site and the proposed site compound and stockpiles during rainfall event due
to increased soil exposure

•

pollutants from site (including paint for line marking, fuel, chemicals or wastewater from accidental
spills and sediment from excavations and stockpiles) reaching nearby stormwater drains and flowing
into waterways.

As outlined in Section 3.2.3, upgrades to the existing local council downstream stormwater would involve
the replacement of pipework under Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong Avenue, and an additional point of
discharge outlet into the Main Drain J drainage channel.
In-stream work within Main Drain J will be required to remove the existing bridge structure and construct
the new culvert structure.
Operation
All disturbed areas would be reinstated which would remove operational risks to soils, topography or water
quality.
Modification and upgrade to the existing drainage network, including upgrade of the downstream
stormwater network, may be required to allow for a larger impervious area due to the widening of the road
corridor and installation of a footpath.
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6.3.3 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential soil, topography and water impacts are
discussed below in Table 6-6
Table 6-6: Safeguards and management measures for soils, topography and water

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Soil and water

A Soil and Water Management Plan
(SWMP) will be prepared and
implemented as part of the CEMP.
The SWMP will identify all
reasonably foreseeable risks
relating to soil erosion and water
pollution and describe how these
risks will be addressed during
construction.

Contractor

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 2.1 of
QA G38 Soil
and Water
Management

Soil and water

A site specific Erosion and
Sediment Control Plan/s will be
prepared and implemented as part
of the Soil and Water Management
Plan

Contractor

Detailed
design / Preconstruction

Section 2.2 of
QA G38 Soil
and Water
Management

If contamination is identified during
Contractor
the proposed work, a Contaminated
Land Management Plan will be
prepared in accordance with the
Guideline for the Management of
Contamination (Roads and
Maritime, 2013) and implemented
as part of the CEMP. The plan will
include, but not be limited to:
• capture and management of
any surface runoff
contaminated by exposure to
the contaminated land
• further investigations
required to determine the
extent, concentration and
type of contamination, as
identified in the detailed site
investigation (Phase 2)
• management of the
remediation and subsequent
validation of the

Detailed
design / Preconstruction

Section 4.2 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

The Plan will include arrangements
for managing wet weather events,
including monitoring of potential
high risk events (such as storms)
and specific controls and follow-up
measures to be applied in the event
of wet weather.
Contaminated
land
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

contaminated land, including
any certification required
measures to ensure the
safety of site personnel and
local communities during
construction.

Contaminated
land

If contaminated areas are
Contractor
encountered during construction,
appropriate control measures will be
implemented to manage the
immediate risks of contamination.
All other works that may impact on
the contaminated area will cease
until the nature and extent of the
contamination has been confirmed
and any necessary site-specific
controls or further actions identified
in consultation with the Roads and
Maritime Environment Manager
and/or EPA.

Detailed
design / Preconstruction

Section 4.3 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

Accidental spill

A site specific emergency spill plan
will be developed, and include spill
management measures in
accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Code of Practice for Water
Management (RTA, 1999) and
relevant EPA guidelines. The plan
will address measures to be
implemented in the event of a spill,
including initial response and
containment, notification of
emergency services and relevant
authorities (including Roads and
Maritime and EPA officers).

Detailed
design / Preconstruction

Section 4.3 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection
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6.4 Traffic and transport
A Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment has been prepared for the proposal by Jacobs and is included
in Appendix F. A summary of the assessment is provided below.

6.4.1 Methodology
The existing operational performance of the intersection was assessed using SIDRA 7.0, a traffic analysis
software tool which provides standard network and intersection performance statistics including travel time,
average delay and queue lengths. The SIDRA 7.0 tool was also used to assess the operational
performance of the proposal in relation to current traffic levels (2017) and future traffic volumes (2037).

6.4.2 Existing environment
Network traffic conditions
An intersection turning movement count survey was carried out on Thursday 29 June 2017 and Friday 30
June 2017. Traffic counts indicated that the morning peak period is 8:15 am to 9:15 am and the afternoon
peak period is 3:00 pm to 4:00 pm.
Surveyed total intersection average hourly traffic volumes are shown in Figure 6-6

Figure 6-6: Hourly traffic volume at the intersection
Heavy vehicle counts were also carried out at the intersection. The peak demand for heavy vehicles occurs
after 7am in the morning with about 100 heavy vehicles and 30 B-Double vehicles.
AM and PM peak traffic volumes at the intersection are provided in Table 6-7.
Table 6-7: AM and PM peak base volumes

2017 Base Case

AM peak traffic volumes
(vehicles)

PM peak traffic volumes
(vehicles)

Mackay Avenue

243

259

Burley Griffin Way

274

259
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2017 Base Case

AM peak traffic volumes
(vehicles)

PM peak traffic volumes
(vehicles)

Kurrajong Avenue

86

103

Irrigation Way

189

130

Total

792

751

The AADT for each leg of the intersection is shown in Table 6-8. Currently Mackay Avenue has the highest
AADT with 6,473 vehicles per day, and Kurrajong Avenue has the lowest AADT with 2,291 vehicles per
day.
Table 6-8: AADT volumes

AADT (bi-direction traffic volume)
Vehicles per day

Road
Mackay Avenue

6,473

Burley Griffin Way

5,243

Kurrajong Avenue

2,291

Irrigation Way

3,292

Existing intersection operation
Table 6-9 and Table 6-10 summarise the existing morning and evening weekday peak performance of the
Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way intersection for the base year
(2017).
Table 6-9: Morning peak intersection performance for the base year (2017)

Average delay (s)

Level of
service

Max queue
length (m)

Irrigation Way left turn

7

A

2

Irrigation Way through movement

1

A

2

Irrigation Way right turn

7

A

2

Burley Griffin Way left turn

7

A

27

Burley Griffin Way through movement

10

A

27

Burley Griffin Way right turn

13

A

27

Mackay Avenue left turn

6

A

1

Mackay Avenue through movement

1

A

1

Mackay Avenue right turn

6

A

1

Kurrajong Avenue left turn

6

A

4

Kurrajong Avenue through movement

9

A

4

Kurrajong Avenue right turn

11

A

4
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Table 6-10: Afternoon peak intersection performance for the base year (2017)

Average delay (s)

Level of
service

Max queue
length (m)

Irrigation Way left turn

7

A

1

Irrigation Way through movement

1

A

1

Irrigation Way right turn

7

A

1

Burley Griffin Way left turn

6

A

20

Burley Griffin Way through movement

8

A

20

Burley Griffin Way right turn

11

A

20

Mackay Avenue left turn

6

A

1

Mackay Avenue through movement

1

A

1

Mackay Avenue right turn

6

A

1

Kurrajong Avenue left turn

6

A

5

Kurrajong Avenue through movement

8

A

5

Kurrajong Avenue right turn

10

A

5

Walking and cycling
There are limited numbers of pedestrians and cyclists at present, with no dedicated cycleways or footpaths.
Public transport
Two bus routes (943 and 944) travel through the study area. These routes are operated by Griffith Buslines
and are illustrated in Figure 6-7. Three to five services run per weekday and bus services do not operate on
weekends and public holidays.
Eight school bus services for Yoogali Public School operate during the school term for the morning and
evening periods.
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Figure 6-7: Existing bus routes through the proposal area
Crash data analysis
Crash data reports for a five year period between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2017 were provided by
Roads and Maritime in order to examine any existing road safety trends relevant to the proposal. During the
period there were six crashes reported at the Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue,
Irrigation Way intersection. A breakdown of the six crashes is provided in Table 6-11. The majority of
crashes at the intersection (50%) were non-injury (tow-away incidents). There were no fatalities or serious
injury crashes reported. A summary of the types of crashes recorded at the intersection is provided in Table
6-12.
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Table 6-11: Crash severity summary (1 January 2013 to 31 December 2017)

Crash severity

Number of crashes

Fatal

0

Serious injury

0

Moderate injury

2

Minor / Other injury

0

Uncategorised injury

1

Non-casualty (tow-away)

3

Total

6

Table 6-12: Crash type summary (1 January 2013 to 31 December 2017)

Crash Type

Number of crashes

% of Total

Rear end

1

16.7

Cross traffic

2

33.3

Right far

1

16.7

Out of control

1

16.7

Off carriageway to right on right bend into
drain/culvert

1

16.7

Total

6

100%

6.4.3 Future traffic conditions
For the purpose of the traffic assessment, a 1.5% traffic annual growth rate assumed, based on annual
employment growth rates in Griffith between 2001 and 2011. This forecast is conservative considering that
the NSW Department of Planning and Environment population forecast for the Griffith LGA will peak in
2016 and then decline in the following years.
Forecast heavy vehicle volumes have not been provided, it is presumed that the intersection upgrade may
increase both the volume and size of trucks using the intersection. For the purpose of the Traffic and
Transport Assessment, heavy vehicle numbers have been doubled, in addition to the background growth in
traffic.

6.4.4 Potential impacts
Construction
Some partial road closures would be required for construction work within the proposal area. It is not
anticipated that there will be a requirement for full road closures.
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Together with a relatively limited number of construction vehicle movements (an additional 40 heavy
vehicles and 60 light vehicle daily movements), no significant impact on traffic capacity is anticipated. It is
anticipated that all bus stops will be retained during construction and services would operate as usual.
The low number of movements of heavy and light vehicles means that there will be little to no impact on
current congestion along the routes required to get to and from the proposed site compound and ancillary
facilities as described in Section 3.4. Construction traffic management plans will ensure that the majority of
these movements occur outside the peak hours of congestion. No significant impacts to public parking or
pedestrians are anticipated as a result of construction work, and any temporary pedestrian diversions
would be addressed in the Construction Traffic Management Plan.
Operation
Table 6-14 summarises the operational performance of the intersection both with and without the proposal
for both morning and evening weekday peak times for the base year (2017) and in the future (2037).
Based on a 1.5% growth rate per annum and increased truck movements, the traffic volumes at the
intersection in 2017 and 2037 are shown in Table 6-13
Table 6-13: Traffic forecasts

Peak time

Approach

2017

2037

Mackay Avenue

243

344

Burley Griffin Way

274

425

Kurrajong Avenue

86

136

Irrigation Way

189

267

Mackay Avenue

259

365

Burley Griffin Way

259

396

Kurrajong Avenue

103

162

Irrigation Way

130

184

Morning

Evening

The intersection has been modelled as a single intersection in SIDRA Intersection 7.0. The models have
considered the performance of the intersection with and without traffic signals for 2017 and 2037, and the
results of modelling is presented in Table 6-14.
Table 6-14: Traffic modelling results for 2017 and 2037

Peak period

Degree of
saturation

Average
Vehicle
delay
(second)

Level of
service

95th percentile Movement
queue length with the
longest
delay

Leg with the
worst movement

2017 – Priority control
Morning

0.51

13

A

27

Right turn

Evening

0.43

11

A

20

Right turn

21

B

51

Left turn

Burley Griffin Way
2017 – Traffic signal control
Morning

0.86
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Peak period

Evening

Degree of
saturation

0.70

Average
Vehicle
delay
(second)

Level of
service

19

95th percentile Movement
queue length with the
longest
delay

B

Leg with the
worst movement

44

Left turn

Burley Griffin Way

2037 without additional trucks– Priority control
Morning

0.86

31

C

85

Right turn

Burley Griffin Way

Evening

0.70

25

B

76

Right turn

Burley Griffin Way

2037 with additional trucks – Priority control
Morning

1.03

85

F

235

Right turn

Burley Griffin Way

Evening

0.80

25

B

76

Right turn

Burley Griffin Way

2037 with additional trucks – Traffic signal control
Morning

0.76

24

B

100

Right turn

Kurrajong Avenue

Evening

0.77

23

B

80

Left turn

Kurrajong Avenue

The intersection would operate at an acceptable level of services with or without signal control in 2017 and
2037, with the exception for a level of service ‘F’ in 2037 during the morning peak. The existing priority
control intersection achieves a better level of service (A) compared to signalised control during morning and
evening peak periods (B), in 2017. However, the signalised intersection would perform better (B) than the
existing priority intersection (F) in 2037.
The proposed design with traffic signal control would operate with an acceptable level of service in both
2017 and 2037 and improve operation compared to the priority intersection in 2037.
The traffic impact assessment anticipates that the operation of the proposed intersection upgrade would
have minimal impact on bus operation and there would be no significant impacts to public transport.
The proposal would provide two pedestrian crossings at two legs of the intersection; on Mackay Avenue
and Kurrajong Avenue. This would significantly improve the safety of pedestrians crossing the roads. It is
also anticipated that cyclist safety may improve due to the control of conflicting traffic movements.
Road safety
The proposal is expected to improve road safety by:
•

reducing the risk of vehicles being struck by a train through the provisioning of traffic signals

•

eliminating the ‘short-stacking’ of vehicles queueing across the rail crossing

•

reducing the incidents of right angle type crashes

•

improving the safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

6.4.5 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential traffic and transport impacts are discussed
below in Table 6-15.
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Table 6-15: Safeguards and management measures for traffic and transport

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Traffic and
transport

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP)
Contractor
will be prepared and implemented
as part of the CEMP. The TMP will
be prepared in accordance with the
Roads and Maritime Traffic Control
at Work Sites Manual (RTA, 2010)
and QA Specification G10 Control of
Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008).
The TMP will include:
• confirmation of haulage
routes
• measures to maintain
access to local roads and
properties
• site specific traffic control
measures (including
signage) to manage and
regulate traffic movement
• measures to maintain
pedestrian and cyclist
access
•

•

•
•

•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Detailed
design / Preconstruction

Section 4.8 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

requirements and methods
to consult and inform the
local community of impacts
on the local road network
access to construction sites
including entry and exit
locations and measures to
prevent construction vehicles
queuing on public roads
a response plan for any
construction traffic incident
consideration of other
developments that may be
under construction to
minimise traffic conflict and
congestion that may occur
due to the cumulative
increase in construction
vehicle traffic
monitoring, review and
amendment mechanisms.

Traffic and
transport

Current traffic movements and
property accesses are to be
maintained during the works. Any
disturbance is to be minimised to
prevent unnecessary traffic delays.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Traffic and
transport

Pedestrian and cyclist access is to
be maintained throughout

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

construction. Provision of signposts
outlining the pedestrians and
cyclists’ diversion routes would be
displayed during construction. Any
temporary pedestrian diversions or
footpath closures are to be
addressed in the Construction
Traffic Management Plan.
Traffic and
transport

Access to appropriate bus stop
locations would be maintained
during construction, where possible,
in consultation with bus operators.
Ongoing updates on locations and
access to bus stops would be
provided to the community during
construction period to ensure that
disruption is minimised.
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6.5 Noise and vibration
An assessment of potential noise and vibration impacts associated with the proposal has been carried out.
The assessment identified nearby sensitive receivers, characterised background noise conditions,
developed appropriate construction and operational noise and vibration assessment criteria in accordance
with relevant policy and guidelines, assessed potential noise and vibration-related impacts and
recommended suitable management measures to minimise impacts during construction and operations.
The results of this assessment are summarised below, with complete assessment included in Appendix G.

6.5.1 Methodology
Unattended noise monitoring was carried out in accordance with Section 3 of the NSW Industrial Noise
Policy (INP) (NSW Environmental Protection Authority, 2000) and relevant requirements from Section 4 of
Procedure: Preparing an Operational Traffic and Construction Noise and Vibration Assessment
(POTCNVA) (Roads and Maritime, 2016). Attended measurements were carried out using a SVAN Type 1
sound level meter.
Prediction of construction noise levels at sensitive receivers within the proposal area was modelled using
the SoundPLAN (Version 7.4) noise modelling software based on the Concawe prediction algorithm. This
three-dimensional model accounts for noise source and receiver locations, ground and air absorption as
well as any acoustic shielding provided by intervening topography and structures.
Predicted construction vibration levels were generated using methods from the FTA Guidance Manual for
Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment (US Federal Transit Administration, 2006) and British
Standard 5228-1: 2009 Code of practice for noise and vibration control on construction and open sites.
Noise (BS 5228-1:2009).
The Construction Road Traffic Noise Estimator component of the Roads and Maritime Construction Noise
Estimator was utilised to assess potential impacts arising from construction traffic. Existing traffic inputs
were added with volumes extrapolated from Section 6.4, including the estimated additional traffic generated
during construction.
Operational noise predictions were completed using the calculation method for road traffic noise presented
in Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CoRTN), (UK Department of Transport, 1988). The CoRTN
assessment method considers several input variables including traffic flow, percentage heavy vehicles,
traffic speed, road gradient, propagation pathway from road source to receiver including, terrain barrier and
shielding effects to determine noise levels arising from road traffic at receivers.
Further details of the methodologies and assumptions adopted are provided in Appendix G.

6.5.2 Existing environment
Surrounding land use and receivers
The proposal area is the meeting point of four major roads – Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Irrigation
Way and Kurrajong Avenue. The existing intersection is a priority intersection with a ‘Give Way’ control for
the side roads – Burley Griffin Way and Kurrajong Avenue.
The locality is characterised as a rural residential area with pockets of commercial premises. Commercial
premises nearby the intersection have been idntified to be Griffith City Volkswagen located at the corner of
Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong Avenue, a café, general store and beauty salon along Edon Street. Also
identified in the vicinity are places of worship and educational facilities. The sensitive receivers considered
as part of this assessment are displayed below in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8: Proposal area and surrounding receivers
Background noise monitoring
Monitoring details
Continuous unattended monitoring and attended measurements were carried out to quantify levels of
existing background noise around the proposal site. The two unattended noise monitoring locations are
shown in Figure 6-8. Details of the monitoring and results are presented in Appendix G. Noise monitoring
results are presented in Table 6-16.
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Table 6-16: Long-term noise monitoring results

Location Road noise results
LAeq dB(A)
Day
(15
hour)

Night
(9 hour)

N01

55.2

N02

55.8

Indicative Ambient dB(A)
Standard Hours
(07:00-18:00)

Evening
(18:00-22:00)

Night
(22:00-0700)

RBL

Leq

RBL

Leq

RBL

Leq

49.2

38

55

35

54

24

49

47.3

42

56

37

53

24

47

6.5.3 Criteria
Construction noise management levels
The Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline (CNVG) refers to the Interim Construction Noise Guideline
(ICNG) for the establishment of noise management levels (NMLs) during construction. Table 6-18 details
the procedure for determining NMLs for residential receivers potentially affected by the proposed upgrade.
Often works that may cause inconvenience within the community (e.g. traffic congestion) or safety
concerns are carried out outside standard hours. NMLs outside the recommended hours are presented in
Table 6-17.
Table 6-17: Procedure for establishing construction NMLs at residential receivers (ICNG, DECC 2009)

Time of day

Management
level LAeq (15
min)

How to apply

Recommended
standard hours:

Noise affected
(RBL + 10 dB)

The noise affected level represents the point above which there may
be some community reaction to noise.
Where the predicted or measured LAeq (15 min) is greater than the noise
affected level, the proponent should apply all feasible and
reasonable work practices to meet the noise affected level.
The proponent should also inform all potentially impacted residents
of the nature of works to be carried out, the expected noise levels
and the duration, as well as contact details.

Highly noise
affected
(75 dB(A))

The highly noise affected level represents the point above which
there may be strong community reaction to noise.
Where noise is above this level, the relevant authority (consent,
determining or regulatory) may require respite periods by restricting
the hours that the very noisy activities can occur, taking into account:
1. Times identified by the community when they are less sensitive to
noise (such as before and after school for works near schools, or
mid-morning or mid-afternoon for works near residences.
2. If the community is prepared to accept a longer period of
construction in exchange for restrictions on construction times.

Noise affected
(RBL + 5 dB)

A strong justification would typically be required for works outside the
recommended standard hours.
The proponent should apply all feasible and reasonable work
practices to meet the noise affected level.

Monday to
Friday 7 am to
6 pm
Saturday 8 am
to 1 pm
No work on
Sundays or
public holidays

Outside
recommended
standard hours
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Time of day

Management
level LAeq (15
min)

How to apply

Where all feasible and reasonable practices have been applied and
noise is more than 5 dB(A) above the noise affected level, the
proponent should negotiate with the community.
For guidance on negotiating agreements see Section 7.2.2 of the
ICNG (DECC, 2009).

To develop NMLs, the study area was broken into three Noise Catchment Areas (NCAs). Each NCA has a
separate NML criterion, based on the data collected from each logger. NCA3 consists of only agricultural
land use and noise monitoring location N01 has been deemed to be representative of the noise
environment in NCA1 and NCA3. The NCA boundaries are presented in Figure 6-9.

Figure 6-9: Noise Catchment Area boundaries
Considering the background noise statistics presented in Table 6-16 and the guidance from the ICNG in
Table 6-17, the following NMLs, presented in Table 6-18 were established to manage noise impacts during
construction.
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Table 6-18: Construction noise management levels for residential receivers

Noise
monitoring
location

Noise management level (NML) Leq 15 minute dB(A)
Standard hours of construction

Outside recommended standard hours of
construction
Day

Evening

Night

N01 (NCA 1)

48

43

40

30

N02 (NCA 2)

52

47

42

30

N01 (NCA 3)

48

43

40

30

Sleep disturbance
The proposal is generally expected to be completed during standard hours of construction, although some
activities may be required to be carried out outside of standard hours. As such, sleep disturbance impacts
were considered as part of this assessment.
The ICNG does not provide a specific method for assessment of potential sleep disturbance noise impacts.
Guidance on the acceptability of these events is taken from the NSW Road Noise Policy (RNP) (DECCW,
2011).
The RNP provides two criteria:
•

Sleep disturbance screening criterion – used to identify situations where there is the potential for
sleep disturbance

•

Sleep disturbance awakening criterion -levels below which awakening is unlikely to occur.

The sleep disturbance screening criterion recommends that where the LA1 (1 minute) does not exceed the
LA90 (15 minute) by 15 dB(A) or more, sleep disturbance impacts are likely to be maintained at an acceptable
level. The LA1 (1 minute) descriptor is meant to represent a maximum noise level when measured using a 'fast'
time response.
The sleep disturbance awakening criterion is the threshold at which an awakening reaction is likely to
occur. Research discussed in the RNP identified this threshold to be an internal bedroom noise level of
around 50 to 55 dB(A).
Windows often allow the greatest amount of sound transmission from outside to inside across a building
façade. Noting guidance presented in AS2436-2010, where bedrooms are ventilated by an opened window,
a sleep disturbance awakening criterion measured outside the bedroom window of 60 to 65 dB(A) less the
conversion from LAEq (15 minute) to an LA1 1 minute (conservatively assumed to be 10 dB(A)) would generally apply
(i.e. 55 dB(A)).
Construction vibration
Nearby residential receivers
Vibration arising from construction activities can result in impacts on human comfort or the damage of
physical structures such as dwellings. These two outcomes have different criteria levels, with the effects of
vibration on human comfort having a lower threshold.
Regarding human comfort, vibration arising from construction activities must comply with criteria presented
in Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline, (DECC, February 2006) and British Standard 6472-1: 2008
Guide to evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings Part 1: Vibration sources other than
blasting (BS 6472-1: 2008).
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Section J4.4.3 of Australian Standard AS2187.2 – 2006 Explosives – Storage and use Part 2: Use of
explosives provides frequency-dependent guide levels for cosmetic damage to structures arising from
vibration. These levels are adopted from British Standard BS7385: 1990 Evaluation and measurement for
vibration in buildings Part 2: Guide to damage levels from groundbourne vibration (BS7385-2:1993).
Section 7 of the CNVG recommends safe working distances for achieving human comfort (Assessing
Vibration: a technical guideline, (DECC, February 2006)) and cosmetic building damage (BS7385-2:1993)
criteria for a range of different plant and equipment. These have been reproduced in Table 6-19.
Table 6-19: Recommended safe working distances for vibration-intensive plant and equipment, (CNVG, Roads and Maritime, 2016)

Plant

Rating / description

Safe Working distance (metres)
Cosmetic damage
(BS7385-2: 1993)

Human response
(DECC, 2006)

Vibratory roller

<50 kN (typically 1-2 t)
<100 kN (typically 2-4 t)
<200 kN (typically 4-6 t)
<300 kN (typically 7-13 t)
>300 kN (typically 13-18 t)
>300 kN (> 18 t)

5 metres
6 metres
12 metres
15 metres
20 metres
25 metres

15 m to 20 metres
20 metres
40 metres
100 metres
100 metres
100 metres

Small hydraulic hammer

300 kg – 5 to 12 t excavator

2 metres

7 metres

Medium hydraulic
hammer

900 kg – 12 to 18t excavator

7 metres

23 metres

Large hydraulic hammer

1600 kg – 18 to 34 t excavator

22 metres

73 metres

Vibratory pile driver

Sheet piles

2 to 20 metres

20 metres

Pile boring

≤800 mm

2 metres (nominal)

4 metres

Jackhammer

Hand held

1 metre (nominal)

2 metres

Heritage structure
As discussed in Section 6.7, there is are existing local and state heritage items within 200 metres of the
proposal. Guidance for more sensitive structures is presented in DIN 4150-3 Structural vibration Part 3:
Effects of vibration on structures (DIN 4150-3:1999-02). Vibration velocities not exceeding 3 mm/s at
1 Hz to 10 Hz are recommended to avoid potential structural impacts for these types of structures. This
criterion is considered to be applicable to the local heritage items surrounding the proposed work.
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Construction traffic
Construction activities would result in additional heavy and light vehicle movements on public roads. An
initial screening test has been provided in the CNVG in line with screening method addressed in the RNP
which states the following:
For Roads and Maritime projects an initial screening test should first be applied by evaluating whether
noise levels will increase by more than 2 dB(A) due to construction traffic or a temporary reroute due to
a road closure. Where increases are 2 dB(A) or less then no further assessment is required.
Where noise levels increase by more than 2 dB(A) (less than 2.1 dB(A)) further assessment is required
using Roads and Maritimes Criteria Guideline.
Consideration should be given under the direction provided in the Roads and Maritime Noise Criteria
Guideline (Roads and Maritime 2015) to determine whether the construction traffic or temporary reroute
triggers the new road criteria due to changes in road category. Where exceedance due to construction
traffic has been determined, corresponding noise mitigation as outlined in Appendix B and Appendix C of
CNVG and the CNVG application notes should be considered.
Operational noise criteria
Where a proposal has the potential to generate additional noise for residential receivers, due to changes in
road alignment, or where a proposal would result in a change to traffic volumes, an operational traffic noise
assessment is carried out in accordance with the NSW RNP. Where the changes of an existing road
alignment are only minor, a less detailed assessment of traffic noise impacts is required. This proposal has
been assessed as minor works.
The primary operational noise criteria considered for this assessment is whether the proposal would result
in a traffic noise increase of more than 2 dB(A) at any nearby receiver.

6.5.4 Potential impacts
Construction
Construction activities and proposed equipment, with sound power levels are indicated in Table 6-20. The
schedule of plant and equipment to be used would be confirmed with the final construction program. As
indicated by this information, construction work is to be conducted during standard hours, however may be
subject to occur outside of standard hours to minimise disturbance to nearby businesses and other
sensitive receivers.
As a conservative approach, it has been assumed that this applies to all construction stages, except for that
equipment/plant which the Roads and Maritime CNVG recommends not to operate during the night, such
as pneumatic hammers, rock breakers and concrete saws. It is assumed that all equipment in Table 6-20
will be used during standard hours, as well as OOHW day and evening periods (i.e. OOHW1), and night
period (i.e. OOHW2).
It has also been assumed that construction compound and ancillary facilities will operate 24 hours a day.
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Table 6-20: Construction stages and sound power levels used in the modelling of construction noise

Construction
phase

Typical plant and
equipment

Sound
Power
Level dB(A)
LAeq (15 min)

Total Scenario
Sound Power
Level dB(A)
LAeq (15 min)

Sleep disturbance
Sound Power
Level dB(A) L A1

Mobilisation and
site establishment

Truck (HIAB)
Road Truck
Scissor Lift
Franna Crane
Light Vehicles
Hand Tools

103
108
98
98
88
95

110

114

Excavator (tracked) 35t
Dump Truck
Franna Crane 20t
Utility, property and
Pneumatic Hammer*
service
Concrete Saw*
adjustments
Vacuum Truck
Backhoe
Generator

110
110
98
115
115
109
103
101

120

116

Drainage work

Backhoe
Franna Crane 20t
Excavator (tracked) 35t
Concrete Truck
Truck Compressor
Vibratory Roller
Road Truck

103
98
110
108
75
110
108

115

120

Bulk excavations
and earthworks

Bulldozer D9*
Scraper
Excavator (tracked) 35t
Grader
Dump truck
Compactor
Roller
Water Cart

116
110
110
110
110
110
110
107

120

120

Pavement works

Pavement Laying Machine
Front End Loader
Dump Truck
Asphalt Truck and Sprayer
Concrete Truck
Smooth Drum Roller
Concrete Saw*

114
112
110
106
108
107
115

120

119

Stormwater
drainage works

Excavator
Sheet Piling
Concrete Truck
Concrete Pump
Concrete Vibrator
Truck and Dog
Generator

110
111
109
102
100
108
100

116

119

Culvert upgrade

Water Pump
Excavator

90
110
118

120

113
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Construction
phase

Typical plant and
equipment

Sound
Power
Level dB(A)
LAeq (15 min)

Total Scenario
Sound Power
Level dB(A)
LAeq (15 min)

Sleep disturbance
Sound Power
Level dB(A) L A1

Excavator with Rock
Hammer*
Rattle Gun
Oxy Cutter
Mobile Crane
Concrete Pump
Road Truck
Concrete Agi

99
97
104
102
108
109

Rail works

Hi-Rail Tipper
Track laying machine
Rail Saw*
Welding Equipment
Mobile Crane
Idling Locomotive

91
104
117
105
104
89

118

115

Finishing works

Road truck
Scissor Lift
Franna Crane 20t
Line Marking Machine

108
98
98
108

111

114

Concurrently operating compound and ancillary facilities

Operating
Construction
Compound

Front End Loader
Road Truck
Compressor
Welding Equipment
Light Vehicles
Power Generator

112
108
109
105
88
101

115

119

Ancillary Facility

Road Truck
Forklift
Mobile Crane

108
98
104

110

113

*Pneumatic hammer, Bulldozer D9, rock hammer, rail saw and concrete saw assumed to be not operating during OOHW Night
(OOHW2), as recommended by the RMS CNVG.

Detailed predictions of noise levels from construction activities at individual residences are presented in
Appendix G.
Residential receivers
Table 6-21 below presents a summary of the number of residential receivers located in the immediate
vicinity of the proposal area who are predicted to be affected by each construction activity for standard
hours, out of hours’ day (OOH Day), out of hours evening (OOH evening) and out of hours’ night (OOH
Night).
These exceedance counts show that during standard hours, there are a number of highly noise affected
receivers in all three NCAs, which are classified as those which have an impact greater than 75 dB(A)
during standard construction hours, and have an impact of greater than 25 dB(A) above the NML during
construction activities at night.
In NCA1 during standard hour’s construction activities, it is predicted that one out of 160 residential
receivers would be highly noise affected during the construction stages of utility, property and service
adjustments, bulk excavation and earthworks, pavement work and stormwater drainage work.
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In NCA2 during standard hours’ construction activities, it is predicted that between four and six out of 43
residential receivers will be highly noise affected during the construction stages of utility, property and
service adjustments, drainage works, bulk excavation and earthworks, pavement works and stormwater
drainage works.
In NCA3 during standard hours’ construction activities, it is predicted that between one and two out of 16
residential receivers will be highly noise affected during the construction stages of utility, property and
service adjustments, drainage works, bulk excavation and earthworks, pavement works and stormwater
drainage works.
During day out-of-hours and evening out-of-hours construction work, it is predicted that up to nine
residential receivers would be highly affected during construction stages in NCA1 and also in NCA2, and up
to two residential receivers would be highly affected in NCA3.
During night construction works, it is predicted that between nine and 47, out of 160 residential receivers in
total would be highly noise affected in NCA1, between eight and 23 out of 43 residential receivers in total
would be highly affected in NCA2 and between two and five, out of 16 residential receivers in NCA3, during
all construction stages.
The full results of this assessment are presented in Appendix G.

Mobilisation & Site
Establishment

Utility, Property &
Service
Adjustments

Drainage Works

Bulk Excavation
and Earthworks

Pavement Works

Stormwater
Drainage Works

Culvert Upgrade

Rail Works

Finishing Works

149

106

131

106

106

127

144

150

148

0-10 dB(A) above NML

9

43

24

43

43

27

12

7

10

10-20 dB(A) above NML

2

9

4

9

9

5

4

3

2

20+ dB(A) above NML

-

2

1

2

2

1

-

-

-

Highly noise affected (>75)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Complying

36

33

34

33

33

34

37

36

36

0-10 dB(A) above NML

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

3

2

10-20 dB(A) above NML

3

2

3

2

2

3

4

4

3

20+ dB(A) above NML

2

5

4

5

5

4

-

-

2

Highly noise affected (>75)

-

4

3

4

4

3

-

-

-

Complying

11

3

11

3

3

10

6

10

11

0-10 dB(A) above NML

1

8

1

8

8

2

6

2

1

10-20 dB(A) above NML

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

4

3

Number of
residences within
range of predicted
noise levels

NCA

Table 6-21: Summary noise exceedances at residential receivers

Standard daytime hours
Complying

1

2

3
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Mobilisation & Site
Establishment

Utility, Property &
Service
Adjustments

Drainage Works

Bulk Excavation
and Earthworks

Pavement Works

Stormwater
Drainage Works

Culvert Upgrade

Rail Works

Finishing Works

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

-

1

Highly noise affected (>75)

-

2

-

2

2

-

-

-

-

Complying

130

80

106

80

80

101

130

133

127

0-5 dB(A) above NML

19

26

25

26

26

26

14

17

21

5-15 dB(A) above NML

9

43

24

43

43

27

12

7

10

15-25 dB(A) above NML

2

9

4

9

9

5

4

3

2

25+ dB(A) above NML

-

2

1

2

2

1

-

-

-

Complying

34

28

33

28

28

33

31

32

34

0-10 dBA above NML

2

5

1

5

5

1

6

4

2

10-20 dBA above NML

2

3

2

3

3

2

2

3

2

20+ dBA above NML

3

2

3

2

2

3

4

4

3

≥25 dBA above NML

2

5

4

5

5

4

-

-

2

Complying

8

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

8

0-10 dBA above NML

3

1

8

1

1

8

4

8

3

10-20 dBA above NML

1

8

1

8

8

2

6

2

1

20+ dBA above NML

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

4

3

≥25 dBA above NML

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

-

1

Complying

115

59

90

59

59

84

120

125

107

0-5 dBA above NML

26

31

24

31

31

23

15

15

26

5-15 dBA above NML

16

51

35

51

51

42

21

16

22

15-25 dBA above NML

3

16

10

16

16

9

4

4

4

≥25 dBA above NML

-

3

1

3

3

2

-

-

1

Complying

33

22

28

22

22

27

28

31

33

0-10 dBA above NML

1

6

5

6

6

6

3

1

1

10-20 dBA above NML

2

6

3

6

6

3

8

7

2

Number of
residences within
range of predicted
noise levels

NCA

20+ dB(A) above NML

Day, out of hours

1

2

3

Evening, out of hours

1

2
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Mobilisation & Site
Establishment

Utility, Property &
Service
Adjustments

Drainage Works

Bulk Excavation
and Earthworks

Pavement Works

Stormwater
Drainage Works

Culvert Upgrade

Rail Works

Finishing Works

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

≥25 dBA above NML

4

7

5

7

7

5

2

-

4

Complying

5

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

0-10 dBA above NML

5

-

5

-

-

3

-

3

6

10-20 dBA above NML

2

9

5

9

9

7

9

7

2

20+ dBA above NML

2

3

2

3

3

1

3

4

2

≥25 dBA above NML

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

-

2

Complying

58

29

29

20

20

23

20

42

52

0-5 dBA above NML

29

30

30

16

16

30

38

40

31

5-15 dBA above NML

54

55

55

65

65

54

77

58

50

15-25 dBA above NML

16

35

35

47

47

42

21

16

22

≥25 dBA above NML

3

11

11

12

12

11

4

4

5

Complying

16

13

13

11

11

13

11

12

15

0-10 dBA above NML

7

4

4

2

2

2

4

6

7

10-20 dBA above NML

11

15

15

15

15

15

15

13

12

20+ dBA above NML

2

2

2

6

6

4

8

8

2

≥25 dBA above NML

7

9

9

9

9

9

5

4

7

Complying

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

0-10 dBA above NML

-

2

2

-

-

2

-

2

-

10-20 dBA above NML

8

5

5

2

2

3

2

3

8

20+ dBA above NML

2

5

5

9

9

7

9

7

2

≥25 dBA above NML

4

4

4

5

5

4

5

4

4

Number of
residences within
range of predicted
noise levels

NCA
3

20+ dBA above NML

Night time, out of hours

1

2

3
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Non-residential receivers
Table 6-22 presents impacts from construction work on non-residential receivers in the study area. There
are 15 commercial buildings in total, six educational buildings, three places of worship and three outdoor
active recreational areas. A non-residential receiver is defined by a floor or level of a building which is
determined to be for non-residential use except for outdoor active recreational areas, where the outdoor
area is considered as one receiver.
For non-residential receivers, it is predicted that all educational buildings and places of worship will exceed
the respective noise impact criterion. Educational buildings will exceed the criteria by up to 17 dB(A), and
places of worship will exceed the criteria by up to 11 dB(A), both during bulk excavation and earthworks
and pavement works.

Address

Utility, property,
service adjustments

Drainage works

Bulk excavation and
earthworks

Pavement works

Stormwater
drainage works

Culvert upgrades

Rail works

Finishing works

NCA01.COM.0001
(GF)

2-6 Edon
St, Yoogali

70

67

77

72

77

77

73

63

63

68

NCA01.COM.0001
(F1)

2-6 Edon
St, Yoogali

70

69

79

74

79

79

75

63

63

70

NCA01.COM.0002
(GF)

20 Burley
70
Griffin Way,
Yoogali

46

56

51

56

56

52

54

54

47

NCA01.COM.0002
(F1)

20 Burley
70
Griffin Way,
Yoogali

46

56

51

56

56

52

54

54

47

NCA01.COM.0003
(GF)

2/3 Edon
St, Yoogali

70

48

58

53

58

58

54

46

45

49

NCA01.COM.0003
(F1)

2/3 Edon
St, Yoogali

70

50

60

55

60

60

56

47

46

51

NCA01.COM.0004
(GF)

1/3 Edon
St, Yoogali

70

58

68

63

68

68

64

53

57

59

NCA01.COM.0005
(GF)

5A Edon St, 70
Yoogali

60

70

65

70

70

66

66

67

61

NCA01.COM.0006
(GF)

7 Edon St,
Yoogali

70

46

56

51

56

56

52

50

50

47

NCA01.COM.0007
(GF)

15-19 Edon 70
St, Yoogali

53

63

58

63

63

59

57

57

54

NCA01.COM.0007
(F1)

15-19 Edon 70
St, Yoogali

53

63

58

63

63

59

57

57

54

NML

NCA/ReceiverID
(Floor)

Mobilisation and
site establishment

Table 6-22: Predicted noise impacts on non-residential receivers (standard hours only)
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Mobilisation and
site establishment

Utility, property,
service adjustments

Drainage works

Bulk excavation and
earthworks

Pavement works

Stormwater
drainage works

Culvert upgrades

Rail works

Finishing works

NCA01.COM.0008
(GF)

647
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

29

39

34

39

39

35

34

33

30

NCA01.COM.0008
(F1)

647
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

29

39

34

39

39

35

34

33

30

NCA01.COM.0008
(F2)

647
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

33

43

38

43

43

39

39

38

34

NCA01.COM.0009
(GF)

647
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

28

38

33

38

38

34

37

36

29

NCA01.COM.0009
(F1)

647
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

27

37

32

37

37

33

37

36

28

NCA01.COM.0010
(GF)

8-18
Hebden St,
Yoogali

70

28

38

33

38

38

34

35

34

29

NCA01.COM.0010
(F1)

8-18
Hebden St,
Yoogali

70

28

38

33

38

38

34

35

34

29

NCA01.COM.0011
(GF)

8-18
Hebden St,
Yoogali

70

26

36

31

36

36

32

33

27

27

NCA01.OED.0001
(GF)

1 East St,
Yoogali

55

36

46

41

46

46

42

42

40

37

NCA01.OED.0002
(GF)

1 East St,
Yoogali

55

45

55

50

55

55

51

47

47

46

NCA01.OED.0003
(GF)

1 East St,
Yoogali

55

43

53

48

53

53

49

48

46

44

NCA01.OED.0004
(GF)

10-24 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

37

47

42

47

47

43

41

40

38

Address

NML

NCA/ReceiverID
(Floor)
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Address

Mobilisation and
site establishment

Utility, property,
service adjustments

Drainage works

Bulk excavation and
earthworks

Pavement works

Stormwater
drainage works

Culvert upgrades

Rail works

Finishing works

NCA01.OED.0004
(F1)

10-24 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

37

47

42

47

47

43

41

40

38

NCA01.OED.0005
(F1)

10-24 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

44

54

49

54

54

50

46

46

45

NCA01.OED.0006
(GF)

10-24 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

58

68

63

68

68

64

58

56

59

NCA01.OPW.0001
(F1)

11 Edon St, 55
Yoogali

57

67

62

67

67

63

43

43

58

NCA01.OPW.0001
(GF)

11 Edon St, 55
Yoogali

57

67

62

67

67

63

43

43

58

NCA01.OPW.0002
(GF)

15-19 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

38

48

43

48

48

44

46

45

39

NCA01.OPW.0002
(GF)

15-19 Edon 55
St, Yoogali

39

49

44

49

49

45

49

47

40

NCA01.OPW.0003
(F1)

19 Edon St, 55
Yoogali

36

46

41

46

46

42

41

40

37

NCA02.COM.0001
(GF)

126
70
MacKay
Ave, Griffith

66

76

71

76

76

72

51

50

67

NCA02.COM.0001
(GF)

126
70
MacKay
Ave, Griffith

68

78

73

78

78

74

58

55

69

NCA02.COM.0002
(F1)

96 MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

45

55

50

55

55

51

52

50

46

NCA02.COM.0002
(F2)

96 MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

45

55

50

55

55

51

52

50

46

NCA02.COM.0003
(GF)

160
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

21

31

26

31

31

27

29

27

22

NCA02.COM.0004
(F1)

160
MacKay
Ave,
Yoogali

70

22

32

27

32

32

28

29

27

23

NML

NCA/ReceiverID
(Floor)
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Mobilisation and
site establishment

Utility, property,
service adjustments

Drainage works

Bulk excavation and
earthworks

Pavement works

Stormwater
drainage works

Culvert upgrades

Rail works

Finishing works

Yoogali Football
Club Fields

-

65

47

57

52

57

57

53

54

52

48

Yoogali Public
School
Playground/Fields

-

65

50

60

55

60

60

56

57

55

51

Yoogali Soccer
Fields

-

65

44

54

49

54

54

50

51

47

45

Address

NML

NCA/ReceiverID
(Floor)

Sleep disturbance
The number of noise exceedances in relation to sleep disturbance, as outlined in Section 6.5.3 is presented
in Table 6-23.
The sleep disturbance assessment predicts that between one and four receivers would be highly noise
affected in NCA1, between one and nine receivers would be highly affected in NCA2 and between one and
two residential receivers would be highly noise affected in NCA3, during all construction stages.

Mobilisation & Site
Establishment

Utility, Property &
Service
Adjustments

Drainage Works

Bulk Excavation
and Earthworks

Pavement Works

Stormwater
Drainage Works

Culvert Upgrade

Rail Works

Finishing Works

Complying

140

133

119

118

90

90

95

95

130

0-5 dB(A) above NML

13

16

25

26

25

25

24

24

14

5-15 dB(A) above NML

5

9

14

14

34

34

33

33

12

15-25 dB(A) above NML

2

2

2

2

10

10

7

7

4

≥25 dB(A) above NML

-

-

-

-

1

1

1

1

-

Complying

31

34

33

33

27

27

27

27

28

0-10 dB(A) above NML

4

-

1

1

5

5

6

6

4

10-20 dB(A) above NML

4

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

7

20+ dB(A) above NML

4

3

3

3

4

4

2

2

2

Number of
residences within
range of predicted
noise levels

NCA

Table 6-23: Review of noise exceedances against the sleep disturbance criterion

NML – 45 dB(A)

1

2
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Mobilisation & Site
Establishment

Utility, Property &
Service
Adjustments

Drainage Works

Bulk Excavation
and Earthworks

Pavement Works

Stormwater
Drainage Works

Culvert Upgrade

Rail Works

Finishing Works

-

3

4

4

5

5

5

5

2

Complying

5

10

5

8

2

2

2

2

2

0-10 dB(A) above NML

6

2

6

3

5

5

6

6

4

10-20 dB(A) above NML

1

-

1

2

5

5

4

4

6

20+ dB(A) above NML

4

4

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

≥25 dB(A) above NML

-

-

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Number of
residences within
range of predicted
noise levels

NCA
3

≥25 dB(A) above NML

Construction vibration
Residential receivers
Vibration-intensive equipment that may be used during the proposal includes compaction equipment such
as a vibratory roller and hydraulic hammer. Relevant recommendation safe setback distances for these
plant are reproduced below in Table 6-24.
Table 6-24: Recommended safe setback distances for relevant vibration-generating plant

Plant

Rating / description

Safe Working distance (metres)
Cosmetic damage
(BS7385-2: 1993)

Human response
(DECC, 2006)

Vibratory roller

<50 kN (typically 1-2 t)
<100 kN (typically 2-4 t)
<200 kN (typically 4-6 t)
<300 kN (typically 7-13 t)
>300 kN (typically 13-18 t)
>300 kN (> 18 t)

5 metres
6 metres
12 metres
15 metres
20 metres
25 metres

15 m to 20 metres
20 metres
40 metres
100 metres
100 metres
100 metres

Small hydraulic hammer

300 kg – 5 to 12 t excavator

2 metres

7 metres

Medium hydraulic
hammer

900 kg – 12 to 18t excavator

7 metres

23 metres

Large hydraulic hammer

1600 kg – 18 to 34 t excavator

22 metres

73 metres

Regarding nearby underground utilities, provided that vibratory compacting equipment or hydraulic hammer
are not used within two metres of utilities, the FTA Guidance Manual for Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment, (US Federal Transit Administration, 2006) calculation method predicts that the most stringent
criteria in the DIN 4150-3:1999-02 (50 mm/s) is not likely to be exceeded.
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Local heritage items
Whilst all surrounding receivers and structures have some sensitivity to vibration, heritage structures are
typically more susceptible and are subject to more stringent criteria. A review of the NSW Heritage
Register, a ‘basic review’ of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS), and
surrounding land-use information identified three buildings within the vicinity of the proposal:
•

Yoogali Club – 647 MacKay Ave, Yoogali (one building), about 170 metres northwest of the
proposal

•

Our Lady of Pompeii Roman Catholic Church – 15-19 Edon St, Yoogali (two buildings), about 150
metres north of the proposal.

As presented in Table 6-24, cosmetic damage would not occur to buildings more than 25 metres away. The
identified heritage buildings are over 150 metres away from the proposal, and therefore would not be
impacted by the vibration from the proposed construction works.
Construction traffic noise
The Construction Road Traffic Noise Estimator component of the Roads and Maritime Construction Noise
Estimator was used to assess potential impacts arising from construction traffic. Existing traffic inputs were
added with volumes extrapolated from Section 6.4, including the estimated additional traffic generated
during construction. Based on these inputs, with assumptions on light and heavy vehicle movements during
standard hours and outside of standard hours, it was found that additional noise arising from construction
traffic are unlikely to result in changes of more than 2 dB(A) above existing noise levels.
Operation
To determine whether noise levels are likely to increase at nearby receivers by 2 dB(A) or more as a result
of the proposal, an assessment was completed using the calculation method for road traffic noise
presented in Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CoRTN), (UK Department of Transport, 1988). The CoRTN
assessment method considers several input variables including traffic flow, percentage heavy vehicles,
traffic speed, road gradient, propagation pathway from road source to receiver including, terrain barrier and
shielding effects to determine noise levels arising from road traffic at receivers.
At the nearest receiver to a change in road alignment or widening, where the road shifts closer to the
residence (NCA03.RES.0008), the nearest lane of the proposal will be about half of a lane width (i.e. 1.75
metres) closer compared to the existing alignment. This widening is on the north side of Irrigation Way on
the approach to the intersection. Residents on Edon St are closer to the proposed widening of the same
magnitude along MacKay Ave, however these residents would be impacted more by traffic on Burley Griffin
Way, which is substantially closer.
Using the slant distance correction (C d) equation from the CoRTN method it was determined that these
changes in setback distance would result in relative increases of less than 0.1 dB(A) at both receivers.
Given these findings, it was concluded that the proposal was unlikely to result in road noise levels
increasing by more than 2 dB(A) relative to existing road operations at surrounding receivers and that no
specific operational mitigation measures would be necessary.

6.5.5 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential noise and vibration impacts are discussed
below in Table 6-25.
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Table 6-25: Safeguards and management measures for noise and vibration

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Noise and
vibration

Noise and
vibration

Timing

Reference

A Noise and Vibration Management Contactor
Plan (NVMP) will be prepared and
implemented as part of the CEMP.
The NVMP will generally follow the
approach in the Interim Construction
Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC,
2009) and identify:
• all potential significant noise
and vibration generating
activities associated with the
activity
• feasible and reasonable
mitigation measures to be
implemented, taking into
account Beyond the
Pavement: urban design
policy, process and
principles (Roads and
Maritime, 2014).
• a monitoring program to
assess performance against
relevant noise and vibration
criteria
• arrangements for
consultation with affected
neighbours and sensitive
receivers, including
notification and complaint
handling procedures
• contingency measures to be
implemented in the event of
non-compliance with noise
and vibration criteria.

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 4.6 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

All sensitive receivers (e.g. schools, Contactor
local residents) likely to be affected
will be notified at least five days
prior to commencement of any
works associated with the activity
that may have an adverse noise or
vibration impact. The notification will
provide details of:
• the project
• the construction period and
construction hours
• contact information for
project management staff
• complaint and incident
reporting

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards
•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

how to obtain further
information.

Noise and
vibration

Limit the most noise-intensive
construction processes (e.g.
pneumatic hammering, pavement
sawing, stormwater upgrades) to
standard construction hours.

Contactor

Construction

Additional
safeguard

Vibration

The use of vibratory compaction
equipment within two metres of
underground services should not be
undertaken without further
investigations.

Contactor

Preconstruction /
construction

Additional
safeguard

Vibration

If plant and equipment changes
materially from that which has been
assessed, a review of construction
vibration should be undertaken prior
to commencing work.

Contactor

Preconstruction

Additional
safeguard

In addition to these mitigation measures, the CNVG directs that the proposal should implement additional
mitigation measures where feasible and reasonable. The type of additional mitigation is determined by the
worst case NML exceedance predicted.
Table 5 1 presents the additional mitigation measures that are recommended in Roads and Maritime’s
Construction Noise and Vibration Guideline given the extent of these worst case NML exceedances. It is
noted that NML exceedances greater than 25 dB(A) would likely require impact verification (noise
monitoring) and the offering of periods of respite and/or alternative accommodation.
The noise mitigation strategy should also account for predicted number and extent of exceedances of the
sleep disturbance screening criterion. Table 6-23 indicates that the sleep disturbance screening criterion
may be exceeded at a number of receivers during night period.
These measures are for worst-case circumstances when works are nearest residential receivers. These
measures should be reviewed once detailed construction staging and plant and equipment selections are
known.
Table 6-26: Triggers for additional mitigation measures (for CNVG Appendix C)

Predicted airborne L Aeq (15min) noise level at receivers

Additional mitigation measures

Perception

dB(A) above RBL

dB(A) above NML

Type2

Mitigation level3

-

-

N,V,PC,RO

HA

All hours
75 dB(A) or greater

Standard hours: Mon-Fri (7am – 6pm), Sat (8am – 1pm), Sun/Pub Hol (nil)
Noticeable

5 to 10

0

-

NML

Clearly audible

10 to 20

< 10

-

NML
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Predicted airborne L Aeq (15min) noise level at receivers

Additional mitigation measures

Moderately
Intrusive

20 to 30

10 to 20

N, V

NML + 10

Highly Intrusive

> 30

> 20

N, V

NML + 20

Out of Hours Works Period 1: Mon-Fri (6pm– 10pm), Sat (7am-8am &1pm – 10pm), Sun/Pub Hol
(8am-6pm))
Noticeable

5 to 10

<5

-

NML

Clearly Audible

10 to 20

5 to 15

N, R1, DR

NML + 5

Moderately
Intrusive

20 to 30

15 to 25

V, N, R1, DR

NML + 15

Highly Intrusive

> 30

> 25

V, IB, N, R1, DR,
PC, SN

NML + 25

Out of Hours Works Period 2: Mon-Fri (10pm-7am), Sat (10pm-8am), Sun/Pub Hol (6pm-7am)
Noticeable

5 to 10

<5

N

NML

Clearly Audible

10 to 20

5 to 15

V, N, R2, DR

NML + 5

Moderately
Intrusive

20 to 30

15 to 25

V, IB, N, PC, SN,
R2, DR

NML + 15

Highly Intrusive

> 30

> 25

AA, V, IB, N, PC,
SN, R2, DR

NML + 25

NOTE 1:

Perception relates to the level above the RBL

NOTE 2:
AA = Alternative Accommodation, R1 = Respite Period 1, V = Verification, R2 = Respite Period 2, IB = Individual Briefing, DR =
Duration Respite, N = Notification, PC = Phone Calls, RO = Respite offers, SN = Specific Notifications
NOTE 3:

NML = Noise Management Level (refer Appendix D of CNVG), HA = Highly Affected (>75dB(A) – applies to residences only)
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6.6 Aboriginal heritage
6.6.1 Methodology
An Aboriginal heritage assessment was carried out for the proposal in accordance with the Stage 1 Roads
and Maritime Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI). A copy
of this assessment is provided in Appendix H.
This assessment comprised of a review of the following databases:
•

Australian Heritage Database (searches carried out 19 March 2018)

•

Native Title Register (search carried out 19 March 2018)

•

State Heritage Inventory Register (search carried out 19 March 2018)

•

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (searches carried out 20 March 2018).

A Stage 1 PACHCI letter; dated 8 May 2018, (refer to Appendix H) was prepared to outline the findings of
the desktop assessment. A summary of the findings are provided below.

6.6.2 Existing environment
A basic search of the OEH AHIMS was carried out on 20 March 2018, which indicated that no known
Aboriginal objects or places are located within the proposal area. No AHIMS sites were identified within one
kilometre of the proposal.
A preliminary assessment carried out by Roads and Maritime’s Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Office – South
West found that the study area does not contain landscape features that indicate the presence of Aboriginal
objects, based on the Office of Environment and Heritage’s Due Diligence Code of Practice for the
Protection of Aboriginal objects in NSW. Further, the cultural heritage potential of the study area appears to
be reduced due to past disturbances and there is an absence of sandstone rock outcrops likely to contain
Aboriginal art in the topography around the proposal.

6.6.3 Potential impacts
Construction
Based on the findings of the Stage 1 PACHCI investigation, no impacts on identified Aboriginal items are
anticipated during construction.
It was noted that the study area does not contain landscape features that indicate the presence of
Aboriginal objects and the heritage potential of the study area appears reduced due to past disturbances.
As such there is a low likelihood that previously unrecorded Aboriginal objects or sites would be uncovered
during construction. The proposal is not anticipated to have any impact on Aboriginal Cultural heritage
during construction; however, a safeguard has been included in the event that unexpected heritage items
are identified during the work.
Operation
No impact to Aboriginal Heritage is anticipated during operation as the proposal will consist of continued
use of the existing road corridor. No disturbance of the surrounding land would occur during operation.
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6.6.4 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential Aboriginal heritage impacts are discussed
below in Table 6-27.
Table 6-27: Safeguards and management measures for Aboriginal heritage

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility Timing

Reference

Aboriginal
heritage

The CEMP prepared for the
proposal will provide specific
guidance on measures and
controls to be implemented to
avoid and mitigate impacts to
Aboriginal heritage.

Contactor

Detailed
design /
preconstructio
n

Section 4.9 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

Aboriginal
heritage

The Standard Management
Contactor
Procedure - Unexpected Heritage
Items (Roads and Maritime, 2015)
will be followed in the event that
an unknown or potential
Aboriginal object/s, including
skeletal remains, is found during
construction.

Detailed
design /
preconstructio
n

Section 4.9 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection
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6.7 Non-Aboriginal heritage
6.7.1 Existing environment
A search of the following relevant heritage registers was carried out on 20 March 2018 to identify any
heritage items in the vicinity of the proposal:
•

World Heritage List

•

National Heritage List

•

Commonwealth Heritage List

•

NSW State Heritage Register

•

State Agency Section 170 Heritage and Conservation Registers

•

Griffith City Council LEP 2014.

Three heritage items were identified within about one kilometre of the proposal area, as shown on Figure
6-10 and detailed in Table 6-28.
Table 6-28: Non-Aboriginal heritage items in the vicinity of the proposal

Item

Address

Listing

Location

Yoogali Club

647 Mackay Avenue,
Yoogali

Griffith LEP 2014 – Item
I26

Located on Mackay
Avenue about 170
metres to the northwest
of the proposal.

Our Lady of Pompeii
Roman Catholic Church

15-19 Edon Street,
Yoogali

State Heritage Register
– Item 01746

Located on Edon Street,
about 150 metres to the
north of the proposal

Our Lady of Pompeii
Roman Catholic Church

15-19 Edon Street,
Yoogali

Griffith LEP 2014 – Item
I25

Located on Edon Street,
about 150 metres to the
north of the proposal
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Figure 6-10: Non-Aboriginal heritage
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6.7.2 Potential impacts
Construction
Local heritage item I26 (Yoogali Club – 647 Mackay Avenue, Yoogali) is located about 170 metres
northwest of the proposal area. The heritage value of this item is associated with the building which is
located about 220 metres from the boundary of the proposal area.
Local and State heritage item Our Lady of Pompeii Roman Catholic Church (item I25 and 01746
respectively) is located about 150 metres north of the proposal area.
It is unlikely that workers would be required to enter the property boundary of either heritage item during
construction. As such no impacts on these items are anticipated. Non-Aboriginal heritage items are not
anticipated to be impacted by vibration due to the separation distance between the proposed works and the
structures (see Section 6.5).
Operation
Operation of the proposal will consist of continued use of the road corridor. No disturbance of the
surrounding land would occur, and no impact to non-Aboriginal heritage is anticipated during operation of
the proposal.

6.7.3 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential non-Aboriginal heritage impacts are
discussed below in Table 6-29.
Table 6-29: Safeguards and management measures for non-Aboriginal heritage

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The CEMP prepared and
implemented for the proposal will
provide specific guidance on
measures and controls to be
implemented to avoid and mitigate
impacts to Non-Aboriginal heritage.

Contactor

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 4.10
of QA G36
Environment
Protection

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The Standard Management
Procedure - Unexpected Heritage
Items (Roads and Maritime, 2015)
will be followed in the event that any
unexpected heritage items,
archaeological remains or potential
relics of Non-Aboriginal origin are
encountered.

Contactor

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 4.10
of QA G36
Environment
Protection
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6.8 Landscape character and visual impacts
6.8.1 Methodology
A visual impact assessment has been completed for the proposal in accordance with the Guidelines for
landscape character and visual impact assessment (Roads and Maritime Services, 2013).
The guidelines establish an assessment process with reference to the sensitivity of the area and magnitude
of the proposal in that area.
To quantify these impacts a viewpoint is assessed in relation to sensitivity and magnitude, which are
defined below:
•

Sensitivity refers to the qualities of an area, the number and type of receivers and how sensitive
the existing character of the setting is to the proposed change

•

Magnitude refers to the nature of the project (i.e. the impact of an interchange compared to
localised road widening).

Table 6-32 summarises the ranking of the assessment of these two criteria and how they are combined to
provide an overall impact assessment.
Table 6-30: Landscape character and visual impact grading matrix

Sensitivity

Magnitude
High

Moderate

Low

Negligible

High

High

Moderate / High

Moderate

Negligible

Moderate

Moderate / High

Moderate

Moderate / Low

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Moderate / Low

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

6.8.2 Existing environment
The proposal is located at Yoogali, which is within the Griffith LGA, located about 568 km south-west of
Sydney, within the Riverina region of NSW.
The Yoogali intersection is the meeting point of four major roads – Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue,
Irrigation Way and Kurrajong Avenue. The Southern NSW railway line passes through the proposal area,
crossing Burley Griffin Way immediately north of the Yoogali intersection, and runs parallel to Irrigation Way
and Mackay Avenue.
Immediate area around the intersection
An approximate radius of 50 m around the intersection has been chosen as the study area for the visual
and landscape assessment.
This visual catchment is largely contained by built form and vegetation of the proposal area and relates to
the intersection and road corridor itself. Regional views or vistas are not experienced from within or around
the proposals setting.
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Visual receptors within the proposal area consist of the residents, commercial business users and motorists
and the experience of viewers varies according to the length and nature of exposure to the proposal.
Residential viewers from dwellings located on Edon Street and Mackay Avenue have a greater sensitivity to
change due to the prolonged exposure to the proposed changes and proximity to the proposal. Businesses,
such as the Volkswagen dealership and retail shops on Edon Street will experience a similar response to
residential receptors but will be less sensitive to the changes as their expectations and interest in the
outlook is less.
Receptors’ response to changes around the intersection will vary according to the quality of the view, the
visual screening currently available, and the degree to which these elements change as a result of the
upgrade.
Access
Road transport is the primary method of travel within the area. Existing users of the intersection and the
surrounding road network include private vehicles, heavy vehicles and buses. There are currently limited
numbers of pedestrians and cyclists, with no dedicated cycle ways or footpaths within the study area.
Land use and built form
The proposal area is characterised by low density detached residential, commercial development and rural
agricultural land. Vegetation within private properties and the road verge is sparse and haphazard. There is
no coordinated approach to landscaping surrounding the intersection.
Within the study area there is some residential and commercial built form. It is low density, on larger lots
and is considered sensitive as it is within close proximity to the intersection.
Topography and vegetation
The topography of the study area is flat and featureless and therefore is of little note to the visual character
of the area. Given the area is so flat with little vegetation, it is possible to see across the area from many
vantage points. Further there is no formal or contiguous screening to the rear of residential lots in proximity
to the intersection.
Within the study area, vegetation is limited to some native plantings along the Mackay Avenue and
agricultural vegetation.

6.8.3 Viewpoint identification
Yoogali intersection is the intersection of four major roads providing access into and out of Griffith. The
intersecting roads include:
•

Kurrajong Avenue from the south-west

•

Burley Griffin Way from the north-east

•

Irrigation Way from the south-east

•

Mackay Avenue from the north-west.

The following viewpoints were selected for evaluating the visual impacts as they are considered
representative
The chosen viewpoints include:
•

VP1 – Looking north-east along Kurrajong Avenue

•

VP2 – Looking east towards Irrigation Way and Burley Griffin Way
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•

VP3 – Looking north-east towards Mackay Avenue

•

VP4 – Looking south-east from Mackay Avenue towards the intersection

•

VP5 – Looking south-west toward the intersection and the rail crossing

•

VP6 – Looking south from Edon Street at the junction with Burley Griffin Way

•

VP7 – Looking south-west along Burley Griffin Way, before the railway crossing

•

VP8 – Looking north-west along Irrigation Way before the drainage channel

•

VP9 – Looking north at Irrigation Way located.

Refer to Figure 6-11 for identification of the nine views.

Figure 6-11: Identified views within the proposal area

6.8.4 Potential impacts
Construction
During construction, visual impacts from the construction work are anticipated to be moderate as a result of
the presence of construction plant and machinery within the proposal area. Visual impacts are likely to
include the operation of machinery such as excavators, trucks, graders rollers, and front end loaders during
bulk earthworks and the widening of the roadway. Activity from excavators, cranes, pumps and concrete
trucks are also anticipated to be visible during the removal of the existing bridge and the construction of the
new culvert over the drainage channel. Other construction visual impacts include the presence of
stockpiles, materials and environmental controls.
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Construction activities would be visible to local residents on Mackay Avenue, Burley Griffin Way, Irrigation
Way and Edon Street, and commercial receivers on Mackay Avenue and Edon Street. Construction would
also be visible to mobile receptors such as workers, visitors and road users passing through the proposal
area.
The construction site office compound proposed on Irrigation Way (refer Section 3.4) would include
portable buildings with amenities such as lunch facilities and toilets, secure and bunded storage areas for
site materials, office space for on-site personnel, and associated parking. This location would be securely
fenced with temporary fencing and signage would be installed advising the general public of access
restrictions. The two ancillary storage sites proposed within the road reserve would include the temporary
storage of construction materials and equipment such as precast elements and steel reinforcement and
drainage and utilities components. These locations would be secured with temporary fencing and a
lockable gate. These storage facilities would be visible to residents, workers, customers, visitors and road
users during site establishment, the duration of construction activities and during decommissioning.
Construction visual impacts would be temporary in nature as they would be limited to the construction
period of about fifteen months. Any potential visual impacts associated with the construction activities
would be managed through the implementation of safeguards listed in Section 6.8.5
Operation
An assessment of the visual sensitivity and magnitude of each visual receiver location (refer Figure 6-11)
was carried out for the operational phase of the proposal, and the results of this assessment are provided
in Table 6-31.
Overall the unmitigated proposal is considered to have on average a low to negligible impact on receiving
viewpoints, although there are some moderate impacts associated with residential and commercial
properties on Mackay Avenue, where the proposal is in close proximity to the adjoining properties.
The area does not have a distinctive or memorable character either visually or in its landscape. Therefore
the minor changes associated with the intersection upgrade have low to negligible impact on the place.
Table 6-31: Operational visual impact assessment

No

View point

Sensitivity

Magnitude

Rating

VP1

Looking
north-east
along
Kurrajong
Avenue

Low
The sensitivity is assessed as low
because the changes to the
intersection are some distance
away

Negligible
The only changes are the
introduction of a pedestrian
crossing before the intersection,
and the addition of a pedestrian
pathway to the road reserve
planting. Light poles and street
signs will be relocated and new
traffic lights will be located at the
intersection.

Negligible

VP2

Looking
east
towards
Irrigation
Way and
Burley
Griffin Way

Moderate
The sensitivity is assessed as
moderate given the close
proximity of the viewpoint to the
proposal.

Moderate
The majority of the proposed
upgrade work at the intersection
are visible from this receptor. The
very position of this viewpoint
(VP2) itself changes from an
asphalt layer to a paved surface.

Moderate

VP3

Looking
north-east

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
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No

View point

Sensitivity

Magnitude

along
Mackay
Avenue

The viewer in this location would
be pedestrians either walking
towards/away from the
Volkswagen dealership, or
residents standing in front of their
houses. As this view is associated
with residential uses and is a fairly
static receptor, the sensitivity is
assessed as moderate.

This view will be subject to some
change due to the addition of a
new left turn lane into Burley
Griffin Way, a new raised median,
new signage and the removal of a
number of small trees as a result
of both the road and utilities work.
The removal of street trees will
impact the view of the skyline. The
magnitude of these changes is
considered to be moderate.

VP4

Looking
south-east
along

Low
The viewers are mainly motorists
travelling toward the intersection.
Pedestrians would be expected to
use the other side of the street as
there is no footpath in this
location.
As the viewer is likely to be a road
users and the experience is only
transitory, the sensitivity is
assessed as low.

Low
The intersection upgrade will
extend the width of the turning
lane, remove a number of small
trees, add a raised median, traffic
signals and signage. Although
there are a number of changes to
this view point, the magnitude is
assessed as low.

Low

VP5

Looking
south-west
towards the
intersection
and rail
crossing

Low
The viewer from this location
either includes customers, or
people access the rear of 2 Edon
street. The sensitivity has been
assessed as low.

Negligible
Within this view there are some
trees that will be removed. Noting
that these are located some
distance away on the other side of
the railway line, the visual impact
from this view is negligible.

Negligible

VP6

Looking
south from
Edon Street

Low
The viewers from this location
include the residents of Edon
Street and users of the small retail
area. The sensitivity of this view is
low.

Negligible
The proposal includes a new
pedestrian pathway, including an
extended drain and gutter line
along the right hand side of Edon
Street. The new pedestrian
pathway and the relocation of the
power lines are the main changes
to the view, therefore the
magnitude of this view is
negligible.

Negligible

VP7

Looking
south-west
along Burley
Griffin Way

Low
Viewers from this location are
primarily motorists. Given most
viewers are mobile, there are no
distinctive features within the view,
it has therefore been rated as low
in sensitivity.

Moderate
Moderate /
The proposal involves a number of Low
elements that will be visible from
this location, including the addition
of new pedestrian pathways on
either side of the road, the
relocation of the railway crossing
signage and the light poles and a
new raised median. Given the
extent of visible changes here, the
magnitude of changes is
moderate.
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No

View point

Sensitivity

Magnitude

Rating

VP8

Looking
north-west
along
Irrigation
Way

Low
Viewers from this location are
primarily motorists. The view is not
in proximity to any receptors,
therefore the view has been rated
as low in sensitivity.

Low
Low
The proposal includes new
pedestrian pathways on both sides
of Irrigation Way. Other changes
include the relocation of light poles
and signage, a raised median,
road widening and upgrade of the
box culvert under Irrigation Way.
Some trees in the far distance are
to be removed but have a
negligible effect on the view given
their distance from the
viewer. The magnitude of change
for this view is low.

VP9

Looking
north along
Irrigation
Way

Low
The viewers within this location
are primarily motorists given there
is currently no pedestrian footpath.
The sensitivity of this view point is
therefore low.

Low
The proposal involves in addition
of new pedestrian pathway on
either sides of the Irrigation Way
and relocation of the light poles
and street signs.
Changes do not affect the view to
any large degree as the view is
some distance from the
intersection. The magnitude of
change is low.

Low

6.8.5 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential Landscape character and visual impacts are
discussed below in Table 6-32.
Table 6-32: Safeguards and management measures for landscape character and visual impact

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Landscape
character and
visual impact

An Urban Design Framework will be Contractor
prepared to support the final detailed
project design and implemented as
part of the CEMP. The Urban Design
Plan shall address the works
proposed within the road corridor and
that required within private properties
as described in the proposal.

Timing

Reference

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

The Urban Design Plan will present
an integrated urban design and
landscape guidelines for the project,
providing practical detail on the
application of design principles and
objectives identified in the
environmental assessment.
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

The Plan will include design
treatments for:
• location and identification of
existing vegetation and
proposed landscaped areas,
including species to be used
• built elements including
retaining walls, bridges and
noise walls
• pedestrian elements including
footpath location, paving
types and pedestrian
crossings
• fixtures such as lighting,
fencing and signs
• details of the staging of
landscape works taking
account of related
environmental controls such
as erosion and sedimentation
controls and drainage
• procedures for monitoring and
maintaining landscaped or
rehabilitated areas.
The Urban Design Plan will be
prepared in accordance with relevant
guidelines, including:
• Beyond the Pavement urban
design policy, process and
principles (Roads and
Maritime, 2014)
• Landscape Guideline (RTA,
2008)
• Bridge Aesthetics (Roads and
Maritime 2012)
• Noise Wall Design Guidelines
(RTA, 2006)
• Shotcrete Design Guideline
(RTA, 2005).
Management of
works

Works are to be managed in
accordance with EIA-N04 Guidelines
for visual impact assessment and
landscape character assessment
(RMS 2013)

Contactor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Site compound
visual impacts

Fencing with material attached (eg
shade cloth in a colour sympathetic
to surrounding area) around the
construction to screen views of the

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

construction compound from nearby
properties.
Worksite

Maintaining the work site in a clean
and tidy stage and completing the
work within the shortest possible
timeframe.

6.9 Socio-economic
6.9.1 Methodology
The study area for the assessment includes those communities closest to the proposal that have the
potential to experience impacts from the proposal’s construction and operation. The study area for this
assessment comprises the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Griffith Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2).
The methodology for the socio-economic assessment is guided by the Environmental Impact Assessment
Practice Note: Socio-economic assessment (EIA-N05) (Roads and Maritime, 2013).
Key steps in the assessment included:
•

scoping of the potential socio-economic impacts of the proposal and potentially affected
communities

•

analysing existing socio-economic conditions and values of the local and regional study areas,
including population, social infrastructure (i.e. education, recreation and health services and
facilities), and local businesses

•

identifying and assessing potential socio-economic impacts of the proposal’s construction and
operation, including on local amenity, access and connectivity, social infrastructure and local
community values

•

identifying safeguards and management measures to mitigate or manage the identified impacts.

The description of the existing socio-economic environment principally draws on data and information from
the ABS 2011 Census of Population and Housing.

6.9.2 Existing environment
This section describes the existing socio-economic environment of the study area, including population,
social infrastructure and local business.
Community profile
Population and growth
In 2016, Griffith SA2 had an estimated resident population of 19,748 people (ABS, 2018). Between 2006
and 2016, the population of the Griffith SA2 grew by about 1,985 people, or 11.2 per cent. This was below
the rate of population growth recorded for NSW over the same period at 14.80 per cent.
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Demography
Socio-economic characteristics of the study area are shown in Table 6-33. Communities in the study area
are generally characterised by:
•

a similar median age to NSW and higher proportions of children and elderly people

•

lower proportions of people born overseas and households where two or more languages are
spoken compared to NSW

•

higher levels of people in need for assistance in one or more of the three core activity areas of selfhelp, mobility or communication due to disability, a long term health condition or old age, compared
to NSW.

Table 6-33: Socio-economic characteristics of the study area, 2011

Socio-economic characteristics

Griffith SA2

New South Wales

19,748

7,726,924

36

38

0-14 years (per cent)*

20.9

19.2

65 + years (per cent)*

16.4

14.7

Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander (per cent)

4.7

2.5

Overseas born (per cent)

19.8

31.4

Households where two or more
languages are spoken (per cent)

22.3

24.5

Total private dwellings

7,391

2,864,531

People with need for assistance
(per cent)

5.4

4.9

Travel to work by car (as driver or
passenger) (per cent)

79

62.8

Travel to work by public transport
(per cent)

0.4

13.8

Median weekly household income

$652

$1,237

5.5

5.9

Total population*
Median age*

Unemployment rate (per cent)

Source: Based on ABS Census, 2011; *ABS Regional Population Growth, 2015-16

Workforce participation, employment and income
The study area had similar rates of workforce participation and levels of unemployment compared to NSW.
About 59.8 per cent of people aged 15 years and over were either working or looking for work at the 2011
Census. This is compared to about 59.7 per cent in NSW. About 5.5 per cent of the workforce was
unemployed, compared to about 5.9 per cent in NSW.
Major industries of employment in the study area include agriculture school education, retail, cafes,
takeaway food services, restaurants and beauty salons.
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Access and connectivity
Households in the study area demonstrated a high level of car ownership and dependence on private
vehicles for travel to work.
In 2011, private vehicle was the dominant mode of travel to work for residents in the study area, with about
79 per cent of people travelling to work by car, as either a driver or passenger. This is compared to 62.8 per
cent in NSW. Public transport use in the study area was far lower to NSW as a whole.
Major roads that are located within or near the proposal include Burley Griffin Way and Mackay Avenue,
which form NSW State Route B94.
Another major road located within or near the proposal is the Irrigation Way, which provides a direct route
between the national highway network and Griffith. A number of local roads area also located near the
proposal.
Bus routes currently operating within the proposal area include:
•

route 943 – Bilbul to Griffith (via Yoogali)

•

route 944 – Yenda to Griffith (via Yoogali)

Three bus stops are located within the proposal area north of Burley Griffin Way on Lee Lane, Moura Street
and Hebden Street. There are three to five services per weekday and bus services do not operate on
weekends and public holidays.
Yoogali Public School is close to the intersection and Burley Griffin Way. There are eight school bus
services during school term for the morning and evening periods. These bus services also pass through the
proposal area.
Community Values
The area immediately surrounding the proposal is generally characterised by low density residential land
and semi-rural properties. Established planted trees located adjacent to the south bound lane of Mackay
Avenue and the Southern Rail corridor are likely to offer some landscaping and visual relief for occupants
of surrounding properties.
The road corridor and associated infrastructure of Mackay Avenue and Burley Griffin Way is likely to
influence local amenity and character near the proposal. Amenity is currently comprised by traffic along
State Route B94 and Irrigation Way, which both connect Griffith to other regional centres.

6.9.3 Potential impacts
Construction
Access and connectivity
During construction, potential impacts on local access and connectivity would generally be associated with
increased construction traffic, including heavy vehicles, near to construction work and temporary changes
to road conditions on Mackay Avenue, Burley Griffin Way, Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way. These
temporary changes may include reduced speed limits, temporary lane closures and diversions, and
temporary access changes. This may result in delays and disruptions for some motorists and other road
users, and impact on perceptions of road safety for some motorists and pedestrians.
Temporary delays and disruptions to some bus services may also result from changes to road conditions,
impacting on some commuters, however these impacts are expected to be minor and managed through
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notification to bus users and ongoing engagement with bus operators. No changes to existing bus stops are
anticipated.
The proposal has the potential to impact on an existing road side memorial on the north side of Mackay
Avenue.
Potential impacts on access and connectivity during construction would be mitigated through the
implementation of safeguards and management measures outlined in Section 6.9.4.
Community values
During construction, temporary impacts on local amenity may result for residents and local businesses
closest to construction activities due to increased construction noise, and dust (refer to section 6.5 and
6.10).
Land uses surrounding the proposal area mainly comprise residential uses. Impacts on night-time amenity
may be experienced by residents adjacent to the intersection should out-of-hours work be required.
Operation
Access and connectivity
The proposal would maintain driveway access to existing properties along each leg of the intersection.
It is anticipated that operation of the proposed intersection upgrade would have minimal impact on bus
operation and there would be no significant impacts to public transport (see Section 6.4). The proposal
would provide two pedestrian crossings at two legs of the intersection; on Mackay Avenue and Kurrajong
Avenue. This would significantly improve the safety of pedestrians crossing the roads. It is also anticipated
that cyclist safety may improve due to the control of conflicting traffic movements.
Potential impacts on access and connectivity during operation would be mitigated through the
implementation of safeguards and management measures outlined in Section 6.9.4.
Community values
The proposal would require the trimming or removal of about 10 street trees. These trees contribute to the
streetscape and amenity of surrounding properties, and the loss of these trees is likely to be a concern for
some people. Where tree removal is required, Roads and Maritime would provide replacement trees either
to be planted within the proposal area or an alternative area.
The proposal would include the widening and upgrading of about 140 metres of Mackay Avenue, 180
metres of Irrigation Way, 120 metres of Kurrajong Avenue and 140 metres of Burley Griffin Way. The
proposal would be located within the existing road corridor, and does not require the acquisition of private
property. The proposal would require the road to be located closer to some residential properties. However,
as outlined in Section 6.5, operational noise levels are unlikely to increase by more than 2 dB(A) relative to
existing road operations at surrounding receivers.
Potential impacts on community values during operation would be mitigated through the implementation of
safeguards and management measures outlined in Section 6.9.4.

6.9.4 Safeguards and management measures
The proposed safeguards and management measures for socio-economic impacts are listed in Table 6-34.
Other safeguards and management measures that would address socio-economic impacts are identified in:
•

Section 6.1 Biodiversity

•

Section 6.4 Traffic and Transport
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•

Section 6.5 Noise and Vibration

•

Section 6.8 Landscape character and visual impacts

•

Section 6.10 Air Quality.

Table 6-34: Safeguards and management measures for socio-economic factors

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Socio-economic A Communication Plan (CP) will be
Contactor
prepared and implemented as part of
the CEMP to help provide timely and
accurate information to the
community during construction. The
CP will include (as a minimum):
• mechanisms to provide
details and timing of proposed
activities to affected
residents, including changed
traffic and access conditions
• contact name and number for
complaints.

Timing

Reference

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

The CP will be prepared in
accordance with the Community
Involvement and Communications
Resource Manual (RTA, 2008).
Socio-economic In the event that utility service
interruptions are required as a result
of utilities relocation on within the
proposal area, residents would be
informed five days prior to any
interruptions.

Contractor

Preconstruction /
construction

Standard
safeguard

Socio-economic Fencing with material attached (e.g.
shade cloth) would be provided
around the construction compound
and other areas to screen views of
the construction compound from
adjoining properties.

Contractor

Preconstruction /
construction

Standard
safeguard

Socio-economic Relocation of roadside memorials to
be undertaken in accordance with
RMS’s Roadside Tributes Policy
(RTA, 2007).

Roads and
Maritime

Preconstruction /
construction

Standard
safeguard
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6.10 Air Quality
6.10.1 Existing environment
The National Pollutant Inventory was searched on 19 March 2018. Within the Griffith LGA, a total of 58
substances were emitted from 33 facilities during the 2015/2016 reporting period. The nearest facility listed
on the National Pollutant Inventory is Elgas Griffith, 8 Donaldson Street, Griffith (Department of the
Environment and Energy, 2017). This is located about 1.4 km north west of the proposal. Emissions from
this source (which include Volatile Organic Compounds) are not anticipated to contribute to cumulative air
emissions as a result of this proposal.
The air quality of the study area is considered to be typical of a rural area. The main contributors to air
quality are emissions from motor vehicles on the surrounding road network. Other contributors to air quality
in the area include domestic wood-fire heaters, use of plant and equipment on productive properties,
domestic and commercial aerosol and solvent use.
Sensitive receivers in the proposal area include residents whose properties adjoin the proposal area, road
users and pedestrians.

6.10.2 Potential impacts
Construction
There is potential for temporary localised air quality impacts during construction due to ground
disturbances, demolition of existing road and bridge infrastructure, adjustments to existing stormwater
drainage, plant machinery and equipment. The likely impacts would be from dust creation and exhaust
emissions. The sources of potential dust generation include:
•

stripping, stockpiling and managing of topsoil for pavement work

•

earthwork, including:
– excavations for road widening, construction of the road
–

excavations for the 3.5-metre-wide concrete footpath

–

excavation within the road corridor for stormwater drainage upgrades

–

excavation for the installation of drainage pits, pipes and utility adjustments

•

road milling

•

road sub-grade preparation and road pavement work

•

transport and handling of soil and materials to and from the proposal site

•

use of construction vehicles

•

stockpile of materials site at the site compound and ancillary facilities.

Potential air quality impacts during construction would be predominantly associated with the generation of
dust from excavations required for the road widening, installation of stormwater drainage upgrades and
installation of additional associated drainage and utility adjustments. Dust settlement may impact properties
on Mackay Avenue.
Air quality impacts as a result of dust generation are considered to be minor as they would be limited to the
construction phase and would be minimised by the implementation of the safeguards and management
measures outlined in Section 6.12.3.
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The operation of machinery and other construction vehicles would result in the emission of exhaust fumes.
The impact of these emissions would be limited to the duration of the construction and are considered to be
minor when compared to exhaust fumes emitted by traffic on Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue,
Kurrajong Avenue and Irrigation Way.
The application of spray painting for line marking also has the potential to cause odour. However, the
construction period would be temporary and there would be no long-term odour impacts for nearby
receivers.

6.10.3 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential air quality impacts are discussed below in
Table 6-35.
Table 6-35: Safeguards and management measures for air quality

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Air quality

The CEMP prepared and
implemented for the proposal will
address air quality and include, but
not be limited to:
• potential sources of air pollution
• air quality management
objectives consistent with any
relevant published EPA and/or
OEH guidelines
• mitigation and suppression
measures to be implemented
• methods to manage work during
strong winds or other adverse
weather conditions
• a progressive rehabilitation
strategy for exposed surfaces.

Contractor

Detailed
design / preconstruction

Section 4.4 of
QA G36
Environment
Protection

Air quality

Measures for dust suppression,
including watering or covering
exposed areas and stockpiles are to
be implemented and be in
accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Services Stockpile Site
Management Guideline (EMS-TG10).

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Air quality

Disturbed areas will be minimised in
extent and rehabilitated
progressively.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Air quality

Stockpiles will be located as far away Contractor
from residences and other sensitive
receivers as possible.

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Air quality

Burning of material on-site is
prohibited

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Air quality

Vehicles transporting waste, spoil or
other material that may produce
odours or dust will be covered during
transport.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Air quality

Construction works (including the
Contractor
spraying of paint and other materials)
during periods of high winds would
be modified to avoid drift.

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Exhaust
emissions

Visual monitoring of air quality will be Contractor
undertaken to verify the effectiveness
of controls and enable early
intervention.
Work activities will be reprogrammed
if the management measures are not
adequately restricting dust
generation.

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Exhaust
emissions

Construction plant and equipment
would be maintained in a good
working condition in order to limit
impacts on air quality.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Exhaust
emissions

Plant and machinery would be turned Contractor
off when not in use.

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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6.11 Waste and resource use
Roads and Maritime construction work often require significant amounts of waste to be managed, which
can cause adverse environmental impacts. Roads and Maritime is committed to the responsible reuse of
waste where possible in accordance with the resource management hierarchy principles embodied in the
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2001:
•

avoidance of unnecessary resource consumption

•

resource recovery
– reuse

•

–

reprocessing

–

recycling

–

energy recover

disposal.

Roads and Maritime encourages efficient use of resources and responsible waste management to reduce
costs and mitigated environmental harm.

6.11.1 Potential impacts
Construction
The proposal has the potential to generate waste from the following activities:
•

demolition of existing road infrastructure including kerbs, verges, medians, foot paths and roadways

•

removal of the bridge structure over Main Drain J

•

excavation for new road infrastructure

•

excavation for new rail crossing infrastructure

•

relocation and/or installation of services

•

removal of stormwater drainage pipelines

•

vegetation trimming and removal.

Waste streams likely to be generated during construction of the proposal include:
•

excess construction materials

•

excess spoil unsuitable for reuse

•

packaging or protective products for materials

•

roadside materials (signage, fencing etc.)

•

general waste from staff

•

waste water from wash down or bunded areas

•

redundant erosion and sediment controls

•

demolition waste

•

vegetation waste

•

potential asbestos and other hazardous waste from existing utilities.

Materials and spoil found unsuitable to be reused would be classified in accordance with the Waste
Classification Guidelines (DECCW, 2009) and disposed of at an approved recycling or waste disposal
facility.
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Operation
The operation of the proposal would not result in increased waste generation.

6.11.2 Safeguards and management measures
Mitigation measures provided in Table 6-36 would be implemented to mitigation potential waste and
resource use impacts.
Table 6-36: Safeguards and management measures for waste and resource use

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Waste

A Waste and Resource Management
Plan would be prepared as part of
the CEMP, which details waste
management strategies which are
consistent with the Waste Avoidance
and Resource Recovery Act 2007
and the resource management
hierarchy principles (in order of
priority) of avoidance, resource
recovery and disposal.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

The Waste and Resource
Contractor
Management Plan would include
procedures to classify all waste types
in accordance with the Waste
Classification Guidelines (EPA, 2014)
and NSW legislative requirements
and would include procedures for
reuse (where feasible) and disposal
arrangements for unsuitable
excavated material or contaminated
material (if encountered).

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

Waste disposed of off-site would be
disposed of to a waste facility that is
licensed under the POEO Act to
receive wastes of that type.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

There is to be no disposal or re-use
of construction waste on to other
land.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

Types of waste collected, amounts,
date/time and details of disposal are
to be recorded in a waste register.

Contractor

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

Cleared weed free vegetation will be Contractor
chipped and reused on-site as part of
the proposed landscaping and to
stabilise disturbed soils where
possible.

Construction

Standard
safeguard

Waste

The works area will be kept free of
rubbish, with appropriate receptacles

Construction

Standard
safeguard
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Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

provided for waste management and
recycling.

6.12 Cumulative impacts
6.12.1 Study area
Cumulative impacts occur when two or more projects are carried out concurrently and in close proximity to
one another. The impacts may be caused by both construction and operational activities, and can result in
a greater impact to the surrounding area than would be expected if each project was carried out in isolation.
A search of the Department of Planning and Environment’s Major Projects Register, Western Joint
Regional Planning Panel Development and Planning Register, and the Griffith City Council Development
Application Register in April 2018 was carried out for Yoogali and the local area. The identified projects are
described in Table 6-37. Other developments likely to occur within the locality would be small scale projects
such as residential dwellings in adjacent residential areas.

6.12.2 Broader program of work
The proposal is a part of the HVSPP broader program of work to increase the productivity and safety for
heavy vehicles. There would be no cumulative impacts with the proposal and projects being carried out
under this broader program of work.
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Other projects and developments
Table 6-37 describes the identified development projects with the potential to occur simultaneously with the
proposal.
Table 6-37: Past, present and future projects

Project

Construction impacts

Operational impacts

Griffith Solar
Construction and operation of the
76 megawatt Griffith Solar Farm.
The Griffith Solar Farm is located
about 3 kilometres away on
Irrigation Way.
Construction activities include:
• about 200,000 solar panels
• about 2,650 tracker units
• one delivery station in a
container on a ‘skid’
platform
• internal access tracks to
allow for site maintenance
vehicles, and gravel
access road and parking
for staff and visitors
• staff amenities and offices
• perimeter fencing
• a 33 kV underground
power line to connect into
the existing Griffith/Yoogali
TransGrid Substation.

The construction of 36
megawatts (of 76 megawatt)
occurred between January 2017
and October 2017. The
construction of the remainder of
the plant is proposed.

Operational impacts of this
development may include:
• increased traffic within
the proposal area for the
maintenance of the solar
plant

The main construction activities
would include:
• site establishment and
preparation for
construction (fencing, civil
works and drainage)
• installation of steel posts
• installation of
underground cabling, PV
boxes containers and
connection of
communications
equipment
• construction of the 33 kV
transmission line, switch
gear and equipment and
connection to existing
substation.
Cumulative construction impacts
may include:
• increased noise and dust
impacting surrounding
receivers
•

•
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Project

Construction impacts

Operational impacts

Riverina Solar
Construction and operation of the
proposed 30 megawatt Riverina
Solar Farm. The Riverina Solar
Farm covers about 110 hectares
and is located about 3 kilometres
from the proposal area on
Irrigation Way.

Construction of Riverina Solar is
anticipated to take 6 months.

Operational impacts of this
development may include:
• increased traffic within
the proposal area for the
maintenance of the solar
plant

The main construction activities
would include:
• site establishment and
preparation for
construction (fencing, civil
works and drainage)
The project includes:
• installation of steel piles
• about 120,000 solar panels
and solar panels
supported by 30,000 piles
• installation of inverter
• about 15 inverter
containers
containers
• construction of the 33 kV
• equipment storage shed,
transmission line, switch
staff amenities and car
gear and equipment and
parking
connection to existing
• rural style perimeter
substation.
fencing
Cumulative construction impacts
• internal access tracks for
may include:
site maintenance vehicles
• increased noise and dust
and car parking
impacting surrounding
• a 33 kV underground or
receivers
overhead power line
connecting the lots and
• increased construction
existing Griffith/Yoogali
traffic within the proposal
TransGrid substation.
area
• visual impacts due to the
construction work/sites.

6.12.3 Potential impacts
Construction
Both the Griffith and Riverina Solar projects are within three kilometres of the proposal. Based on the
construction program above, it is anticipated that Griffith solar will be constructed and commissioned before
construction of the proposal commences. Construction work associated with the Riverina Solar project may
be carried out simultaneously with the proposal and as such it is possible that there could be cumulative
impacts. These could relate to:
•

construction noise impacts due to simultaneous work being carried out

•

construction traffic impacts due to additional construction vehicles

•

visual impacts due to construction work sites

•

air quality impacts.

Mitigation measures are provided in Table 6-38.
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Operation
The long term effect of the proposal would have a positive cumulative impact on the safety and heavy
vehicle accessibility of the road network within the proposal area.

6.12.4 Safeguards and management measures
Safeguards and management measures to mitigate potential cumulative impacts are discussed below in
Table 6-38.
Table 6-38: Safeguards and management measures for potential cumulative impacts

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Cumulative
construction
impacts

A Communication Plan (CP) will be
prepared and implemented as part of
the CEMP to help provide timely and
accurate information to the
community during construction.

Roads and
Maritime

Preconstruction /
during
construction

Standard
safeguard

The CP will include consultation with
Griffith City Council and proponents
of the Griffith Solar and Riverina
Solar projects to:
• understand any concurrent
development being
undertaken within the area
• increase awareness of
construction timeframes and
impacts
• coordinate impact mitigation
and management (e.g.:
respite periods).
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7. Environmental management
This chapter describes how the proposal will be managed to reduce potential environmental impacts
throughout detailed design, construction and operation. A framework for managing the potential impacts is
provided. A summary of site-specific environmental safeguards is provided and the licence and/or approval
requirements required prior to construction are also listed.

7.1 Environmental management plans (or system)
A number of safeguards and management measures have been identified in the REF in order to minimise
adverse environmental impacts, including social impacts, which could potentially arise as a result of the
proposal. Should the proposal proceed, these safeguards and management measures would be
incorporated into the detailed design and applied during the construction and operation of the proposal.
A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will be prepared to describe the safeguards and
management measures identified. The CEMP will provide a framework for establishing how these
measures will be implemented and who would be responsible for their implementation.
The CEMP will be prepared prior to construction of the proposal and must be reviewed and certified by the
Roads and Maritime Environment Officer, South West Region, prior to the commencement of any on-site
works. The CEMP will be a working document, subject to ongoing change and updated as necessary to
respond to specific requirements.
The CEMP and would be developed in accordance with the specifications set out in the QA Specification
G36 – Environmental Protection (Management System), QA Specification G38 – Soil and Water
Management (Soil and Water Plan), QA Specification G40 – Clearing and Grubbing, QA Specification G10
– Traffic Management.
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7.2 Summary of safeguards and management measures
Environmental safeguards and management measures outlined in this REF will be incorporated into the detailed design phase of the proposal and during
construction and operation of the proposal, should it proceed. These safeguards and management measures will minimise any pot ential adverse impacts
arising from the proposed works on the surrounding environment. The safeguards and management measures are summarised in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Summary of safeguards and management measures

No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

GEN1

General minimise
environmental
impacts during
construction

A CEMP will be prepared and submitted for review and endorsement of the
Roads and Maritime Environment Manager prior to commencement of the
activity.

Contractor /
Roads and
Maritime project
manager

Preconstruction
/ detailed
design

Section 3.1
of QA G36
Environment
Protection

As a minimum, the CEMP will address the following:
• any requirements associated with statutory approvals
• details of how the project will implement the identified safeguards
outlined in the REF
• issue-specific environmental management plans
• roles and responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•

communication requirements
induction and training requirements
procedures for monitoring and evaluating environmental performance,
and for corrective action
reporting requirements and record-keeping
procedures for emergency and incident management
procedures for audit and review.

The endorsed CEMP will be implemented during the undertaking of the
activity.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

GEN2

General notification

GEN3

General –
environmental
awareness

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

All businesses, residential properties and other key stakeholders (e.g. schools, Contractor /
local councils) affected by the activity will be notified at least five days prior to Roads and
commencement of the activity.
Maritime project
manager

Preconstruction

Standard
safeguard

All personnel working on site will receive training to ensure awareness of
environment protection requirements to be implemented during the project.
This will include up-front site induction and regular "toolbox" style briefings.

Preconstruction
/ detailed
design

Standard
safeguard

Contractor /
Roads and
Maritime project
manager

The environmental awareness training is to include (as a minimum):
• environmentally sensitive locations and/or no go zones
• requirement to report and the process for reporting environmental
issues on-site
• requirement to report and the process for reporting damaged
environmental controls
•
•
•
B1

Biodiversity

A Flora and Fauna Management Plan will be prepared in accordance with
Contractor
Roads and Maritime's Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and Managing
Biodiversity on RTA Projects (RTA, 2011) and implemented as part of the
CEMP. It will include, but not be limited to:
• plans showing areas to be cleared and areas to be protected, including
exclusion zones, protected habitat features and revegetation areas
•
•
•
•
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards
•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

Protocols to manage weeds and pathogens.

B2

Biodiversity

Measures to further avoid and minimise the construction footprint and native
vegetation or habitat removal will be investigated during detailed design and
implemented where practicable and feasible.

Contactor

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

B3

Biodiversity

Pre-clearing surveys would be undertaken in accordance with Guide 1: Preclearing process of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Preconstruction

B4

Biodiversity

Vegetation removal would be undertaken in accordance with Guide 4:
Clearing of vegetation and removal of bushrock of the Biodiversity Guidelines:
Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

B5

Biodiversity

Native vegetation would be re-established in accordance with Guide 3: Reestablishment of native vegetation of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting
and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Post
construction

B6

Biodiversity

The unexpected species find procedure is to be followed under Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011)
if threatened ecological communities, not assessed in the biodiversity
assessment, are identified in the proposal site.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

B7

Biodiversity

Exclusion zones would be set up at the limit of clearing (i.e. the edge of the
impact area) in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion zones of the Biodiversity
Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA
2011).

Contractor

Preconstruction

B8

Aquatic impacts

Aquatic habitat would be protected in accordance with Guide 10: Aquatic
Contractor
habitats and riparian zones of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011) and Section 3.3.2
Standard precautions and mitigation measures of the Policy and guidelines for
fish habitat conservation and management Update 2013 (DPI (Fisheries NSW)
2013).
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safeguard

Standard
safeguard

Construction Standard
safeguard
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No.

Impact

B9

Responsibility

Timing

Injury and
Fauna would be managed in accordance with Guide 9: Fauna handling of the
mortality of fauna Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA projects
(RTA 2011).

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

B10

Invasion and
spread of weeds

Weed species would be managed in accordance with Guide 6: Weed
management of the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing
biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA 2011).

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

B11

Invasion and
spread of
pathogens and
disease

Pathogens would be managed in accordance with Guide 2: Exclusion zones of Contractor
the Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and managing biodiversity on RTA
projects (RTA 2011).

Construction Standard
safeguard

B12

Noise, light and
vibration

Shading and artificial light impacts would be minimised through detailed
design.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

F1

Hydrology and
flooding

Staging of construction activities within Main Drain J would minimise
obstruction of the channel and culverts, and limit the extent of flow diversion
required.

Contractor

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

F2

Hydrology and
flooding

Detailed design would ensure there is no reduction in the existing waterway
area of the Main Drain J culvert structure.

Contractor

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

F3

Hydrology and
flooding

Consultation would be carried with Griffith City Council to ensure consistency
with the floodplain risk management study and plan developed for the Main
Drain J catchment.

Roads and
Maritime
Services

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

SW1

Soil and water

A Soil and Water Management Plan (SWMP) will be prepared and
implemented as part of the CEMP. The SWMP will identify all reasonably
foreseeable risks relating to soil erosion and water pollution and describe how
these risks will be addressed during construction.

Contractor

Detailed
Section 2.1
design / pre- of QA G38
construction Soil and
Water
Management

SW2

Soil and water

A site specific Erosion and Sediment Control Plan/s will be prepared and
implemented as part of the Soil and Water Management Plan.

Contractor

Detailed
Section 2.2
design / Pre- of QA G38
construction Soil and
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

The Plan will include arrangements for managing wet weather events,
including monitoring of potential high risk events (such as storms) and specific
controls and follow-up measures to be applied in the event of wet weather.

Timing

Reference
Water
Management

SW3

Contaminated
land

A Contaminated Land Management Plan will be prepared in accordance with
the Guideline for the Management of Contamination (Roads and Maritime,
2013) and implemented as part of the CEMP. The plan will include, but not be
limited to:
• capture and management of any surface runoff contaminated by
exposure to the contaminated land
• further investigations required to determine the extent, concentration
and type of contamination, as identified in the detailed site
investigation (Phase 2)
• management of the remediation and subsequent validation of the
contaminated land, including any certification required
• measures to ensure the safety of site personnel and local communities
during construction.

Contractor

Detailed
Section 4.2
design / Pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

SW4

Contaminated
land

If contaminated areas are encountered during construction, appropriate
control measures will be implemented to manage the immediate risks of
contamination. All other works that may impact on the contaminated area will
cease until the nature and extent of the contamination has been confirmed
and any necessary site-specific controls or further actions identified in
consultation with the Roads and Maritime Environment Manager and/or EPA.

Contractor

Detailed
Section 4.3
design / Pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

SW5

Accidental spill

A site specific emergency spill plan will be developed, and include spill
management measures in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Code of
Practice for Water Management (RTA, 1999) and relevant EPA guidelines.
The plan will address measures to be implemented in the event of a spill,
including initial response and containment, notification of emergency services
and relevant authorities (including Roads and Maritime and EPA officers).

Contractor

Detailed
Section 4.3
design / Pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

TT1

Traffic and
transport

A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) will be prepared and implemented as part
of the CEMP. The TMP will be prepared in accordance with the Roads and
Maritime Traffic Control at Work Sites Manual (RTA, 2010) and QA

Contractor

Detailed
Section 4.8
design / Pre- of QA G36
construction
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Specification G10 Control of Traffic (Roads and Maritime, 2008). The TMP will
include:
• confirmation of haulage routes
• measures to maintain access to local roads and properties
• site specific traffic control measures (including signage) to manage and
regulate traffic movement
• measures to maintain pedestrian and cyclist access
• requirements and methods to consult and inform the local community
of impacts on the local road network
• access to construction sites including entry and exit locations and
measures to prevent construction vehicles queuing on public roads.
• a response plan for any construction traffic incident
• consideration of other developments that may be under construction to
minimise traffic conflict and congestion that may occur due to the
cumulative increase in construction vehicle traffic
• monitoring, review and amendment mechanisms.

Timing

Reference
Environment
Protection

TT2

Traffic and
transport

Current traffic movements and property accesses are to be maintained during
the works. Any disturbance is to be minimised to prevent unnecessary traffic
delays.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

TT3

Traffic and
transport

Pedestrian and cyclist access is to be maintained throughout construction.
Provision of signposts outlining the pedestrians and cyclists’ diversion routes
would be displayed during construction. Any temporary pedestrian diversions
or footpath closures are to be addressed in the Construction Traffic
Management Plan.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

TT4

Traffic and
transport

Access to appropriate bus stop locations would be maintained during
construction, where possible, in consultation with bus operators.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

Ongoing updates on locations and access to bus stops would be provided to
the community during construction period to ensure that disruption is
minimised.
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

NV1

Noise and
vibration

A Noise and Vibration Management Plan (NVMP) will be prepared and
implemented as part of the CEMP. The NVMP will generally follow the
approach in the Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC, 2009)
and identify:
• all potential significant noise and vibration generating activities
associated with the activity
• feasible and reasonable mitigation measures to be implemented,
taking into account Beyond the Pavement: urban design policy,
process and principles (Roads and Maritime, 2014).
• a monitoring program to assess performance against relevant noise
and vibration criteria
• arrangements for consultation with affected neighbours and sensitive
receivers, including notification and complaint handling procedures
• contingency measures to be implemented in the event of noncompliance with noise and vibration criteria.

Contactor

Detailed
Section 4.6
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

NV2

Noise and
vibration

All sensitive receivers (e.g. schools, local residents) likely to be affected will be Contactor
notified at least [insert no. of days] prior to commencement of any works
associated with the activity that may have an adverse noise or vibration
impact. The notification will provide details of:
• the project
• the construction period and construction hours
• contact information for project management staff
•
•

NV3

Noise and
vibration
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Reference

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

complaint and incident reporting
how to obtain further information.

Limit the most noise-intensive construction processes (e.g. pneumatic
hammering, pavement sawing, stormwater upgrades) to standard construction
hours where possible.

Contractor

Construction Additional
safeguard
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

NV5

Vibration

The use of vibratory compaction equipment within two metres of underground
services should not be undertaken without further investigations.

Contractor

Preconstruction
/
construction

Additional
safeguard

NV6

Vibration

If plant and equipment changes materially from that which has been assessed, Contractor
a review of construction vibration should be undertaken prior to commencing
work.

Preconstruction

Additional
safeguard

AH1

Aboriginal
heritage

The CEMP prepared for the proposal will provide specific guidance on
measures and controls to be implemented to avoid and mitigate impacts to
Aboriginal heritage.
The CEMP will be prepared in accordance with the Procedure for Aboriginal
cultural heritage consultation and investigation (Roads and Maritime, 2012)
and Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads
and Maritime, 2015).

Contactor

Detailed
Section 4.9
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

AH2

Aboriginal
heritage

The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads
and Maritime, 2015) will be followed in the event that an unknown or potential
Aboriginal object/s, including skeletal remains, is found during construction.
This applies where Roads and Maritime does not have approval to disturb the
object/s or where a specific safeguard for managing the disturbance (apart
from the Procedure) is not in place.
• Work will only re-commence once the requirements of that Procedure
have been satisfied.

Contactor

Detailed
Section 4.9
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

H1

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The CEMP prepared and implemented for the proposal will provide specific
guidance on measures and controls to be implemented to avoid and mitigate
impacts to Non-Aboriginal heritage.

Contactor

Detailed
Section 4.10
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection

H2

Non-Aboriginal
heritage

The Standard Management Procedure - Unexpected Heritage Items (Roads
and Maritime, 2015) will be followed in the event that any unexpected heritage
items, archaeological remains or potential relics of Non-Aboriginal origin are
encountered.

Contactor

Detailed
Section 4.10
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

LV1

Landscape
character and
visual impact

An Urban Design Framework will be
Contactor
prepared to support the final detailed project design and implemented as part
of the CEMP. The Urban Design Plan shall address the works proposed within
the road corridor and that required within private properties as described in the
proposal.

Timing

Reference

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

The Urban Design Plan will present an integrated urban design and landscape
guidelines for the project, providing practical detail on the application of design
principles and objectives identified in the environmental assessment.
The Plan will include design treatments for:
• location and identification of existing vegetation and proposed
landscaped areas, including species to be used
• built elements including retaining walls, bridges and noise walls
• pedestrian elements including footpath location, paving types and
pedestrian crossings
• fixtures such as lighting, fencing and signs
• details of the staging of landscape works taking account of related
environmental controls such as erosion and sedimentation controls
and drainage
• procedures for monitoring and maintaining landscaped or rehabilitated
areas.
The Urban Design Plan will be prepared in accordance with relevant
guidelines, including:
• Beyond the Pavement urban design policy, process and principles
(Roads and Maritime, 2014)
•
•
•
•
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Landscape Guideline (RTA, 2008)
Bridge Aesthetics (Roads and Maritime 2012)
Noise Wall Design Guidelines (RTA, 2006)
Shotcrete Design Guideline (RTA, 2005).
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

LV2

Management of
works

Works are to be managed in accordance with EIA-N04 Guidelines for visual
impact assessment and landscape character assessment (RMS 2013)

Contactor

Construction Standard
safeguard

LV3

Site compound
visual impacts

Fencing with material attached (e.g. shade cloth in a colour sympathetic to
surrounding area) around the construction compound to screen views of the
construction compound from nearby properties.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

LV4

Worksite

Maintaining the work site in a clean and tidy stage and completing the work
within the shortest possible timeframe.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

SE1

Socio-economic

A Communication Plan (CP) will be prepared and implemented as part of the
CEMP to help provide timely and accurate information to the community
during construction. The CP will include (as a minimum):
• mechanisms to provide details and timing of proposed activities to
affected residents, including changed traffic and access conditions
• contact name and number for complaints.

Contactor

Detailed
Standard
design / pre- safeguard
construction

The CP will be prepared in accordance with the Community Involvement and
Communications Resource Manual (RTA, 2008).
SE2

Socio-economic

In the event that utility service interruptions are required as a result of utilities
relocation on within the proposal area, residents would be informed prior to
any interruptions.

Contractor

Preconstruction
/
construction

Standard
safeguard

SE3

Socio-economic

Fencing with material attached (e.g. shade cloth) would be provided around
the construction compound and other areas to screen views of the
construction compound from adjoining properties.

Contractor

Preconstruction
/
construction

Standard
safeguard

AQ1

Air quality

The CEMP prepared and implemented for the proposal will address air quality
and include, but not be limited to:
• potential sources of air pollution
• air quality management objectives consistent with any relevant
published EPA and/or OEH guidelines

Contractor

Detailed
Section 4.4
design / pre- of QA G36
construction Environment
Protection
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards
•
•
•

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

mitigation and suppression measures to be implemented
methods to manage work during strong winds or other adverse
weather conditions
a progressive rehabilitation strategy for exposed surfaces.

AQ2

Air quality

Measures for dust suppression, including watering or covering exposed areas
and stockpiles are to be implemented and be in accordance with the Roads
and Maritime Services Stockpile Site Management Guideline (EMS-TG-10).

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ3

Air quality

Disturbed areas will be minimised in extent and rehabilitated progressively.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ4

Air quality

Stockpiles will be located as far away from residences and other sensitive
receivers as possible.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ5

Air quality

Burning of material on-site is prohibited

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ6

Air quality

Vehicles transporting waste, spoil or other material that may produce odours
or dust will be covered during transport.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ7

Air quality

Construction works (including the spraying of paint and other materials) during
periods of high winds would be modified to avoid drift.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ8

Exhaust
emissions

Visual monitoring of air quality will be undertaken to verify the effectiveness of
controls and enable early intervention.
Work activities will be reprogrammed if the management measures are not
adequately restricting dust generation.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ9

Exhaust
emissions

Construction plant and equipment would be maintained in a good working
condition in order to limit impacts on air quality.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

AQ10

Exhaust
emissions

Plant and machinery would be turned off when not in use.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

W1

Waste

A Waste and Resource Management Plan would be prepared as part of the
CEMP, which details waste management strategies which are consistent with

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard
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No.

Impact

Environmental safeguards

Responsibility

Timing

Reference

the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 and the resource
management hierarchy principles (in order of priority) of avoidance, resource
recovery and disposal.
W2

Waste

The Waste and Resource Management Plan would include procedures to
Contractor
classify all waste types in accordance with the Waste Classification Guidelines
(EPA, 2014) and NSW legislative requirements and would include procedures
for reuse (where feasible) and disposal arrangements for unsuitable
excavated material or contaminated material (if encountered).

Construction Standard
safeguard

W3

Waste

Waste disposed of off-site would be disposed of to a waste facility that is
licensed under the POEO Act to receive wastes of that type.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

W4

Waste

There is to be no disposal or re-use of construction waste on to other land.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

W5

Waste

Types of waste collected, amounts, date/time and details of disposal are to be
recorded in a waste register.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

W6

Waste

Cleared weed free vegetation will be chipped and reused on-site as part of the Contractor
proposed landscaping and to stabilise disturbed soils where possible.

Construction Standard
safeguard

W7

Waste

The works area will be kept free of rubbish, with appropriate receptacles
provided for waste management and recycling.

Contractor

Construction Standard
safeguard

CI1

Cumulative
construction
impacts

A Communication Plan (CP) will be prepared and implemented as part of the
CEMP to help provide timely and accurate information to the community
during construction.

Roads and
Maritime

Preconstruction
/ during
construction

Standard
safeguard

The CP will include consultation with Griffith City Council and proponents of
the Griffith Solar and Riverina Solar projects to:
• understand any concurrent development being undertaken within the
area
• increase awareness of construction timeframes and impacts
• coordinate impact mitigation and management (e.g.: respite periods).
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7.3 Licensing and approvals
As outlined in Table 7-2; a licence/permit may be required for the extraction of water during the construction
of the proposal.
Table 7-2: Summary of licensing and approvals required

Instrument

Requirement

Water Act 1912
(s10 / s18F)

Licence and/or permit for construction or use of a
Prior to start of the
‘work’ (eg water conservation, irrigation, water supply, activity
drainage or changing the course of a river) for certain
purposes from DPI (Water).
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8. Conclusion
This chapter provides the justification for the proposal taking into account its biophysical, social and
economic impacts, the suitability of the site and whether or not the proposal is in the public interest. The
proposal is also considered in the context of the objectives of the EP&A Act, including the principles of
ecologically sustainable development as defined in Schedule 2 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation 2000.

8.1 Justification
The proposal is considered to be justified as it would allow for freight efficiency by enhancing the capacity
of the intersection for heavy vehicles and improve road user safety at both the intersection and level railway
crossing.
The assessment of the proposal’s impact has concluded:
•

the proposal would be unlikely to cause a significant impact on the environment. Therefore, it is not
necessary for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from
the Minister for Planning under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. A Species Impact Statement is not
required. The proposal is subject to assessment under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. Consent from
Council is not required

•

the proposal is not likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental
significance or the environment of Commonwealth land within the meaning of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). A referral to the Australian
Department of the Environment is not required.

While there would be some environmental impacts as a consequence of the proposal, they have been
avoided or minimised wherever possible through design and site-specific safeguards summarised in
Chapter 7.
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8.2 Objects of the EP&A Act
Table 8-1 below provides consideration of the proposal in accordance with Section 5 of the EP&A Act.
Table 8-1: Objects of the EP&A Act

Object

Comment

1.3(a) To promote the social and economic welfare
of the community and a better environment by the
proper management, development and
conservation of the State’s natural and other
resources.

The proposal would improve the safety of the road
network whilst minimising impacts on the built
environment. The proposal would promote the
social welfare of the community by improving user
safety.
See Chapter 6 for further details.

1.3(b) To facilitate ecologically sustainable
development by integrating relevant economic,
environmental and social considerations in
decision-making about environmental planning and
assessment.

Not relevant to the project.

1.3(c) To promote the orderly and economic use
and development of land.

Not relevant to the project.

1.3(d) To promote the delivery and maintenance of
affordable housing.

Not relevant to the project.

1.3(e) To protect the environment, including the
conservation of threatened and other species of
native animals and plants, ecological communities
and their habitats.

Construction of the proposal would require the
clearing or permanent modification of existing
vegetation (mainly non-native grass and
landscaping). The potential impacts on vegetation,
threatened species, population and ecological
communities are discussed in Section 6.1.

1.3(f) To promote the sustainable management of
built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage).

The proposal is not anticipated to have any impact
on built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal
cultural heritage). See Chapter 6 for further details.
Safeguards and management measures have been
proposed to reduce the risk of harm to unidentified
heritage items found during construction. See
Chapter 7 for further details.

1.3(g) To promote good design and amenity of the
built environment.

The proposed intersection upgrade is designed to
be in-keeping with the existing environment and
road corridor.

1.3(h) To promote the proper construction and
maintenance of buildings, including the protection
of the health and safety of their occupants.

Not relevant to the project.

1.3(i) To promote the sharing of the responsibility
for environmental planning and assessment
between the different levels of government in the
State.

Not relevant to the project.
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Object

Comment

1.3(j) To provide increased opportunity for
community participation in environmental planning
and assessment.

Consultation with the community and relevant
government agencies was carried out during the
development of the proposal. Details of this
consultation are provided in Chapter 5
(Consultation).

8.2.1 The precautionary principle
The precautionary principle upholds that if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental
damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent
environmental degradation.
When applying the precautionary principle public and private decisions should be guided by:
•

careful evaluation to avoid, wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to the environment

•

an assessment of risk-weighted consequences of various options.

A precondition for the operation of the precautionary principle is that there are threats of serious or
irreversible damage to the environment. This REF has demonstrated that such threats are not present for
the proposal.
Detailed design of the proposal would ensure no serious or irreversible environmental damage would arise
from the proposed works. The developed safeguards and management measures would be implemented to
minimise or mitigate any potential impacts.
Conservative ‘worst case’ scenarios were considered while assessing the environmental impact of the
proposal. For example, conservative estimates of the number of trees to be removed and the number of
construction vehicles were used for the impact assessments. Worst case construction times were also
assessed.
Specialist advice in traffic modelling, noise and vibration, biodiversity, flooding and landscape character and
visual impact were incorporated for a detailed understanding of the existing environment.

8.2.2 Intergenerational equity
The principle of intergeneration equity states, ‘the present generation should ensure that the health,
diversity and productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future
generations’.
The proposal would not result in any impacts that are likely to adversely impact on the health, diversity or
productivity of the environment for future generations. The proposal would benefit future generations by
improving the safety of the road network, with this being a positive benefit for all road users.
Should the proposal not proceed, the principle of intergenerational equity may be compromised, as future
generations would inherit a lower level of safety and service in the area.

8.2.3 Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity
The principle of biological diversity upholds that the conservation of biological diversity and ecological
integrity should be a fundamental consideration.
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The construction planning outcomes and safeguard and management measures described in Section 6.1
would minimise the impacts of the proposal on terrestrial biodiversity and ecological integrity of the
proposal area and its surrounding landscapes.

8.2.4 Improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms
This principle requires that ‘costs to the environment should be factored into the economic costs of a
project’, and upholds that environmental factors should be included in the valuation of assets and services,
such as:
•

polluter pays, that is, those who generate pollution and waste should bear that cost of containment,
avoidance or abatement

•

the users of goods and service should pay prices based on the full life cycle of costs or providing
goods and services, including the use of natural resources and assets and the ultimate disposal of
any waste

•

environmental goals, having been established, should be pursued in the most cost effective way, by
establishing incentive structures, including market mechanisms that enable those best placed to
maximise benefits or minimise costs to develop their own solutions and responses to environmental
problems.

Environmental issues have been considered in the strategic planning for the proposal. The environmental
goals of the proposal have also been pursued in the most cost effective way through the design and
construction planning process.
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8.3 Conclusion
The proposed signalised intersection upgrade at Burley Griffin Way, Mackay Avenue, Kurrajong Avenue,
Irrigation Way, Yoogali is subject to assessment under Division 5.1 of the EP&A Act. The REF has
examined and taken into account to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the
environment by reason of the proposed activity.
This has included consideration (where relevant) of conservation agreements and plans of management
under the NPW Act, biodiversity stewardship sites under the BC Act, wilderness areas, areas of
outstanding value, impacts on threatened species and ecological communities and their habitats and other
protected fauna and native plants. It has also considered potential impacts to matters of national
environmental significance listed under the Federal EPBC Act.
A number of potential environmental impacts from the proposal have been avoided or reduced during the
concept design development and options assessment. The proposal as described in the REF best meets
the project objectives but would still result in some impacts on local amenity during construction.
Safeguards and management measures as detailed in this REF would ameliorate or minimise these
expected impacts. The proposal would also improve safety of the road network. On balance the proposal is
considered justified and the following conclusions are made.
Significance of impact under NSW legislation
The proposal would be unlikely to cause a significant impact on the environment. Therefore, it is not
necessary for an environmental impact statement to be prepared and approval to be sought from the
Minister for Planning under Division 5.2 of the EP&A Act. A Biodiversity Development Assessment Report
or Species Impact Statement is not required. The proposal is subject to assessment under Division 5.1 of
the EP&A Act. Consent from Council is not required.
Significance of impact under Australian legislation
The proposal is not likely to have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance or
the environment of Commonwealth land within the meaning of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999. A referral to the Australian Department of the Environment and Energy is not
required.
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9. Certification
This review of environmental factors provides a true and fair review of the proposal in relation to its
potential effects on the environment. It addresses to the fullest extent possible all matters affecting or
likely to affect the environment as a result of the proposal.

Damien Wagner
Environment Manager
Jacobs
Date:15/06/2018

I have examined this review of environmental factors and accept it on behalf of Roads and Maritime
Services.

Paul Weedon
Project Manager
Regional Project Office
Roads and Maritime Services
Date: 18/06/2018
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Terms and acronyms used in this REF
Term / Acronym

Description

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

ADT

Average Daily Traffic

AHD

Average Height Datum

AHIMS

Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System

ARI

Average Recurrence Interval

ATF

Australian Temporary Fencing

BAM

Biodiversity Assessment Method

BC Act

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (NSW).

BOS

Biodiversity Offset Scheme

CEMP

Construction environmental management plan

CNVG

Construction Noise and Vibration Guidelines (Roads and Maritime, 2016)

DBYD

Dial Before You Dig

DECC

Department of Environment and Climate Change

DECCW

Department of Environment Climate Change and Water

DPE

Department of Planning and Environment

DPI

Department of Primary Industries

EIA

Environmental impact assessment

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW). Provides the
legislative framework for land use planning and development assessment in
NSW

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Commonwealth). Provides for the protection of the environment, especially
matters of national environmental significance, and provides a national
assessment and approvals process.

ESD

Ecologically sustainable development. Development which uses, conserves and
enhances the resources of the community so that ecological processes on which
life depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future,
can be increased

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

Heritage Act

Heritage Act 1977 (NSW)

ISEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007

LALC

Local Aboriginal Land Council

LEP

Local Environmental Plan. A type of planning instrument made under Part 3 of
the EP&A Act.
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Term / Acronym

Description

LoS

Level of Service. A qualitative measure describing operational conditions within a
traffic stream and their perception by motorists and/or passengers.

MNES

Matters of national environmental significance under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

NCA

Noise Catchment Area

NML

Noise Management Levels

NPW Act

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)

NVMP

Noise and Vibration Management Plan

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage

OOHW

Out of Hours Work

PACHCI

Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (Roads
and Maritime Services, 2011)

PCT

Plant Community Type

PMST

Protected Matters Search Tools (Department of the Environment and Energy)

POEO

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW)

QA Specifications

Specifications developed by Roads and Maritime Services for use with road work
and bridge work contracts let by Roads and Maritime Services.

RBL

Rating Background Level

REF

Review of Environmental Factors

RNP

Road Noise Policy (NSW) (Department of Environment Climate Change and
Water, 2011)

Roads and Maritime

NSW Roads and Maritime Services

RTA

Road and Traffic Authority (now Roads and Maritime Services)

SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy. A type of planning instrument made under
Part 3 of the EP&A Act.

SIS

Species Impact Statement

SWMP

Soil and Water Management Plan

TEC

Threatened Ecological Community

TMP

Traffic Management Plan

TSC

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW) (repealed by the Biodiversity
Conservation Act 2016)

VMS

Variable Message Signs
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